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Abstract
Despite existing literature documenting patriotism and nationalism in education and children’s
knowledge of patriotic and national songs, the impact of patriotism and nationalism in American
elementary music education through patriotic and national songs has not been examined in the
context of current national standards. This examination is important as knowledge of patriotism,
nationalism, and patriotic and national, specifically state, songs inform individuals’
understanding of culture and national and personal identities. This study identifies educational
perspectives of educational scholars, music educators, and policy makers on patriotism,
nationalism, and patriotic and national songs. A qualitative design and historical approach were
utilized to infer connections and influences not acknowledged previously between patriotism,
nationalism, and music education. Perspectives on development, religious foundation, need for
American music preservation, and interest conflicts between music education scholars and
educational representatives developed as themes through examination of select literature.
Existing documents, statements, and literature were examined for themes of patriotism and
nationalism to demonstrate the impact in the music education curricular structure through sample
lesson plans. This work is important because development of loyalty, national identity, and
knowledge result from applying patriotic and nationalistic concepts, songs, and supplementary
materials in music education curriculum. Due to the instability of American patriotism, this study
could benefit social sciences studies to improve instructional practices. Further implications from
this study include improved teaching and expanded knowledge of patriotic and national songs;
designating patriotism and nationalism in music education goals, standards, and curriculum
development; and developing elementary students’ patriotic and national identities.
Keywords: American heritage music, elementary music education standards, music
curriculum materials, nationalism, patriotic songs, patriotism, state songs
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Chapter One: Introduction
Introduction
The structure of American music education has often incorporated the elements of
patriotism and nationalism for the development of patriotism and national identity among
students. National unity has been promoted through music that reflects the patriotism and history
of America.1 Despite this presence, patriotism and nationalism have been criticized as viable
elements of music education in recent decades.2 Due to the critical position taken by leading
scholars and educators in music education, American patriotic and national songs have not been
considered viable learning materials resulting in a decline of knowledge among students and
teachers. Even though scholars and educators have sought to dismiss patriotism and nationalism
as effective and necessary components of music education, these elements continue to be a point
of discussion among educators and scholars as reflected through an examination of the literature.
Amidst the decline of patriotism and nationalism in American society and education, a minority
of scholars have documented a growing need to teach and promote patriotism and nationalism
that reflects the ideals and concepts of America. Additionally, American music has been
analyzed and shown to provide positive pedagogical implications for student development.3
Through an inquiry of previous developments and perspectives that have led to the
discussions in place today, understanding patriotism and nationalism in American elementary

1
Melinda Russell, “I (Don’t) Hear America Singing: The List of Songs Americans Should Know and
Sing,” European Journal of American Studies 6, no. 2 (2011): 2-3, http://journals.openedition.org/ejas/8962.
2

David G. Hebert, “Patriotism and Music Education: An International Overview,” in Patriotism and
Nationalism in Music Education, ed. David Hebert and Alexandra Kertz-Welzel (New York: Routledge, 2016), 18.
3

Laurah Merisier, “Modern Patriotism” (Master’s thesis, Florida State University, 2019), 75, ProQuest
Dissertations & Theses Global.; Jessica Kindschi Walter, “American Music in Wind Band Repertoire: The
Importance and Need for Heritage Preservation” (Master’s thesis, The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2017),
63-64, ProQuest Dissertations & Thesis Global.
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music education is an important area of research. In elementary music education, research has
not examined the application of concepts of patriotism and nationalism and the curricular
implications of American patriotic and national songs. An examination of music education in
general provided an informative view of American elementary music education practices and
implications from previous research for the application of patriotism and nationalism. A
qualitative method and historical approach guided an inquiry into answering the research
questions and understanding the need for teaching patriotism and nationalism in American
elementary music education.
Background
Patriotism and nationalism are recurring themes in music education in American history.
Particular events such as World Wars I and II and September 11, 2001 influenced the focus of
patriotism and nationalism in music education.4 In the late 1900s, patriotism was a component of
music school curricula despite a decline in nationalism in schools.5 To counter the lack of
knowledge of traditional and newer songs and the apparent decline of singing in America, the
Music Educators National Conference (MENC) developed a list of songs eventually published in
a songbook in 1996 that every American should know and sing.6 This list included American
patriotic and national songs that reflected the history and culture of the nation.7 After the events
of September 11, 2001, states and leaders in America promoted a high level of patriotism

4

Merisier, “Modern Patriotism,” 6-9.

5

Merisier, “Modern Patriotism,” 8.

6

Russell, “I (Don’t) Hear,” 1-2.

7

Russell, “I (Don’t) Hear,” 2-3.

3
particularly in schools.8 Carlos R. Abril states, “In many schools, music teachers were expected
to do their part by teaching the national anthem, a recognizable symbol of the US. The national
music education organization . . . even launched a campaign promoting the song’s use in the
curriculum and in school performances.”9 The MENC established The National Anthem Project
between 2005 and 2007 to promote patriotism in music education.10
Despite the presence of and work to retain patriotism and nationalism in music education
in the late 1900s and early 2000s, the motives and effects of teaching from a patriotic and
nationalistic perspective have been questioned by music scholars in recent years.11 Music
educators, specifically, have documented a critique of the negative effects learning music
through the lens of patriotism and nationalism can have on students.12 Regardless of the scholarly
literature encouraging an approach that varies from the promotion of patriotism and nationalism
in music education, David G. Hebert has acknowledged the persisting presences of patriotism
and nationalism in the music classroom.13 Hebert states, “Music teacher educators appear to
agree that there are many more appropriate objectives for the teaching of music than the
promotion of national identity, but somehow in actual practice, patriotism seems to persist as an
essentially perennial and universal feature of music education.”14 According to educators and

8
Carlos R. Abril, “A National Anthem: Patriotic Symbol or Democratic Action?” in Patriotism and
Nationalism in Music Education, ed. David Hebert and Alexandra Kertz-Welzel (New York: Routledge, 2016), 77.
9

Abril, “National Anthem,” in Patriotism and Nationalism, 77.

10

Hebert, “Patriotism,” in Patriotism and Nationalism, 9.

11

Hebert, “Patriotism,” in Patriotism and Nationalism, 11.

12

Hebert, “Patriotism,” in Patriotism and Nationalism, 11-12.

13

Hebert, “Patriotism,” in Patriotism and Nationalism, 18.

14

Hebert, “Patriotism,” in Patriotism and Nationalism, 18.
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some scholars, the incorporation of American music, including patriotic, is to preserve
America’s heritage and unite people through music.15
Currently, patriotic songs continue to be used in elementary music education.16 As Laurah
Merisier states, “Many Americans first practice their patriotism at school, standing up, hand over
heart, reciting the pledge of allegiance and listening to The Star-Spangled Banner on the
morning announcements, and then learning songs like This Land is Your Land in their
elementary general music classroom.”17 Regardless of the use of patriotic songs in elementary
music education, the national goals established in the Housewright Declaration in 2000 did not
specifically acknowledge the concepts of patriotism, nationalism, or American music as needed
elements though Western and all other music were acknowledged as important inclusions in the
curriculum for all levels of music education.18 Music education has been guided by the
application of the goals from the Housewright Declaration through the year 2020.19
Statement of the Problem
The application of patriotism and nationalism and related concepts in American
education is considered a necessary element of students’ learning and development as
responsible citizens.20 Music, as an important aspect of American history, influences the

15

Merisier, “Modern Patriotism,” 79.; Walter, “American Music,” 66.

16

Merisier, “Modern Patriotism,” 83.

17

Merisier, “Modern Patriotism,” 83.

18
Marie McCarthy, “The Housewright Declaration: A Lens for Viewing Music Education in the Early
Twenty-First Century,” Contributions to Music Education 45 (2020): 50, https://www.jstor.org/stable/26974516.
19
20

McCarthy, “Housewright Declaration,” 50.

Morris Janowitz, The Reconstruction of Patriotism: Education for Civic Consciousness (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1983), 152.; Alan Taylor, “The Virtue of an Educated Voter,” The American Scholar,
Autumn 2016, 27,
http://ezproxy.liberty.edu/login?qurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.proquest.com%2Fmagazines%2Fvirtue-educatedvoter%2Fdocview%2F1818668333%2Fse-2%3Faccountid%3D12085.
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development of individuals’ perception of their country and personal identities.21 The
development of national identity is considered a fundamental aspect of humanity that should be a
central facet of education and not eliminated from learning in order to preserve the intended
educational structure as a method of maintaining democracy.22 Despite the acknowledged
importance of learning American patriotism and nationalism in general education courses, music
educators differ in opinions on the subject. The objections expressed of the concepts of
patriotism and nationalism in music education scholarly literature to a certain degree counter the
actual practice in the classroom that continues to favor teaching patriotism and related music.23
Due to differences of opinion on and practice of patriotism and nationalism in music education,
the application and promotion of these concepts may be limited in elementary music education.
Statement of the Purpose
The purpose of this historical study was to discover the influence of the concepts of
patriotism and nationalism in modern elementary music education in America. The study also
sought to understand the curricular implications of teaching patriotic and national songs in the
music classroom through the application of patriotic and nationalistic concepts. A tentative
definition of patriotism and nationalism was love of and loyalty to one’s country, respectively.
Music educators’ and scholars’ previous research and comments were examined in various
documents, articles, books, and recordings from online resources for themes of patriotism and

21

Diana Boer et al., “Music, Identity, and Musical Ethnocentrism of Young People in Six Asian, Latin
American, and Western Cultures,” Journal of Applied Social Psychology 43 (2013): 2366,
https://doi.org/10.1111/jasp.12185.
22
William A. Galston, “Twelve Theses on Nationalism,” The American Interest, August 12, 2019, 6,
http://ezproxy.liberty.edu/login?qurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.proquest.com%2Fmagazines%2Ftwelve-theses-onnationalism%2Fdocview%2F2311510683%2Fse-2%3Faccountid%3D12085.; Taylor, “Virtue,” 27.
23

Hebert, “Patriotism,” in Patriotism and Nationalism, 18.
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nationalism. This study did not seek new perspectives of patriotism and nationalism though the
goals and fundamentals of current music education in America imply a general and informative
ideology.
Significance of the Study
Music has had an integral role in the development of the United States as a nation and
within its educational system.24 To maintain an appreciation for and knowledge of the nation’s
history among future generations, American music needs to be standard in the literature and
music practice.25 As documented in the literature, some American children and adults do not
know many songs of the American heritage including patriotic and national songs.26 Given the
importance and development of music in the United States, students could benefit from learning
the music of their country as a means of knowing the nation’s history and the contributions made
by Americans to the musical repertoire.
A variety of genres expose students to American patriotism and nationalism in music, as
noted in the research of Jessica Kindschi Walter and Jill Carolyn Meehan.27 Walter discusses the
use of American traditional folk songs and marches and states, “As educators, it is our
responsibility to incorporate these categories into the classroom to preserve and represent the
American musical heritage.”28 Meehan acknowledges Americans’ contribution to art music and

24
Michael Mark and Patrice Madura, Contemporary Music Education, 4th ed. (Boston: Cengage Learning,
Inc., 2014), 20-21.
25

Walter, “American Music,” 63-64.

26

Russell, “I (Don’t) Hear,” 4.

27
Walter, “American Music,” 66.; Jill Carolyn Meehan, “Issues of American Nationalism in Mid-to-Late
Nineteenth-Century American Art Music” (PhD diss., The State University of New Jersey, 2017), 192, ProQuest
Dissertations & Theses Global.
28

Walter, “American Music,” 66.
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the growth of Americanism in art music during the late 19th century.29 In the context of patriotic
music, Abril notes that “facilitating students’ understanding of a song’s functions and historical
roots might help them discover how—and even if—the song reflects democracy. It can also help
them uncover the explicit and implicit values it serves to propagate.”30 While previous research
has examined students’ knowledge of and ability to sing American patriotic and national songs
and the need to preserve this music, research has not examined how educational standards
provide for the study of American patriotic and national songs or if concepts of patriotism and
nationalism are or should be applied to the educational framework.31
Goals for music education, as outlined in the Housewright Declaration after the
Housewright Symposium in 1999, did not specifically promote the learning of American
patriotic and national songs as the goals expressed a need to teach all music in the music
curriculum that reflect the music people experience.32 As Michael Mark and Patrice Madura
state, “Music educators must remain aware of the changing philosophies, policies, methods,
techniques, materials, and needs of society to be sure that their choices are judicious and
appropriate.”33 In response to the needs of the nation after September 11, 2001, the learning of
the national anthem was promoted in music classrooms across the country and patriotism was
recognized at the time as an integral component of music education.34 The lack of advocacy and
apparent support for learning the concepts of patriotism and nationalism, as noted by Hebert,35

29

Meehan, “Issues of American Nationalism,” 192.

30

Abril, “National Anthem,” in Patriotism and Nationalism, 91.

31

Hebert, “Patriotism,” in Patriotism and Nationalism, 19.

32

Mark and Madura, Contemporary, 4th ed., 40.

33

Mark and Madura, Contemporary, 4th ed., 235.

34

Abril, “National Anthem,” in Patriotism and Nationalism, 77.; McCarthy, “Housewright Declaration,”

35

Hebert, “Patriotism,” in Patriotism and Nationalism, 18.

49.
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through American patriotic and national songs presents a need for a re-examination of the goals
of music education in America.
From Hebert’s acknowledgement of the persistent presence of patriotism in the music
classroom,36 it appears that patriotism is an integral aspect of American citizenship. Through this
acknowledgement of patriotism, Americans take varied stances on the meaning of patriotism
from its acknowledgement as either a part of nationalism to viewing it as a virtue.37 Despite these
variances, Americans seem to maintain a strong sense of patriotism. Additionally, many
Americans view nationalism as an integral aspect of identity as an American.38 Through these
perceptions, music may create an avenue for Americans to express their beliefs and national
pride.
In recent literature, scholars have conducted little research on the connection between
music, patriotism, and nationalism in American elementary education. Despite the continued use
of patriotic songs in elementary music education, some scholars have recognized a decline in
patriotism and knowledge of patriotic songs among Americans.39 Merisier acknowledges that
“because these younger generations are of the age of the internet, and constantly processing
information through technology from all over the world, their potential patriotic pride may be
over saturated by the onslaught of knowledge.”40 As Merisier explains, assuring students know
the songs of the American heritage is the responsibility of music educators.41

36

Hebert, “Patriotism,” in Patriotism and Nationalism, 18.

37

Adam Wyatt, “The Pride of State in the Bride of Christ: Toward a Biblical Assessment of Patriotism”
(PhD Diss., Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 2021), 1, ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global.
38
Bart Bonikowski and Paul DiMaggio, “Varieties of American Popular Nationalism,” American
Sociological Review 81, no. 5 (2016): 955, http://www.jstor.org/stable/44245489.
39

Merisier, “Modern Patriotism,” 4.

40

Merisier, “Modern Patriotism,” 83-84.

41

Merisier, “Modern Patriotism,” 79.
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Research Questions
The basis of this study was directed by a growing division in American education,
including music education, regarding the promotion of patriotism and nationalism. The inquiry
into the topic sought to examine how previous educational perceptions and structures regarding
patriotism and nationalism have influenced current methods and might inform future
developments in American elementary music education. A point of interest for the study’s
development was the acknowledgement of a growing deficiency of American music knowledge
among elementary students and teachers in the early 2000s. As an exploration into these issues,
this study sought to answer two questions stated as follows:
In what ways can concepts of patriotism and nationalism influence the goals and
standards of American elementary music education?
In what ways can implementation of the study of patriotic and national songs impact the
curricular structure in American elementary music education?
As informed by the work of John W. Creswell and J. David Creswell on research methods, a
qualitative methodology provided the framework to answer the research questions through the
gathering of data by the researcher, utilization of multiple data formats, provision of data
examination that was inductive and deductive, and development of a holistic view of the topic
and data.42 Within the framework of the qualitative method, historical data was gathered on a
conceptual understanding and perception of patriotism and nationalism in education and music
education, the development of music education goals and standards to the present day, and how
American patriotic and national songs have been used within the music education classroom.43

42

John W. Creswell and J. David Creswell, Research Design: Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixed
Methods Approaches, 5th ed. (Los Angeles: Sage Publications, Inc., 2018), 181-182.
43

Creswell and Creswell, Research Design, 5th ed., 180-182.
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Through this approach the researcher gathered relevant data from existing literature and
examined the data for themes that informed the larger perspective of the topic.44
Hypotheses
The following hypothesis was presented as a possible answer to the first research
question:
Concepts of patriotism and nationalism can influence the goals and standards of
American elementary music education by providing historical foundation, development
opportunities, and educational direction.
The goals of music education have been affected in the past by events that have influenced a
unifying effect among Americans.45 When applied as a continuous goal in music education,
incorporating the concepts of patriotism and nationalism may aid in children’s personal and
musical development and development of national pride. As Diana Boer et al. explain through
the concept of musical ethnocentrism, “Musical ethnocentrism captures the extent to which
national music in general is able to express and communicate the feelings and evaluative
concepts associated with a nation to its listeners.”46 William A. Galston also expresses national
identity as a central facet of humanity and development that should not be eliminated from the
educational setting.47 American patriotic and national songs used in the music classroom that
allow students to examine the musical elements and historical aspects of the music could provide

44

Creswell and Creswell, Research Design, 5th ed., 181-182.

45

McCarthy, “Housewright Declaration,” 49.; Merisier, “Modern Patriotism,” 5-6.

46

Boer et al., “Music,” 2362.

47

Galston, “Twelve Theses,” 6.
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for the inclusion of patriotism and nationalism in the music classroom and development of
patriotic pride and national identity.48
The goals set forth in the Housewright Declaration that continue to guide music
education goals past the year 2020 provide a foundation for the study of all music in the music
classroom.49 The goals also established a direction of assuring each child the opportunity to
receive a quality music education.50 The concepts of patriotism and nationalism may provide a
direction of these goals through the study of patriotic and national music as the direction of such
goals, though not explicit, can provide the opportunity for music educators to promote and use
patriotic and national songs to broaden students’ musical knowledge and abilities.51
The following hypothesis was presented as a possible answer to the second research
question:
Implementation of the study of patriotic and national songs can impact the curricular
structure in American elementary music education in terms of repertoire
selection, development of vocal and instrumental techniques, and music appreciation.
Exposing individuals to the music of their nation enhances a connection to their nation’s music
and their own national and personal identities.52 Elementary students may develop a greater
appreciation of the nation’s music through exposure in the classroom whereby expanding the
possible repertoire used in the music education classroom and activities. Additionally, scholars
have documented the difficulty and the pedagogical implications of performing such patriotic

48

Abril, “National Anthem,” in Patriotism and Nationalism, 91.

49

Mark and Madura, Contemporary, 4th ed., 40.

50

Mark and Madura, Contemporary, 4th ed., 40.

51

Merisier, “Modern Patriotism,” 75.; Walter, “American Music,” 63.

52

Boer et al., “Music,” 2362.
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songs as “The Star-Spangled Banner” and “The Stars and Stripes Forever” that can enhance
students’ learning and musical skill vocally and instrumentally.53 The use of American patriotic
and national songs may also expand the opportunities to develop music appreciation among
students by critically examining the musicality, theoretical composition, and historical
application of American patriotic and national songs.54
To substantiate and determine the validity of the hypotheses, the examination of existing
literature provided informative details, perspectives, ideologies, frameworks, and implications
that define the concepts of patriotism and nationalism in America and how these concepts direct
the educational goals and structure. The gathered material was examined for underlying themes
of patriotism and nationalism within the direction of music education and how these themes
direct the goals of elementary music education, specifically. Within the framework of current
elementary music education practices, the researcher examined how educators may use
American patriotic and national songs and if the songs provide curricular implications that align
with the current goals of music education in America.
Core Concepts
Patriotism and nationalism, as core concepts of this study, provided a critical and
philosophical examination of American education and the underlying ideologies and curricular
implications with studying American patriotic and national music in elementary music education.
Glen M. E. Duerr explains that “patriotism and nationalism, although different, connote an
attachment to the country, but not to the detriment of other countries. Perhaps a sense of cultural

53

Merisier, “Modern Patriotism,” 75.; Walter, “American Music,” 63.

54

Walter, “American Music,” 63-64.

13
superiority is present, but this rarely overshadows relationships with other countries.”55 While
patriotism is often connected to nationalism in general discourse, scholars attribute varying
definitions to each in the literature.
The approach of patriotism and nationalism in scholarly writings tend to misconstrue the
concepts such as describing the concepts as connected ideologies with patriotism stemming from
nationalism or as one concept being superior to another between people groups.56 As a method of
differentiation between the concepts of patriotism and nationalism, Igor Primoratz states that
both concepts “involve love of, identification with, and special concern for a certain entity. In the
case of patriotism, that entity is one’s patria, one’s country; in the case of nationalism, that entity
is one’s natio, one’s nation (in the ethnic/cultural sense of the term).”57 Despite the differences
between patriotism and nationalism, there are commonalities between the two that result in
overlapping concepts and ideals.58 Morris Janowitz provides a similar understanding of
patriotism to Primoratz’s explanation as he states that patriotism is acknowledged “as attachment
and love of one’s country.”59 While patriotism promotes connection to a country, the foundation
of nationalism is linked with the idea of national identity.60
To fully understand the composition of national identity, the structure and the entities that
constitute a nation must be defined. Galston explains, “In short, national identity is transmitted
into nationalism through its encounter with the doctrine of popular sovereignty. When the people

55

Glen M. E. Duerr, Patriotism and the Cross: A Theology of Nationalism (Eugene, OR: Resource
Publications, 2021), 191.
56

Igor Primoratz, “Patriotism and Morality: Mapping the Terrain,” in Patriotism: Philosophical and
Political Perspectives, ed. Igor Primoratz and Aleksandar Pavković (New York: Routledge, 2016), 17-18.
57

Primoratz, “Patriotism and Morality,” in Patriotism, 18.

58

Primoratz, “Patriotism and Morality,” in Patriotism, 18.

59

Janowitz, Reconstruction of Patriotism, 194.

60

Galston, “Twelve Theses,” 6.
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are understood as the nation, popular sovereignty becomes national sovereignty.”61 Through
examining American national identity and patriotism, an underlying theme that emerged was
religion.62
According to scholars, there is an evident link between Americans’ sense of religion,
patriotism, and national identity.63 Adam Wyatt explains, “Tracing the historical underpinnings
of modern American patriotism is a challenging task. Doing so shows that America sees herself
largely through a patriotic lens clouded through civil religion. In this way, America is a country
that was seemingly founded by God with a purpose: to be a shining light to the world.”64 Many
Americans, including historians, have acknowledged America’s religious beginnings.65 Given the
acknowledgment of America’s foundation in Christianity, understanding patriotism and
nationalism through a Christian lens helped guide an inquiry into how the concepts of patriotism
and nationalism can inform the goals and structure of music education for modern Americans.
A close identifier of national identity determined through the research was citizenship.
Teaching concepts of citizenship to students is rooted in how teacher education programs
influence conceptions of citizenship.66 Seema Sarohe explains in the context of understanding
Indian culture that
the notion of community is intricately tied to the idea of a nation. There appears to be an
underlying assumption that the state does its best to protect the rights of its citizens.
61

Galston, “Twelve Theses,” 6.

62

Wyatt, “Pride of State,” 75.

63

Bonikowski and DiMaggio, “Varieties,” 972.; Wyatt, “Pride of State,” 75.

64

Wyatt, “Pride of State,” 75.

65

Abram Van Engen, “How America Became ‘A City Upon a Hill’: The Rise and Fall of Perry Miller,”
Humanities, Winter 2020, 39-40,
http://ezproxy.liberty.edu/login?qurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.proquest.com%2Fmagazines%2Fhow-americabecame-city-upon-hill%2Fdocview%2F2434047826%2Fse-2%3Faccountid%3D12085.
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Therefore, a majority of student-teachers believe that their contribution should be limited
to maintaining the existing ‘status quo’ in society. The casting of one’s vote during
elections and exercise of rights are considered as activities of a competent citizen. As
student-teachers display a strong sentimental sense of ‘belonging to the nation,’ national
identity and citizenship mean one and the same thing for them.67
As Sarohe outlined, citizens express citizenship, patriotism, and nationalism through many
symbols including patriotic music.68 Sarohe further explains in the context of Indian culture,
“National symbols are perceived as cultural tools that instil a sense of national pride among these
student-teachers.”69 This perception of the ideal citizen and promotion of patriotism may be
applicable to other contexts and nations.
In America, American patriotism is not easily defined due to the varied perceptions of
patriotism.70 According to Wyatt, “Some connect patriotism too closely to nationalism, which
leads to negative connotations, while others see it as a virtue leading to one’s attempt to seek out
the good for one’s country.”71 Additionally, American patriotism, as it is known in society today,
was greatly influenced by the Christian foundation of the early settlers that saw a purpose in the
nation from God.72
In the context of music education, scholars perceive the application of patriotism and
development of good citizenship through music as questionable educational practices though the
practice is applied regularly.73 Though Hebert provides a lengthy discussion on the nature of
teacher education that encourages an adoption of these commonly used pedagogical practices
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without question in music education, he highlights that for educators “patriotic songs are
commonly considered healthy essential ingredients of school curricula, nurturing the respect,
loyalty and ‘good citizenship’ of children.”74 American patriotic songs provide a foundation for
enhancing patriotic sentiment among the citizens.75 For the Christian citizenry in America, Wyatt
warns that an emphasis on patriotic songs in church may not be appropriate though patriotic
songs in general provide an opportunity to unite the citizens.76
As an expansion of the exploration into patriotism and nationalism in general and in
music, the study also explored current music education goals, elementary music education, and
American patriotic and national songs. While little research has been conducted recently on the
goals and standards of elementary music education, studies have examined the goals and
accomplishments of music education overall set forth in the Housewright Declaration. Marie
McCarthy acknowledges that all the goals enumerated in the declaration have not been met fully
as of the year 2020.77 In addition to the goals established in the recommendations of the
declaration, the events of September 11, 2001 encouraged an embrace of patriotism and
nationalism in music education for a period of time.78 Prior to September 11, 2001, the MENC
encouraged the learning of American patriotic and national songs such as “The Star-Spangled
Banner,” “Oh! Susanna,” and “God Bless America.”79 These goals have applied to all levels of
music education but have not been documented or examined for elementary music education,
specifically, to provide a knowledge of American songs to modern American students.
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American patriotic and national songs were examined in the context of many genres that
reflect American concepts and elements. As Walter acknowledges, two genres of American
music are folk songs and marches that represent, especially in band repertoire, foundational
developments of music in America.80 In discussing folk songs, Walter explains that “these
ballads are narrative songs with multiple stanzas set to the same tune, that tell a vivid story.”81
The basis of folk songs represent the heritage of the United States through stories passed from
generation to generation.82 Marches originally had a functional use in American history that
eventually came to be seen as a form of entertainment.83
Meehan discusses the development of American style in art music that could be included
in the broader category of American music.84 The art music of the 19th century reflected either
European elements or American elements that Meehan explains was influenced by the musical
aspects “from African American, American Indians, and American balladry.”85 Other genres that
may influence the foundation of understanding American music include, but are not limited to,
jazz, country, hip-hop, and Broadway.86 As Tara Browner and Thomas L. Riis share in the
presentation of their work, there seems to be an “apparently limitless array of styles or modes
claiming American roots and inspiration.”87 In the context of developing patriotic and
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nationalistic understanding through music, music educators are presented with a wealth of
resources and inspiration.
Definition of Terms
Several key terms need to be tentatively defined to best understand the goals, concepts,
and results of this study. The presentation of the research findings better define these terms
within the context of their actual usages and as they relate to the result of the research. For the
purposes of this study, the term patriotism is defined with Primoratz’s definition. Primoratz
states that “patriotism . . . is love of one’s country, identification with it, and special concern for
its well-being and that of compatriots.”88 While the two terms, patriotism and nationalism,
provide the basis for and guide the exploration of the study, each term is defined specifically.
Nationalism is defined, based on Primoratz’s explanation of patriotism, as love of and
identification with a nation.89
As a component stemming from nationalism, the term national identity is defined for this
study using Galston’s explanation of national identity as an identifying element of being a part of
a group of people that are understood as the nation.90 For the purposes of this study, a broader
understanding of national identity includes a biblical perspective that acknowledges national
identity, as Duerr highlights, as being related to “heavenly belonging” and the acknowledgement
that each individual should embrace their place in the world as foundational for their God-given
purpose.91 The acknowledgement of America as a Christian nation lends to an understanding of
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the role of religion in American society that was present early in American history, namely
beginning with the Puritans.92 The importance of Christianity for Americans today reflects the
continued presence of religion in society.93 Based on these acknowledgements of Christianity in
America, the term religion in this study refers to the concepts and beliefs of Christianity.
Based on an understanding of patriotism, the researcher defines and acknowledges
American patriotic songs throughout the study as songs that promote patriotic sentiment in the
lyrics and are used for the promotion of patriotic actions and beliefs. Boer et al. express that “an
important and central aspect of music is its communicative function, which makes it a unique
vehicle for communicating and expressing national symbols and sentiments (Folkestad, 2002;
Frith, 1996).”94 Based on this explanation, this study defines American national music as music
that expresses American ideologies and reflects American history and compositional structure.
The researcher defines the term elementary music education as music education that
occurs as general, vocal, or instrumental instruction between grades kindergarten through fifth or
sixth grade. The definition of the term standards is based on the U.S. Department of Education’s
definition in 2003 which states that “academic standards refer to statements of expectations for
student learning and achievement” and are “composed of both academic content standards and
student academic achievement standards.”95 Thus, standards are understood, throughout this
study, as the guidelines for curricular development and pedagogical practice and are directive for
goal establishment. The term goal, defined by the Oxford English Dictionary, is “an aim or
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outcome which a person, group, or organization works towards or strives to achieve.”96 In the
educational setting, goals may be acknowledged in context of the development of the
Housewright Declaration as points that are guided by and implemented to follow established
standards.97
Summary
Throughout American history and continuing to the present day, the concepts of
patriotism and nationalism have sparked much debate in the educational setting. In music
education, these concepts have been promoted or criticized as determined by societal needs and
historical changes. Despite the debates, American elementary education continues to promote the
learning of patriotic music though uses are not specifically reflected in national music goals and
standards. Because of a lack of specificity of patriotism and nationalism in the goals of
elementary music education, an important opportunity is presented for research into how these
concepts influence the structure and curriculum of elementary music education.
To inform the inquiry of patriotism and nationalism in elementary music education, the
study was guided by two research questions and hypotheses. To answer and substantiate the
questions and hypotheses, a qualitative methodology guided a historical approach of gathering
and examining material. Several core concepts and key terms explored in the study included
patriotism, nationalism, religion, American patriotic songs, American national songs, and
elementary music education. These concepts and terms guided the study and provided a
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foundation for specific inquiry that sought to understand the modern and possible future
application of patriotism and nationalism in American elementary music education.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
Philosophy
Historical and Government Documents
The founding documents of the United States provide a foundation for understanding the
presence and importance of encouraging a sense of unity and loyalty among the people for each
other and the nation and that form the basis for fostering a sense of patriotism. The Declaration
of Independence first outlines the central role the people hold in establishing and maintaining a
government as the people guided by Providence and the vision of liberty have the ability to
determine how they are governed.98 As a philosophical position, the Declaration indicates and
outlines the reasons for, the importance of, and the sacrifices of freedom.99 The final sentence of
the Declaration notes, “And for the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on the
protection of divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes and
our sacred Honor.”100 This document and its content exemplify the patriotic sentiments expressed
by Americans throughout history.
The United States Constitution is also a source of patriotism that explains the
construction of government and its governing bodies.101 The first statement in the Constitution
further exemplifies what was first defined in the Declaration, “We the People of the United
States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility,
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provide for the common defence, promote the general welfare, and secure the Blessings of
Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United
States of America.”102 The Constitution establishes the government of the United States and each
state as a republican form which is mentioned and described in the lyrics of many patriotic songs
and in the text of historical documents such as the Federalist Papers.
Federalist No. 39 and Federalist No. 46 by James Madison enlightened readers of the
time and helped guide the body of this research through fundamental elements of the United
States’ structure that contribute to the patriotism expressed in music and texts throughout
American history. Federalist No. 39 includes an examination of the republican structure of
government as Madison identifies the “national” and “federal” elements of the proposed
Constitution in 1788 and highlights that the governing bodies of the federal government were to
be selected by the people in a true republican form.103 Madison states, “If the plan of the
convention, therefore, be found to depart from the republican character, its advocates must
abandon it as no longer defensible.”104 Madison enlightens readers of Federalist No. 46 about the
states’ and the federal government’s roles and expounds on the information from the
Constitution.105 The people, who are the governed, are from whom the governments derive power
and whom the governments serve.106 Madison asserts that the people, rather than demonstrating
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attachment first to the nation, will be primarily loyal to their state’s government as a form of
natural attachment.107
The final government document examined in this section is the Bill of Rights which
confirms the elements celebrated in patriotic music and cherished by the people. For the
purposes of this paper, two amendments were chosen as they directly address the content
discussed previously. According to Amendment I of the Bill of Rights, “Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or abridging
the freedom of speech . . . .”108 As will be noted in the following paragraphs, patriotic music in
America assumes many forms and has many uses that exemplify the freedom of speech allowed
under Amendment I. Amendment X correlates with Madison’s prediction of each state’s primary
place in the government and among the people as the amendment documents the integral role of
each state as it explains, “The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor
prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.”109 While a
sense of unity is encouraged between the states through the aforementioned government
documents and will be noted in patriotic music in the following paragraphs, the states are central
to the operation of the federal government demonstrating the importance for the maintenance and
knowledge development of the individual states and expression of loyalty to the state and
country.
In a blog post, “‘We are Americans’: A Sampler of Songs about Love of Country,”
Stephanie Hall examines how different people groups in America express patriotism, love of
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country, love of the land, and pride as citizens through music that is representative of their
culture often expressed through folk songs and protest songs.110 Songs that represent these groups
include “This land is Your Land,” a protest song; “Lift Every Voice and Sing,” a protest song;
and the Omaha “Flag Song,” an Indigenous American song.111 Some popular songs are sung in
the manner of the culture such as an Armenian version of “Yankee Doodle” played on the Zurna
and an a cappella African-American version of the “Star-Spangled Banner.”112 While these songs
are representative of certain people groups found in the United States, a number of other popular
patriotic songs document a foundational principle that was characteristic of and shared by the
early American settlers and citizens of the present day.
Though not specifically mentioned in a government document, some historical texts and
historians mention and explore the religious foundation of the United States. As a result, many
American patriotic songs include religious texts. For the purpose of this paper, the consideration
of the religious foundation of the United States is of interest as far as it helps establish an
understanding of the importance of the United States’ development; how and why the citizens
expressed their patriotism, especially through texts and song lyrics; and how the songs may be
taught and used in the elementary music classroom. To examine the acknowledgement of
America as a Christian nation, David Barton from WallBuilders identifies in a website post, “Is
America a Christian Nation?,” the meaning of a Christian nation as not one in which every
governing individual and citizen is Christian.113 Barton shares, “Consequently, a Christian nation
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as demonstrated by the American experience is a nation founded upon Christian and Biblical
principles, whose values, society, and institutions have largely been shaped by those
principles.”114 Many presidents have acknowledged America’s Christian foundation with former
President Barack Obama being the first to deny it.115 Presidents acknowledging America’s
Christian foundation include John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, Woodrow Wilson, and Harry
Truman.116 Barton confirms in the words of John Adams, “‘The general principles in which the
fathers achieved independence were . . . the general principles of Christianity.’”117 Congress, the
judiciary, and presidents have all acknowledged and confirmed America as a Christian nation
throughout American history.118
America as a republic119 exemplifies the religious and Christian foundation of the United
States. As WallBuilders shares in a post titled, “Republic v. Democracy,” “According to Noah
Webster: ‘correct republican principles is the Bible, particularly the New Testament, or the
Christian religion.’”120 The Founders rejected the idea of a democracy where the majority vote of
the people is the ruling factor.121 In a republic, representatives are responsible for governing as
elected by the people.122 WallBuilders explains that “the Founders understood that Biblical values
formed the basis of the republic and that the republic would be destroyed if the people’s
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knowledge of those values should ever be lost.”123 WallBuilders provides a thorough explanation
in their post of the differences between a republic and democracy and the views of the Founding
Fathers, in their own words, of the reasoning for developing America as a republic and the
importance of knowing about the structure.124
Many American patriotic songs include discussions about the various aspects of the
United States, the government structure, and the religious foundation of the nation. These
ideologies have been expressed in secular and sacred songs. Several American patriotic songs in
the mid-1800s include religious references to God while some earlier songs praised God and
manifested in praise of the nation and select Founding Fathers such as Washington. Stephanie
Hall discusses in a blog post, “Songs of US Presidents,” that presidents prior to Andrew Jackson
had anthems written for them.125 Hall notes that “‘Hail to the Chief’ became the official
presidential anthem” and “was first played for Andrew Jackson on January 9, 1829.”126 Many
songs both positive and negative were written about Lincoln before and after his assassination.127
Washington, as a general, had many songs written about him such as the tune now known as
“Hail Columbia” written for his inauguration.128 Hall notes that the anthems that were written for
the presidents were sometimes used during their campaigns.129
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Political songs were used in society early in the republic’s history to demonstrate political
affiliation, beliefs, and desires, and oppose those of differing views.130 In her article, “‘Join with
Heart and Soul and Voice’: Music, Harmony, and Politics in the Early American Republic,”
Kirsten E. Wood explains, “Citizens of the new United States also used political music and
musical thinking to promote, communicate, and even experience harmonious national unity.
These uses of political music mattered precisely because discord suffused American politics.”131
An integral aspect of assuring and preserving the people’s liberties and happiness was perceived
as relying on national unity.132 This resulted in visual and aural representations being established
to promote unity.133 As Wood states, “In American and European natural philosophy, music,
poetry, and politics, harmony denoted a system in which internal variety meant delightful
contrast or, in more material term, complementary and even symbiotic interests.”134 A campaign
tool in the mid-1800s was songbooks used to develop the primary quality of a winner which was
believed to be unity.135
As Wood discusses, the use of music had far-reaching effects and purposes as music was
believed to be an influential element.136 Wood explained, “Learned thinkers and popular writers
alike maintained that both making and listening to music affected the physical body, the feelings,
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and even the soul.”137 As a result, patriotic and political songs were developed and widely
disseminated especially in print in newspapers and were set to familiar tunes.138
Songbooks from the early and mid-1800s demonstrate the central place of patriotism in
American culture. The Vocal Standards songbook published in 1824 by John H. Nash and
Thomas W. White includes a quote in Latin along with the English translation as “Amoris patria
nutrix, carmen. ‘Song is the nurse of patriotism.’”139 The Patriotic Song Book published in 1861
by Horace Waters includes sacred and secular tunes for military use, “social singing, as well as
Sabbath worship.”140 On the cover Waters states, “To be sung during the war by the uprising
millions of men, women, and children, who stand by the flag of our country, and despise
traitors.”141 While songbooks included a range of music from sacred to secular to patriotic, some
published works also included commentaries on the nature and use of patriotic music.
In an 1878 text titled Monogram on Our National Song by Rev. Elias Nason, patriotic
songs are noted to be “powerful” and “influential,” more so than any other national symbol and
may be underrated.142 Nason explains that “a patriotic song . . . is the embodiment of a nation’s
grandest thought.”143 Patriotic music, as Nason describes, becomes the embodiment of the spirit,
beliefs, and emotional expression of the people collectively as a nation.144 Due to a lack of
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national structure prior to the Revolution, Nason presumes that many patriotic songs were not
present before the conflict.145 He explains that the focus of the forefathers was on other issues
besides musical activities but God remained central in the songs they sung as He was their
ultimate guide.146 Nason notes that “even the revolution itself did not produce any very creditable
patriotic song. The famous semi-sacred psalms of Chester and Columbia, by . . . William
Billings, . . . were the favorite camp songs of the day.”147 A “soldier-song,” as Nason describes it,
was supposedly written by General James Wolfe in 1759 and was a popular song.148
William Billings exemplifies the development of American nationalism in music149 and
provided the popular music of the Revolution while also incorporating religious themes. Joshua
Armenta explores the music of William Billings in his article, “Colonial Nationalism in the
Music of William Billings,” beginning with Billings’s first publication, The New England Psalm
Singer, published in 1770 as an epic depiction of American nationalism.150 Armenta explains
that “the hymn ‘Chester’ is the most lucid example of Billings’s nationalism” as the text showed
political and theological beliefs and support for the Revolutionary War.151 Nationalistic
ideologies are included in his two final publications, The Continental Harmony and The SingingMaster.152 In The Continental Harmony, Billings issued a warning of extreme nationalism
depicted in “Connection,” an allegorical work of a circular formation in a woodcut of one of his
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pieces153 that was representative of Revolutionary ideals that connected the Republic and the
people through the balance of strengths and weaknesses of the people.154 Armenta explains that in
his text “Billings is warning the citizens of the new country that they must not be so wrapped up
in the reason they rebelled against the English monarchy”155 and that “they must temper
nationalism with the understanding of the needs and the price of liberty.”156 Billings also included
theological elements in his work and in promoting nationalism.157 Armenta explains that from
Billings’s perspective the people were to be dedicated in defending American freedom and its
principles because God was central to provision of freedom in America.158
The central role of God in the provision of American freedom has been expressed by
many individuals throughout history. Perry Miller examined this foundation as discussed by Van
Engen in “How America Became ‘A City Upon a Hill’: The Rise and Fall of Perry Miller.” Van
Engen reviewed, from the perspective of Miller, an early association of religion in the land
before the establishment of the United States and what was the first proposed conception of the
new land inhabited by the Puritans.159 According to Van Engen, Perry Miller contended and
promoted the ideology that America began with the Puritans in 1630 with the establishment of
Boston.160 This ideology is based on John Winthrop’s sermon “A Modell of Christian Charity.”161
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Wyatt in his dissertation, “The Pride of State in the Bride of Christ: Toward a Biblical
Assessment of Patriotism,” connects the religious foundation in America with patriotism through
the foundation of the Puritans and the special mission believed to be theirs from God that
developed the concept of civil religion.162 Wyatt explains that “‘civil religion’ is the ‘religious
way of thinking about politics and a country or nation due to broadly held beliefs about its
history and destiny’”163 and that “it sees America as something more than a nation; it posits that
America is a nation that loyalty is owed to due to its unique relationship with God. As such, to
not be patriotic can be seen as sin.”164 Civil religion unites citizens for a common goal165 and is
expressed through symbols including the Constitution, Declaration, George Washington, and
Arlington National Cemetery, among others.166 Wyatt explains that a constant symbol in civil
religion in America is God.167
An examination of patriotism and nationalism from a Christian perspective exemplifies
Wyatt’s presentation of civil religion. In Patriotism and the Cross: A Theology of Nationalism,
Duerr examines patriotism and nationalism from a Christian perspective. In discussing how
Christians should respond to different types of nationalism, Duerr explains that “patriotism is the
most optimal form of national attachment and . . . if the Christian places first allegiance to God,
he or she is free to celebrate his or her unique culture and history.”168 Patriotism that refrains
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from extreme measures and hatred toward others is acceptable biblically169 with nationalism
being an extension of patriotism to a certain extent.170
Theodore Roosevelt presents, in a speech included in the book What So Proudly We Hail:
The American Soul in Story, Speech, and Song edited by Amy A. Kass, Leon R. Kass, and Diana
Schaub, an additional element termed “Americanism” that defines and exemplifies American
pride, patriotism, and nationalism. Roosevelt encourages a more national attachment through
unity among the citizens as a nation.171 From the positive contributions of Americanism,
Roosevelt explains that
there is one quality which we must bring to the solution of every problem, — that is, an
intense and fervid Americanism. We shall never be successful over the dangers that
confront us; we shall never achieve true greatness, nor reach the lofty ideal which the
founders and preservers of our mighty Federal Republic have set before us, unless we are
Americans in heart and soul, in spirit and purpose, keenly alive to the responsibility
implied in the very name of American, and proud beyond measure of the glorious
privilege of bearing it.172
Roosevelt expressed that every citizen of the United States, including immigrants, should be
viewed as Americans and should not be differentiated between by one’s country of origin.173 He
expresses that any citizen of the United States should maintain a sense of pride in America, in
being an American, and in upholding the same ideals of the other citizens.174
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Educational and Cultural Perspectives
Educational and cultural perspectives from general education to music education develop
a foundation for observing the varying and conflicting views that have shaped and continue to
shape the educational atmosphere in general and in regard to patriotism and nationalism. The
concepts of patriotism and nationalism in general and in relation to music and music education
have been critically examined by scholars in several fields including sociology, psychology, and
philosophy. Patriotism and nationalism, though similar, encompass different elements that
should be addressed prior to examining the educational critique surrounding them.
Primoratz affirms the separation between patriotism and nationalism as he proposes that
the view of the nation in regard to nationalism should stem from the ethnic or cultural aspect175
whereas the concept of patriotism involves the concerns of the country politically, economically,
and culturally.176 Primoratz further explains that “patriotism and nationalism are understood as
the same type of a set of beliefs and attitudes, and distinguished in terms of their objects, rather
than the strength of those beliefs and attitudes, or in terms of theory vs. its emotional
underpinnings.”177 In his examination of various forms of patriotism, Primoratz approaches the
discussion from a moral perspective.178 Extreme patriotism defends the nation at all costs.179
Moderate patriotism includes moral concern and motives within the country and abroad.180 From
an ethical position, the moderate patriot works to improve society and amend previous mistakes
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and unethical events.181 Primoratz contends that this latter form is an acceptable form of
patriotism as it is based on moral concern.182
While Primoratz examines the concept of patriotism, Galston provides twelve theses on
the concept of nationalism in his article, “Twelve Theses on Nationalism.” In his first thesis,
Galston defines the differences between nationalism and patriotism somewhat differently from
Primoratz’s presentation as he states, “Patriotism is love of country – as George Orwell puts it,
‘devotion to a particular place and way of life.’ Nationalism means giving pride of place,
culturally and politically, to a distinctive ensemble of individuals—the nation.”183 Galston’s
seventh thesis contributes further thoughts on nationalism for this paper as he addresses the
position of viewing one’s nation as superior to others.184 Galston states, “It is possible to be a
nationalist without believing that the interests of one’s nation always trump competing
considerations.”185 One’s nation may be prioritized without negatively affecting others or other
countries.186
There are various positions and ideologies that utilize and are supported by nationalism187
and demonstrate that nationalism can have opposite effects.188 Despite the variety of nationalism
concepts, Galston evaluates that since World War II, internationalism has replaced nationalism
“in economics, politics, and human rights.”189 While internationalism was promoted in the
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aftermath of World War II, nationalism resurfaced in more recent events.190 Galston states that
“the growth of nationalism as a political phenomenon encouraged the emergence of nationalist
theoreticians and ideologues. In the United States, a July 2019 conference on ‘National
Conservatism’ brought together thinkers who argued—in direct opposition to the leaders of the
postwar era—that nationalism offers a more secure and morally preferable basis for both
domestic and international policy.”191 While nationalism was promoted as a positive element in
contradiction to postwar sentiment, this idea has since also been criticized.192 As noted by
Galston, nationalism has become a more dominant theme in the United States over the concept of
internationalism.193
Bart Bonikowski and Paul DiMaggio examine in their article, “Varieties of American
Popular Nationalism,” the nature and presence of nationalism in America. Bonikowski and
DiMaggio identify that “by almost any definition, the United States is no stranger to nationalism.
Scholars have recognized the impact of nationalist thought in both politics and everyday life
(Billig 1995; Calhoun 1997; Lieven 2004; Smith 1997)” as “Americans cherish national
symbols—most notably the flag—to a degree unusual in advanced democracies (Collins
2004).”194 They note that American citizens have greater attachment to the nation than specific
regions contrary to the sentiments of earlier citizens of the new republic.195 A related concept to
nationalism that Bonikowski and DiMaggio examine is national pride as a focal element of
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patriotism which is created through national identity.196 Americans have a high level of pride in
the country’s achievements197 and are preferential towards the United States as a country and
place to live.198 Bonikowski and DiMaggio highlight that their study “results point to strong links
between religious and national identity in the United States.”199 Bonikowski and DiMaggio
explain that there are different forms of nationalists in America that may change over time and
include four different types200 identified as ardent, restrictive, disengaged, and creedal.201
Given Bonikowski and DiMaggio’s examination of Americans’ sense of nationalism, it
may be understandable for its critique, and that of patriotism, in education. In the article, “Is
Education for Patriotism Morally Required, Permitted or Unacceptable?,” Zdenko Kodelja
examines the development of the concept of patriotism and how it may be reflected in education,
if at all. Kodelja affirms the moral aspect of patriotism, as presented earlier by Primortaz, as a
factor in Kodelja’s argument is whether patriotism is a moral duty.202
Determining whether or not patriotism is a moral duty is reliant on whether or not
patriotism should be included in education.203 From one approach to patriotism, Kodelja
explains, “While ethical patriotism is a moral duty, we do not need to educate for it as it is a duty
only for those who are already patriots, who feel and behave as ethical patriots and therefore do
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not need such education.”204 Moderate and ethical patriotism cannot be taught, only
encouraged.205 Kodelja argues that all forms of patriotism; however, should be considered when
answering the question of whether or not “education for patriotism is morally required,
permitted, or unacceptable.”206 Kodelja presents the ideology that morality is a result and
development of interaction with those in a community as loyalty to community is necessary to
develop morality.207 Patriotism, as presented in Kodelja’s article with the ideology of MacIntyre,
has been viewed as a moral duty but has also been discounted as such due to the
acknowledgement by another philosopher, Nathanson, that the position of other entities beside
the community help guide one’s moral development whereby discrediting the moral duty
associated with patriotism.208
According to Kodelja’s discussion, patriotism defined as moral duty may be viewed as a
dangerous concept by some as the nation is the priority over humanity.209 This may manifest in
the form of extreme patriotism that celebrates and focuses on one’s own country over other
countries sometimes by violent methods.210 Moderate patriotism, according to Kodelja, is
acceptable from a moral perspective as it encourages a looser form of support for one’s country,
and patriots may support their country while also being concerned for others and their respective
countries.211 Kodelja explains that in moderate patriotism individuals “are not supposed to
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support their country unconditionally and uncritically.”212 As Kodelja includes in his article,
from Nathanson’s perspective, moderate patriotism may be considered a virtue as it demonstrates
moral attributes through concern for other entities.213 Primoratz’s position, included in Kodelja’s
article, argues against the moral virtue of moderate patriotism, claiming it is, “at best, morally
permissible, but ‘being patriotic is neither a moral duty nor a moral virtue and has no positive
moral value’ (Primoratz, 2002b, p. 456).”214 Kodelja includes a conflicting ideology of the
philosopher, Kant, as Kant promotes patriotism as a duty and expresses the need and obligation
to also look after and improve the world.215
Some early educational texts encouraged a sense of patriotism in students and the authors
believed it to be the duty of the text to do so. In The Elson Reader Book Six published in 1929,
William H. Elson and Christine M. Keck identify the goal of providing a variety of literature for
students and discuss, in the explanation of one section of the book, the type of literature included
and reasoning for its inclusion as the material is described as “patriotic literature, rich in ideals of
home and country, loyalty and service, thrift, coöperation and citizenship—ideals of which
American children gained a new conception during the World War, and which the school reader
should perpetuate.”216 The Elson Reader included and promoted themes of patriotism and good
citizenship217 as these were deemed integral for education to promote after the first World War.
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Contrary to the viewpoint of The Elson Reader, recent debates regarding patriotism and
education demonstrate an intricate association in what Randall Curren and Charles Dorn examine
as education in a global age. In “Patriotic Education in a Global Age: A Brief Introduction,”
Curren and Dorn argue that “patriotism is not a virtue” nor “an acceptable aim of education.”218
As is exemplified in The Elson Reader, Curren and Dorn highlight that from a historical
perspective education in the United States has always included patriotism with the view that it is
a virtue and necessary for good citizenship.219 Curren and Dorn counter this common perception
as being incorrect and provide an acceptable form of patriotism that aligns with the ideologies of
globalism as they explain, “An ethically appropriate reason-responsive valuing of the
constituents of one’s country could be aptly called virtuous patriotism. An entailment of our
conception of virtue and virtuous motivation is that such reason-responsive valuing would
necessarily be sensitive to the larger global context.”220 This view of patriotism posits an
acceptance of an essentially broader understanding of patriotism that embraces a global view that
is common in education today and is similarly advocated by music scholars.
While some scholars advocate for a specific type of patriotism to be promoted as it aligns
with the globalist ideology, other scholars discourage any alleged promotion of one type of
patriotism. Michael Hand in his article, “Should We Promote Patriotism in Schools?,” presents a
critical view of including patriotism in education especially one type of patriotism. Hand
suggests that “the only defensible approach to patriotism in schools . . . is to teach it as a
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controversial issue”221 with the reason being that “to teach something as controversial is to
acknowledge and explore various possible answers to a question without endorsing any of them,
and that a matter should be taught in this way when ‘contrary views can be held on it without
those views being contrary to reason’ (Dearden, 1981, p. 38).”222 He proposes that teachers
should not teach one side of patriotism and should instead teach all aspects of patriotism, positive
and negative, so students are able to form their own opinions.223
Similar to Hand’s argument for including discussions of patriotism in education, Kevin
McDonough and Andrée-Anne Cormier’s article, “Beyond Patriotic Education: Locating the
Place of Nationalism in the Public School Curriculum,” analyzes the place of nationalism in
education and asserts a view that encourages a broader examination of nationalism without
promoting one version. McDonough and Cormier focus on the teaching of nationalism in public
education from a civics approach and acknowledge that the topic of patriotism and education is a
continuous debate.224 To teach about nationalism effectively, education, according to
McDonough and Cormier, should present nationalism in two forms as legitimate and illegitimate
nationalism to educate students in analyzing various nationalist claims.225
As McDonough and Cormier advocate, teaching about nationalism develops
knowledgeable citizens to understand and work towards ethical and acceptable nationalism and
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political matters.226 According to McDonough and Cormier, “It is precisely because national
identity matters a lot to many people that liberal education ought to take seriously the place of
nationalism in the curriculum.”227 McDonough and Cormier contend that teaching about
nationalism does not seek to influence students toward one position or toward a strict patriotic
education.228
In advocating for students to have exposure to various nationalist perspectives,
McDonough and Cormier include another aspect in the consideration of teaching nationalism in
education by criticizing parental influence in teaching children about nationalism.229 They argue
that in this situation the children will not be subjected to a wide spectrum of views within the
home as can be offered by the state through public education.230 As McDonough and Cormier
explain, “Unlike the proposal to leave such education up to parents, the proposal to teach about
nationalism in public schools would enable students to reflect on and evaluate different attitudes
and stances toward the nation, including the stance promoted by their own parents.”231
McDonough and Cormier note that teaching about nationalism may have conflicting results that
influence students to disregard or strengthen national attachment.232
In contrast to the parental position posited by McDonough and Cormier, William M.
Perrine argues in favor of parental involvement in education, particularly as it relates to music. In
his article, “In Loco Parentis and the Politically-Directed Music Curriculum,” Perrine
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acknowledges that parents are morally responsible for children’s education and emphasizes
through the work of Aristotle that families are central to and reflective of the structure of
society.233 The Latin phrase used as a basis for his article, in loco parentis, means “in place of the
parents” and notes its lack of observance in the present day.234 He adds that schools were
originally less controlled by the federal government and were directed by the relationship of the
family, local community, and state.235 Though the state does have a role in education in the latter
situation, Perrine emphasizes that “the role of the state in providing educational services to
families and communities should primarily be cooperative and supportive, rather than
adversarial.”236 While relating the role of the parents in children’s education, Perrine highlights
that a politically motivated education, including music education, is not ethically sound when
teachers encourage a single ideology or act in contradiction to the parents’ beliefs, ideals, and
desires.237
Perrine highlights that teachers cannot discount the role and position of the parents in
education nor ignore the parents’ educative perspectives.238 He suggests “that a music teacher
who encroaches on this area, either by intentionally subverting the moral, religious, or political
teaching of the household or by attempting to ‘liberate’ children from their parents’ moral
influence, is overstepping ethical boundaries in their particular social role of teacher as state
employee and would be violating the social contract that grants public cultural validity.”239 As
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young children are impressionable,240 it is important that teachers uphold ethical standards.241
These elements are also integral for discussions regarding music education as Perrine notes that
the study of music has rarely been viewed as having value and benefits on its own as music
advocacy has linked it with other subject areas while also being considered in politically or
socially driven education.242 David Elliot, as Perrine notes, “argues in line with critical pedagogy,
that the purpose of music education should be transformation of both the student and the
community, empowering children to engage in social change.”243 In opposition to this stance,
Perrine notes that music education that is politically directed and used to present and encourage
liberation does not prioritize the promotion of music for its value and aesthetic and artistic
ends.244
In her dissertation, “American Music in Wind Band Repertoire: The Importance and
Need for Heritage Preservation,” Walter identifies the pedagogical implications and historical
learning that are provided through the use of folk songs in music education.245 Walter notes that
marches, in particular, are an important genre of American music and are representative of the
country’s traditional music.246 As Walter discusses, Sousa developed the march as a sustaining
genre as an art form for entertainment.247 She explains that marches have pedagogical
implications, especially the early compositions.248 Walter states that an integral aspect of teaching
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is the selection of repertoire and that “quality compositions through which to teach students
about technique, expression, and history are necessary in the classroom to create independent
musicians.”249 An important part of the repertoire, Walter argues, that should be taught is
American band music and music of the oral tradition to teach and share the history of the United
States and life of the early settlers.250
From a similar perspective of the role of music to share the history of a nation and its
people, Boer et al. note in their article, “Music, Identity, and Musical Ethnocentrism of Young
People in Six Asian, Latin American, and Western Cultures,” that music is influential for and
representative of people and cultures and that music preference can demonstrate how someone
identifies nationally.251 Boer et al. explain that “most nations have their ‘own’ music, which
express a unique national identity, so liking national music styles by association is linked with
national identity (Folkestad, 2002)” while “the performance and consumption of culture-specific
music is a unique expression of national and cultural aspirations and ideals.”252 As expressed by
Boer et al., the identification with and linkage between music and identity is fairly commonplace
and is demonstrated through its use as a means of individuals expressing themselves through
music.253
Boer et al. discuss that amidst similarities in messages and popularity of certain cultures’
music, such as the United States’ music, individual culture’s music is still prioritized in the
culture indicating a psychological factor for the connection to and prioritization of culture-
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specific music.254 Boer et al. explain that “an individual’s liking of culture-specific music is
contingent on the degree of national identification.”255 The concept of ethnocentrism closely
relates to this position as it is a demonstration of national pride through symbols, actions, and
motivations associated with the nation.256
Music may be identified as a form of ethnocentrism as it is a method of conveying
national symbols and sentiments.257 According to Boer et al., “The distinction between musical
ethnocentrism and culture-specific music preferences is that musical ethnocentrism is construed
as a universal concept, while culture-specific music preferences refer to music styles that are
specific to one nation without exact equivalents in other nations.”258 Cultures that focus on
traditional values versus those that are more secular are more influenced by and connected with
the music of their nation whereby developing a close connection between music and cultural
identity.259 Ultimately, Boer et al. note that how national identity is shown and developed among
young people is influenced by music of the nation.260
Music’s powerful, influential effect on people has been proven for centuries from the
music composed by Johann Sebastian Bach for churches to the music performed by military
musicians as in the United States.261 Richard Wyman notes in his article, “Mission Possible: The
U.S. Coast Guard Band and Music Education,” that the music provided by military musicians in
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America has been provided “to, in part, facilitate American patriotism and positive public
relations—in ways only music can.”262 Wyman supports this position by addressing the concept
that music is a representation of a culture.263 Wyman explains that “American military bands and
music educators have long recognized and shared at least one of several missions—to,
essentially, help preserve civilization.”264 As a result, music educators have preserved music
education numerous times throughout history.265
Music educators have advocated collectively and individually for music education
throughout American history in ways that represent American music and ideals. In the mid1800s in America, music instruction was gaining popularity and was distinguished by Lowell
Mason and E. Ives, Jr. in the preface of the Juvenile Lyre published in 1835 as demonstrating
advantages of engaging in musical learning.266 Mason and Ives addressed that singing and
musical ability was believed to be a selective gift of Providence to a few individuals to pursue
and achieve.267 They acknowledged the growing respect for the advantages of music in the mid1800s.268 Mason and Ives offered five advantages of music stating that “it is a most important
means of promoting devotional feelings in the worship of God; and it is far more powerful in its
effects upon those who join in it, than upon those who merely listen,” “music is . . . a source of
the purest enjoyment,” “it promotes health,” “its influence is favorable upon the mental powers,”
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and “it improves the heart.”269 While Mason and Ives did not promote inclusion of patriotism and
nationalism in music education in specific terms, they did acknowledge the influence of a
nation’s songs.270 Mason and Ives state, “It has been justly observed, that the ballads of a nation
have more influence than its laws; and in a country, where the laws and the government are
based upon the character of the people, it becomes of inconceivable importance that every
avenue to the conscience and the heart be guarded by virtue and piety.”271 While the Juvenile
Lyre includes mostly hymns or religious songs to support Mason and Ives’s assessment, Mason
and Ives’s examination of music and music education establish a foundation of the benefits of
engaging in music in general through the five advantages listed in the preface and recognition of
a nation’s music that apply a relevant understanding for teaching patriotic music.
As music education in America developed, new themes and goals shaped the educational
structure to the present day. The Housewright Declaration, as examined by McCarthy in her
article “The Housewright Declaration: A Lens for Viewing Music Education in the Early
Twenty-First Century,” focused on two themes with one of them being inclusion.272 The relevant
statements from the Declaration were examined as they related to the conceptual development of
this project. In the first statement, the Declaration focuses on including all students regardless of
identity and position.273 This approach was supported by the Every Student Succeeds Act in
2015.274 McCarthy explains that the fourth statement of the Declaration focused on including
“‘all music’ in the curriculum” and an “increased awareness of ‘other music that people
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experience.’”275 The Declaration advocated for inclusion, equity, and justice to be recognized276
from its inception through the year 2020. McCarthy documents three challenges to realizing the
goals of the Declaration included hegemony,277 racism,278 and influence of tradition.279
Merisier evaluates the place, use, and types of patriotic music in music education in the
present day and the factors influencing the teaching of patriotic music in music education in her
dissertation, “Modern Patriotism.” Patriotic music use has been negatively affected by historical
events such as the education reform movement which influenced a shift in musical focus to
music of other cultures.280 Despite the decline in patriotic music singing, Merisier concludes that
“in the same way that religious songs were taught in 17th-century public schools in order to
improve the quality of singing in churches, the teaching of patriotic songs improves the quality
of communal relationships in American society (Branscome, 2005; Meizel, 2006).”281 The
production of patriotic music in America has a specific pattern and occurrence as Merisier
identifies the events that inspired the production and use of patriotic songs.282 She states, “Most
of the songs were written as a reaction to traumatic historical events such as war, suggesting
there may be no American patriotic song canon if the history of the United States was not riddled
with violence and bloodshed.”283 From a modern perspective of patriotic music, Merisier
suggests that the perception among millennials and Gen Zers of what should be promoted or
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expressed through patriotic music may be varied depending on factors affecting the nation and
different from themes of earlier patriotic songs.284
During World War II, MENC encouraged the singing of patriotic and national songs in
school and for public events including folk and pioneer songs, music by American composers,
and cultural groups’ music from the United States and Latin America.285 Amy Beegle examines
in her article, “American Music Education 1941-1946: Meeting Needs and Making Adjustments
during World War II,” that while patriotic songs were encouraged in schools and patriotism was
promoted in published music collections,286 after the war, internationalism became an important
focus in education.287 This perspective was supported and promoted by MENC.288
Hebert expounds on the discussion of the global ideology in modern education289 in the
chapter “Patriotism and Music Education: An International Overview” in Patriotism and
Nationalism in Music Education edited by David Hebert and Alexandra Kertz-Welzel. Hebert
examines and critiques the commonly held assumption of patriotic music in schools as he states,
“Patriotic songs are commonly considered healthy and essential ingredients of school curricula,
nurturing the respect, loyalty and ‘good citizenship’ of children. But to what extent have music
educators critically examined the potential benefits and costs of patriotism, and the role that
music intervention may play in nationalistic indoctrination and the promotion of other political
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agendas?”290 Hebert contends that music curriculum based on nationalism and the promotion of
national identity through patriotic music limits musical learning benefits291 and a positive element
of music learning that should be encouraged is intercultural understanding.292 Hebert explains
that “in the contemporary world patriotism is largely based upon a kind of mythology, that may
hinder the development of peace and global empathy.”293 He further describes the teaching of a
patriotic worldview as “brainwashing.”294 Despite Hebert’s negative perception of using patriotic
songs in the classroom, he acknowledges that some positive concepts of patriotism are useful.295
Abril addresses different types of patriotism as it relates to determining the validity of
teaching the national anthem in music education in the chapter “A National Anthem: Patriotic
Symbol or Democratic Action?” in Patriotism and Nationalism in Music Education edited by
David Hebert and Alexandra Kertz-Welzel.296 Abril defines three types of patriotism as “‘blind
patriotism’” and a related form of “‘authoritarian patriotism,’” “‘constructive patriotism,’” and
“‘active patriotism.’”297 Abril focuses on constructive patriotism as a basis for using national
anthems to teach in music classes.298 As Abril explains, “Constructive patriotism, with its active
orientation, is a form of democratic action.”299 He supports his argument with ideologies from
other scholars that relate the concept of democracy and the purpose of teaching it in music
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education.300 Abril shares that Kahne and Middaugh suggest that educators “‘foster
understandings of patriotism that support democratic values and practices.’”301 He explains that
blind patriotism develops when students are expected to sing or participate without analyzing
and learning through discussion about the piece and its history.302 Abril argues that “important
songs of a given country deserve ‘open spaces’ for inquiry, dialogue, and mutual understanding
in the music classroom.”303 Abril advocates for the teaching of concepts for critical understanding
from the perspective of music education as he encourages for songs to be taught so students have
the opportunity to engage in inquiry and discussion about the music to learn unknown concepts304
particularly in relation to national anthems.
Abril is not the only scholar to question the teaching of the national anthem in music
education. In “Songs to Teach a Nation,” Estelle R. Jorgensen engages in a deeper inquiry
regarding the national anthem and approaches the issue of using the national anthem to teach
singing as an opportunity to critically examine the anthem as a less than ideal song to promote
and to argue for limiting the promotion of nationalism and patriotism in favor of
internationalism. Jorgensen proposes
that music teachers need to take a measured approach that eschews fundamentalism,
rampant militarism, and excessive patriotism, embraces musically the tensions between
internationalism, nationalism, and localism, and expresses a sensitive world view through
the choice of songs that cultivate and express liberal and democratic ideals and foster
peace internationally.305
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Jorgensen notes that ethics and politics have a role in the structure of education as education is
provided for the public and, as a means of sustaining liberalism, should promote openmindedness and the ability to critically think to preserve liberal democracy.306 Jorgensen explains
that the knowledge of living within a global-state creates varied levels of interaction and
relationships.307 She further states, “As music teachers responsible for cultivating cultural
expression by which these political entities [nation-states] identify and shape themselves, we are
caught between these differing forces of localism, nationalism, and internationalism.”308
According to Jorgensen’s perspective, we should seek to live peacefully with all and refrain from
standing too much with nationalist, militaristic, and patriotic positions found in America.309
In opposition to the MENC’s advocation of teaching the American anthem in the early
2000s, Jorgensen promotes an approach that uses other songs and limits the presence of
nationalism.310 According to Jorgensen, “At the very least, music teachers need to be thoughtful
about what else we shall do in the public spaces to forward more international interests” such as
teaching the music of other cultures, the anthems of other nations, and state songs.311 As a theme
that has become common in the literature regarding patriotism in music education, Jorgensen
advocates for singing and promoting less militaristic songs such as the American anthem and
more peaceful songs that celebrate the country’s land and that would be welcoming to others to
sing with Americans to foster a more international perception and acceptance.312
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From a similar approach to Jorgensen’s proposal, David G. Hebert argues for less
militaristic influence in music education in his article, “Another Perspective: Militarism and
Music Education.”313 Though less militarism is desired by several educators, there is an evident
link between militarism and patriotism as military practices are typically supported by the use of
patriotic ideologies.314 Hebert argues that “militarism may . . . lead to pressure for music classes
to be used for promotion of patriotic ideologies and ‘discipline’ rather than creative,
musicianship, competence, and originality.”315 Nationalism and military recruitment are also
noted to be influenced by music.316
From Hebert’s perspective, patriotic ideologies hinder global awareness and, as a result,
critical thinking capabilities.317 In response to this concern, Hebert offers the solution of military
practices and pursuits to maintain a balance, be reflected in music education by focusing on less
patriotism in school music, and for educators to embrace a “steadfast commitment to an ‘artistic
citizenship’ that transcends national borders and reflects global concern for humanity and its
worldwide array of musical traditions.”318 This approach parallels the philosophical perspective
from music education philosophers, such as Jorgensen, who call for music educators to engage a
more encompassing artistic position that lessens patriotism and extends an international approach
and awareness.319 Hebert argues that there is no benefit to promoting or engaging patriotism in
music education as one reason is “patriotic songs . . . are rarely regarded as having great artistic
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significance.”320 This final statement fails to acknowledge the numerous uses of and reliance on
patriotic music throughout American history and the composers that contributed patriotic music
in a variety of musical styles in America.
In “Patriotic Music,” James J. Fuld examines how patriotic songs throughout American
history from the time of the British Stamp Act in 1765 to the events of September 11, 2001 have
inspired Americans to compose music and write lyrics about the grandeur of the nation and to
encourage solidarity among the citizens.321 Patriotic songs are a reflection of and created out of
the time that involves a national crisis such as war.322 Fuld explains,
In the United States, love of country has inspired a wide range of musical works,
including concert music, hymns, marches, and, most especially, songs, celebrating their
authors’ vision of the nation may tap generally accepted ideological themes or attempt to
reshape American identity negotiating symbolic meaning or giving voice to new ideas or
peoples.323
Despite the previous arguments against patriotism in music education, patriotic music, from
Fuld’s article, is documented to be an influential aspect of American history and culture that aids
in defining the nation and should be learned by the citizens.
In The Etude, a music magazine first published in 1883 by Theodore Presser engaged
political themes in its publications,324 connecting music education to the political culture of the
time. According to William Keith Heimann in “‘This is War!’: Musical Images Used as
Propaganda in The Etude Music Magazine,” based on Presser’s beliefs, political and cultural
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information was included in The Etude that reflected conservative thought and discussed issues
aside from music and music education.325 Heimann notes,
Presser pledged The Etude would expose the forces of evil that were, according to his
perspective, a direct threat not only to the quality of American musical education, but
also to his idealized image of American life. Presser wrote that, ‘we have in this country
certain conditions that exist nowhere else, which are continually strengthening
themselves, and which operate to lower the musical taste. These conditions have obtained
so strong a hold that they will be very difficult to overcome.’326
In a 1942 issue, The Etude music magazine included and promoted patriotism through
inspirational quotes and acknowledgement of how music has influenced historical events. The
section of the magazine entitled “Forward March with Music!” includes a brief statement at the
top of the page which reads, “Powerful statements from great leaders establish music’s important
role in the fight for freedom.”327 The twenty-eight quotes provided came from several wellknown and prominent individuals including local and national politicians, educators and a
superintendent, clergymen, a musical philanthropist, university and college presidents, presidents
of various society’s in America, a cartoonist, a dramatic producer, a historian, radio personalities,
a publicist and journalist, and the superintendent of police in New York State.328
Words from the dramatic producer, Cecil B. deMille, highlighted how important songs
were to the American people.329 He states,
Now, more than ever, this song-loving America of ours needs music—music through
which we, its people, may pour out our love of liberty, our appreciation of the democratic
way of life, our determination to crush the little martinets across the sea who have dared
to challenge American strength and fortitude. Nothing is so unifying as music—or so
heartening.330
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Words from a former district attorney in New York State, the Hon. Thomas E. Dewey,
referenced the comforting nature of music in times of war and crises and lent acknowledgment to
the progress of music education.331 He states,
The importance of music in time of war is historical. We in America are indeed fortunate
that musical education has made such progress in recent years and that the appreciation of
music is so general and widespread among our people. . . . The musicians of this country,
music teachers, the press, and the radio, all have a great opportunity to maintain our spirit
and strength through music.332
These quotes share that music, particularly that which supports the American cause, is
foundational for Americans and reflective of their spirit. Additionally, music education has a role
in the development of this music and is uniquely influential in the development of Americans’
spirit and patriotism.
In an article in The Etude magazine entitled, “Dynamite in Songs: Tunes that Turned the
Tide of History,” Doron K. Antrim explains from the perspective of four nations, including the
United States, that music is a defining force in the history and progress of a nation.333 Antrim
notes that “the history of a nation is written largely in its songs.”334 The songs relate the
sentiments, life, and feelings of the people and are influential and inspirational during wartime.335
Antrim further explains the place of song during wartime in the words of General Pershing,
“‘Wars are won . . . by good songs as well as good soldiers.’”336 Many nations’ songs have
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influenced and determined the course of history,337 particularly during a conflict and critical
times. Antrim interestingly states, “Any historical document that does not include the roles
played by a nation’s songs, is incomplete.”338 For the United States, songs such as “John Brown’s
Body,” a song used by Northern armies during the Civil War; “Dixie,” a rallying cry for the
South during the Civil War; and “Over There,” an influential and powerful song of World War I,
have given determination and strength to those involved in the particular crisis.339
While patriotic and national songs are used to demonstrate the feelings and life of a
nation’s citizens, students can be guided through examination of songs to analyze and apply
musical concepts and cultural and personal connections. The National Association for Music
Education (NAfME) provides relevant and grade specific standards with listed expectations of
musical development and engagement for students in each grade level in the respective areas of
music instruction including general music and ensemble. The defined standards for elementary
general music and ensemble encompass the following primary areas of engagement: Creating,
Performing, Responding, and Connecting.340
Each of the areas of engagement with noted subcategories and objectives are designed to
involve students in the learning process from musical, cultural, and personal perspectives and
applications. The first listed area of focus is creating. The subcategories, each with identified
objectives under “Creating,” include “Imagine,” “Plan and Make,” “Evaluate and Refine,” and
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“Present.”341 The second area listed as “Performing” encompasses five subcategories of focus.
These subcategories with specific objectives include “Select”; “Analyze”; “Interpret”;
“Rehearse, Evaluate, and Refine”; and “Present.”342 The third area of focus is responding.
Subcategories within this area note specific objectives to develop students’ ability to “Select,”
“Analyze,” “Interpret,” and “Evaluate” music.343 The fourth and final area described as
“Connecting” is the culmination of the previous areas of focus. Two subcategories are listed with
specific objectives and include “Connect #10” identified as “synthesize and relate knowledge
and personal experiences to make music” and “Connect #11” explained as “relate musical ideas
and works with varied context to deepen understanding.”344 Each area of focus listed above gives
students the opportunities to develop their own interpretation, understanding, and application of
musical concepts and works from personal and musical perspectives as guided by the teacher.345
Pedagogies
While the national standards define the musical concepts and skills students should know
at each grade level, other areas of development have been defined in relation to the standards.
These developmental areas correlate with established pedagogical methods and approaches and
ideological perspectives of incorporating patriotic songs in the music curriculum. Elements of
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the practiced pedagogies may have pros and cons for including patriotic and national songs in the
elementary music classroom. Established curricula from the late 1800s and early 2000s also
provide a foundation of examining the application of patriotism and nationalism and the use of
patriotic and national songs.
Methods and Approaches
Mark and Madura present six methods, approaches, and theories of music education used
in America in a chapter of their book, Contemporary Music Education. For the purposes of this
paper, the researcher examined Mark and Madura’s commentary on the Dalcroze method,346 Orff
approach,347 and Kodály method.348 Mark and Madura discuss the development and components
of the methods including philosophical and pedagogical perspectives of the pedagogues and
introduction in the United States.
Mark and Madura first examine the Dalcroze method’s use of the innovative technique of
eurhythmics developed by Emile Jaques-Dalcroze and introduced in the United States in 1913.349
Three components comprise the Dalcroze method including eurhythmics, ear training/solfège,
and improvisation.350 Mark and Madura explain, “Dalcroze focused his method on the responses
of the entire body to music.”351 As Mark and Madura note, the foundation of the method was
based on Dalcroze’s observation of students’ lack of ability to musically express themselves
though they were advanced in technical ability.352 Mark and Madura explain the use of each
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component of the method as follows: eurhythmics connects musical and natural body rhythm,353
solfège is used to develop the ear beginning with the key of C and developed through listening
and singing exercises,354 and improvisation is practiced by teachers and students during each
lesson as students’ musical improvisation is developed in the same manner as the body responds
to music.355 Through Dalcroze’s method, Mark and Madura explain it utilizes a flexible structure
allowing for the individual discovery of musical ability.356
The flexibility of the Dalcroze method has allowed for varied interpretations and
applications of Dalcroze’s ideas in music education.357 Jason D. Jones presents a sample Dalcroze
lesson plan based on an interpretation by R. M. Abramson as “a scaffolded approach to teaching
harmonic progression skills” in the article “Scaffolding the Dalcroze Approach.”358 The sample
plan is structured as progressing from “hearing” to “moving” to “feeling” to “sensing” to
“analyzing” to “reading” to “writing” to “improvising” to “performing.”359 As Jones explains, the
scaffolded approach offers flexibility depending on the abilities and understanding of the student
to conclude all of the steps or to skip steps as needed.360 Fundamentally, Jones acknowledges,
“The Dalcroze approach with its three core branches, four characteristics, and five games offers
flexibility in the teaching process.”361 He notes Dalcroze was student focused and believed
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instruction should be tailored to the student as each student has different needs.362 From a
philosophical perspective, Jones explains in the Dalcroze method the teacher is a guide in the
students’ experience and should be aware of creating a pleasing active listening experience;
balanced relationship between time, space, and energy; positively expressing oneself through
music; and positive, welcoming, and comfortable learning environment and interactions to
develop a joyful experience.363 The role of the teacher aids in students’ development as students
should become confident in their personal musical abilities and development as musicians aside
from the use of instruments.364
Carl Orff, developer of the Orff approach as Mark and Madura explain, was influenced
by the eurhythmics theories of Dalcroze.365 In addition to Dalcroze’s theories, Orff expanded his
approach to include a variety of music as he was influenced by other types of music including
folksongs.366 Mark and Madura clarify that the approach was not developed as a method.367 The
approach does not have a set textbook and is based on the creativity of the teacher and students
while the exercises provided serve as examples.368 Mark and Madura explain, “The most
important instruments in the Orff approach are the body, the voice, and the Instrumentarium.”369
In the components of the approach, body movements are the primary material and support vocal
exercises via speaking and singing, speech patterns known by children are used as primary
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musical material, and the Instrumentarium is used to create “rhythm patterns, melodies, and
ostinato figures.”370 Instruments included in the Orff Instrumentarium and should be used in Orff
lessons are special instruments influenced by those of Africa and Indonesia.371
Despite the development of the approach using folksongs of Orff’s culture and the
influence of other cultures’ instruments, the Orff approach is adaptable to other countries’ and
cultures’ musical heritage and traditions.372 Mary Shamrock explains in “Orff-Schulwerk: An
Integrated Foundation” the Orff approach is “an active approach to music education”; uses
natural movement and activities of children in elementary grades to teach music; includes the
active elements of singing, dancing, and playing; encourages group learning as an essential
element;373 and guides students through the musical developmental stages of “exploration,”
“imitation,” “improvisation,” and “creation.”374 As such, Orff-Schulwerk allows for a flexible
structure and use of materials375 as native speech and heritage songs are the basis of OrffSchulwerk.376 Though primarily focused on music instruction, Shamrock explains OrffSchulwerk may also be used as a framework for learning in other areas such as cultural and
social.377
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As a music learning approach, the beginning element of Orff-Schulwerk, according to
Shamrock, is rhythm and simple speech patterns.378 Shamrock states, “Orff-Schulwerk is often
called ‘elemental’ music making, meaning that the materials used in all areas should be simple,
basic, natural, and close to the child’s world of thought and fantasy.”379 Students, with guidance
from the teacher, should develop musical ideas but may also learn pre-written pieces.380
Shamrock acknowledges that Orff elements provide the foundation for exploration of other
music while recordings may be integrated in lessons to encourage active listening through
engaging activities related to the music.381
In a similar structure to the Orff approach, the Kodály method developed by Zoltán
Kodály382 focuses on the use of folksongs.383 The use of folksongs was based on Kodály’s
personal experiences as Mark and Madura explain, “Zoltán Kodály . . . was a dedicated musician
and a fervent nationalist who aspired to reestablish the national music culture of his beloved
Hungary. He sought to awaken his countrymen to their rich cultural heritage by giving them the
means to know, enjoy, and take pride in indigenous Hungarian, or Maygar, music.”384 Mark and
Madura note that the Kodály Method use in America utilizes American folksongs such as
African American songs in addition to classical and folksongs of other countries that only use a
pentatonic scale.385 Mark and Madura explain, “The developmental curriculum is built on singing
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folksongs, reading and writing music, ear training, improvising, and listening. The tools of the
method are rhythm syllables, solfège syllables, and hand signs.”386 Movement, singing and
games, and stem notation help students to aurally and visually grasp rhythm and rhythmic
patterns taught in conjunction with melody.387
Pentatonic scales are used in songs children learn as half steps are too difficult for
children to sing in tune.388 As Mark and Madura discuss, the tones of the major scale are learned
first prior to introducing students to accidentals and minor and modal scales.389 According to
Mark and Madura, the Kodály method integrates kinesthetic development along with rhythm and
melody learning through hand signs as they aid in development of sight reading notation.390 The
Kodály method prepares students to be able to play instruments once students develop competent
musical skills vocally including intonation and tone.391
The composer Ruth Crawford Seeger was influential as a pedagogue in the musical
education of young children and was an advocate of utilizing folksongs in music instruction.392
Autumn L. Zander explains Crawford Seeger employed a teaching approach and songs that are
still in use today for music classes geared toward young children, particularly songs from her
work American Folk Songs for Children, in the article “Ruth Crawford Seeger: An American
Original.”393 Crawford Seeger incorporated her educational approach while working at a nursery
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school which resulted in practices and materials similar to those currently in use.394 While
Crawford Seeger taught at the school, Zander states,
she and the children would sing, talk about the words, experiment with new lyrics and
explore different movements in the classes. . . . These classes provided opportunities for
the children to engage in the rich folk music heritage of America, but more importantly,
they provided the children with opportunities to learn about themselves, their neighbors,
different cultures and different experiences in a playful, age-appropriate manner.395
Zander notes that it was based on these experiences that Crawford Seeger advocated the
importance of developing children’s knowledge of songs.396 In addition to advocating folksong
use in children’s music education, Crawford Seeger also employed 20th-century musical
elements in her instruction and compositions.397 As Zander notes, one of the two objectives
Crawford Seeger expresses in her publication, Nineteen American Folk Songs for Piano, is “to
acquaint the piano student with a small part of the traditional music of their own country and to
give this to them in a form that can be used at the same time for piano practice.”398 Crawford
Seeger’s compositions in her publication connected American folk music with 20th-century
music for students.399
The use of a mother tongue approach, similar to Kodály’s method, and utilization of
instruments as a form of musical learning to express oneself is a foundational concept of the
Suzuki method. John Kendall thoroughly and succinctly explains in “Suzuki’s Mother Tongue
Method” the structure of the method,
Suzuki’s conviction that all human beings are born musical and have the remarkable
ability to learn musical instruments in the same way they learn to speak is reflected in the
394
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following principles: begin early . . .; postpone reading until the child is technically well
established; involve parents in home teaching and practice, and create a favorable
learning environment with parent-child-teacher cooperation; use carefully graded,
musically excellent literature, with recordings to match . . .; use private lessons to provide
careful, thorough, technical foundations and nurture the abilities of each child, and group
lessons for motivation and support; use repetition and reinforcement effectively through
constant review of previously learned music; and minimize competition and maximize
self-development as a goal.400
The Suzuki method began for the violin and has expanded to other instruments including the
cello, piano, oboe, and string bass and has been structured for preschools.401 To develop the
necessary pedagogical and relationship skills, teachers are provided extensive training.402
Teachers should be focused on the needs of students but also on developing relationships with
and concern for the parents.403 Kendall explains, “The parent-child-teacher relationship forms the
keystone of a good learning environment.”404 In the Suzuki method, Kendall notes teachers play a
large part in the development of the students as musicians and in overcoming critiques such as
students’ lack of note reading ability and expressive performance.405
Kendall presents three concerns for those involved in the Suzuki Method to consider as
the concepts require careful consideration by the teachers. Kendall presents the first concern,
“The ‘earlier beginning, more and more difficult music.’”406 He clarifies this by explaining the
negative result of advocating for all students to advance in the same manner and play difficult
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music at a young age as this is not viable for all.407 Kendall states the second concern, “Unison
performance of advanced literature.’”408 He clarifies that teachers should encourage unison
playing only of appropriately leveled songs and should carefully select the repertoire of songs
capable of being played in unison.409 Kendall states the third concern as “the use of tape
recorders.”410 He clarifies that expression should be allowed in difficult literature and not forced
to be copied exactly as the recording used in lessons and practice.411
Karin S. Hendricks presents additional concerns for the Suzuki method as it relates to the
capabilities and practices of the teachers in “The Philosophy of Shinichi Suzuki: ‘Music
Education as Love Education’.”412 Hendricks inquired into whether teachers consistently reflect
on the philosophical underpinnings of the Suzuki method in their teaching practices.413 Hendricks
explains some general concerns and observations of the method stating, “Portrayed in the light of
a by-rote method . . . and rightly seen as an educational approach with considerable parent
involvement, the Suzuki method often encounters criticism addressing such issues as deficiencies
in note-reading, “robotic” (that is, unexpressive) performances, and mothers who appear to live
vicariously and solely through the musical accomplishments of their children.”414 In light of these
criticisms, Hendricks proposes teachers should consider the philosophical foundation of Suzuki
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and practice self-reflection to effectively utilize his method in their teaching practices.415
Hendricks addresses “two of Suzuki’s philosophical principles: (a) the nature of music is
spiritual, and music performance expresses the nature of the composer’s and performer’s soul, or
‘heart;’ and (b) the purpose of music education is to develop noble human beings in order to
make the world more peaceful and loving.”416 Ultimately, Suzuki’s music education philosophy
was influenced by the religion, Zen Buddhism,417 and was a factor in his pedagogical approach.
The pedagogical perspective of Lowell Mason promotes learning music in a natural
developmental form beginning with oral teaching in a like manner of learning a language,418 as
discussed in the previously listed pedagogies. Mason also stressed a gradual steady progression
of learning that correlated with the level of knowledge, feeling, and ability of the student.419
Arthur L. Rich explains Mason’s thought behind this concept in “Lowell Mason, Modern Music
Teacher” as he states,
It is of considerable importance that the songs used have ‘such words and melodies as
will interest the feelings of the Scholars.’ Material must be commensurate not only with
the students’ note-reading capacity but with their vocal powers, as well. In addition, both
words and music must lie within the students’ comprehension, which Mason termed their
‘maturity of culture,’ in order that they may ‘appreciate and bring out [its] real meaning. .
. .’420
Mason encouraged vocal singing primarily over other areas of musical learning such as
instrumental and theory.421
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Mason’s approach to public school vocal instruction encompassed four overlapping areas
including rote singing, reading notation with songs, note-reading, and singing in parts and in
choral settings.422 Rich explains Mason’s learning process that he applied to music instruction as
he states, “Mason once wrote that there were ‘three grand avenues of human knowledge, the
immediate perception of the senses, the reasoning power, and faith.’ To these should be added a
fourth, which he also recognized: the learning by self-activity or by doing.”423 Mason believed
teachers should guide students to the attainment of knowledge and help them discover the
information on their own.424 This supports Mason’s other guiding thought that students gain true
understanding and knowledge by doing.425 To support Mason’s critical approach to learning,
Rich notes that Mason contended that teachers should present information as a whole, in small
portions, and again as a whole to better analyze each component.426 Rich explains that Mason’s
perception of the organization of material in a lesson was to begin with a known element before
introducing the unknown.427
Curricula and Materials of Interest
While teachers may employ a number of educational methods and approaches to develop
students’ musical abilities, teachers may address general developmental areas through music
instruction, as encouraged by NAfME. Developmental areas for students identified by NAfME
on their webpage, “Knowledge, Skills, and Dispositions,” correlate with the established
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standards in each area of music instruction.428 NAfME defines through revised content from
January 2017 the knowledge, skills, and dispositions development areas of which teachers should
be aware.429 The knowledge area includes development of structure, context, and evaluation
criterion.430 The skills area includes development of performing; creating; listening, reading, and
notating; and evaluating.431 Dispositions, defined by NAfME as “qualities of character and
mind,” includes developing collaboration, flexibility, goal-setting, inquisitiveness, “openness and
respect for the ideas and work of others,” responsible risk-taking, self-reflection, and selfdiscipline and perseverance.432 NAfME provides templates for teachers to use to address
knowledge, dispositions, and skills development in relation to the standards.433 Documents are
provided for each area of music instruction (band, choral, general music, technology, jazz, and
music composition theory) in addition to the various grade or skill levels within each area.434
Elementary curricula from the 19th to the 21st century have employed a variety of
instructional methods and approaches to aid students’ musical and individual development.
Uncle Sam’s School Songs published in 1897, though not defined as an elementary text, includes
instructional material such as lessons and exercises for singing for individuals of all ages in
addition to several selections of songs of the American heritage to provide a foundation for
students’ development as American citizens.435 The Prefatory of the book states,
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This book of 192 pages contains a complete course of practical lessons in reading music,
a department devoted to the elements of music, including a dictionary of musical terms,
and 137 pages of bright four-part songs. These are patriotic, ethical, instructive,
humorous and processional in character. . . . We believe that the use of Uncle Sam’s
School Songs in the schools of our land will prove a most valuable aid in the
development of the highest type of American citizenship.436
The front of the book introduces students to the notes of the C major scale using solfège and in a
progressive pattern beginning with two notes and adding one note in each subsequent exercise.437
Other lessons explain the construction of the staff and the meaning of the musical symbols.438
The students are introduced to eight more scales with exercises before beginning any part
singing.439 The back of the book reviews the “Elements of Music” arranged by M. L. McPhail.440
The elements reviewed are rhythm, melody, dynamics, and musical terms.441 Some songs in the
book recommend movements that correlate with the song lyrics developing a sense of unity and
group interaction between the students.442 The book contains a total of nineteen patriotic songs
including “America, Pride of the World”443 and “Flag of Our Union Forever!.”444
The Modern Music Series’ Primer, First, and Second books published between 1898 and
1901445 engage a progressive approach to music instruction. Each book presents a mix of level-
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appropriate songs and study exercises while the Second book also includes sight-reading
exercises, vocal drills, and music element explanations as they are introduced throughout the
book.446 Study exercises are provided as single, two, three, or four part singing.447 The back of the
First and Second books contains a section, titled “The Rudiments of Music,” covering concepts
such as the scale, octaves, pitch, keys, the great staff, time, measures, rests, intervals, and defined
Italian terms used in music.448 The curriculum includes a variety of songs such as those about
nature, used as hymns, were considered occasional, and about patriotism and heroism.449 One
song common in all three books is “America,” also listed as “My Country, ‘Tis of Thee.”450
Newer curricula engage students in learning American patriotic and national songs
through activities. The researcher examined the student textbooks for the Making Music
curriculum for grades one, two, three, and five.451 The Making Music curriculum series
incorporates engaging activities such as movement and listening with learning the elements of
music and singing.452 The series includes structured units or lessons to engage students in
singing, listening, creating, and movement activities for a variety of songs including patriotic.453
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An example lesson utilizing a patriotic song is unit five in the grade one book.454 The lesson
engages students in a listening activity to determine dynamic ranges in the “The Stars and Stripes
Forever.”455 Counting, rhythmic, and expressive activities are included to teach various elements
of music in a progressive manner from each grade level.456 In grades two, three, and five, music
lessons are connected with other curricular areas457 such as lesson twelve in grade two connecting
the lesson with social studies through the use of three patriotic songs, “America, I Hear You
Singing,” “America,” and “Yankee Doodle.”458
The Music Studio Spotlight on Music: Song Anthology provides students with similar
activities to the Making Music curriculum though with more of a Kodály influence as a Kodály
consultant is listed on the contributors’ page in each book.459 For this paper, the researcher
examined grades kindergarten, one, four, and six of the Music Studio song anthologies.460 The
Music Studio anthology books do not include many active learning in the form of movement but
do engage students in learning to sing a variety of songs.461 The anthology includes songs and
stories to perform, glossary of instruments, simplified instrumental phonetic alphabet, a keyboard
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diagram, and a musical for students to perform.462 The series includes activities for select songs
such as learning rhythm by clapping or playing rhythm instruments.463 The accompaniment
provided for some songs may be played on various rhythmic instruments in one or more parts.464
Sing-along accompaniment parts are also included in grades four and six such as “America” in
the grade six book.465
Kristen Rencher shares ideas for teaching patriotic music in the classroom in an article on
the NAfME website, “Red, White, and Blue: Patriotic Lesson Plans and Classroom Activity
Ideas.”466 Topics included in the article are John Philip Sousa, Francis Scott Key, and the Star
Spangled Banner.467 The article includes “lesson plans, quizzes, activity sheets, and other free
printables on John Philip Sousa,” “teaching activities on the history of Francis Scott Key and the
Star Spangled Banner,” “lesson plans and tips for teaching students how to sing the National
Anthem,” “instructional video on how to sign the Pledge of Allegiance,” and “fun choreography
ideas for patriotic performances.”468 Though the article directs educators to different websites to
obtain the recommended material, only some of the links are operatable upon examination of the
article for this paper.469
NAfME, formerly the MENC, has worked to include at different times during the history
of music education in the United States, a focus on certain patriotic songs. The MENC published
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a short, informative book in 2005 titled It Works for Me! The National Anthem and Other
Patriotic Music in the Classroom that presented music educators with suggested approaches and
ideas for teaching music via patriotic music, especially the national anthem, and engaging in
performance opportunities.470 The book is compiled with ideas and suggested materials from
music teachers across the United States to help other music teachers successfully teach and get
students to learn and remember American patriotic songs and the national anthem.471 Ideas
include developing respect for and national pride through learning the songs and how to properly
perform them,472 presenting the songs within the historical context,473 creating unique methods of
helping students remember the words to the songs,474 developing students’ vocal skills,475 creating
school involvement and curricular inclusion of patriotic songs,476 and obtaining performance
opportunities in the community for students to perform the patriotic songs they learn.477
Abril suggests for teachers do more than merely teach students to sing the national
anthem in the chapter “A National Anthem: Patriotic Symbol of Democratic Action?” in
Patriotism and Nationalism in Music Education edited by Hebert and Kertz-Welzel.478 Abril
explains, “Teachers can move beyond performing the music to examine various historic
performances of the anthem through listening. They can also examine the historical, cultural, and
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anthropological context of the song, which can provide students with a more nuanced
understanding.”479 Abril recommends that students could be given opportunities to discuss the
anthem, its history, and democratic contributions and compare it with other anthems.480 As Abril
states, “Teachers can help students discover the ways the SSB [Star-Spangled Banner]
experience is reflective of the various brands of patriotism, and consider ways that it can be
aligned with democratic action.”481 Abril suggests that this approach could allow for the
examination of the symbolic nature and meaning of the “Star-Spangled Banner” throughout
history.482
While American patriotic songs reflect pride in the country, songs have been written
about different states in the union throughout American history. Songs such as “My Heart is Still
in Michigan,” written by L. J. Bates and J. P. Webster in 1873,483 and “Arizona,” composed by
James Heard and Melville Gideon in 1916 for a revue in New York,484 relate the spirit and
perspective of the people who live in those states. Specific songs have been selected to represent
each state, except Maryland and New Jersey, as each state has at least one song that is designated
as the state song or state anthem. The following paragraphs provide suggested supplemental
materials and relevant information that demonstrate the benefit of and historical relevance of
learning national songs representative of each state in addition to learning national and patriotic
songs that discuss the United States collectively.
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As previously noted, two states in the union do not currently have official state songs.
According to the New Jersey Legislature’s website, a New Jersey representative introduced a bill
in 2017, 2018, 2020, and 2022 to designate “New Jersey State Song” by Dr. Violet Barrett
Paterson as the state song.485 The song has not been established as the state song at the present
time.
The government website for the state of Maryland provides information about the state’s
previous state song entitled “Maryland, My Maryland” adopted in 1939.486 The Maryland state
website notes that the song was created from a poem by James Ryder Randall in 1861 and “set to
the traditional tune of ‘Lauriger Horatius’ (more familiar as the tune of ‘O, Tannenbaum’).”487
“Maryland, My Maryland” was repealed as the state song on July 1, 2021 without a selected
replacement.488 The poem by Randall, who was from Maryland, outlined Confederate sympathies
during the Civil War and was written while Randall was in Louisiana.489 A link on the webpage
directs visitors to the nine stanzas of the song.490
The song for the state of Maryland was not the only song set to the tune of “O,
Tannenbaum.” The state song for Iowa was also set to the tune of “O, Tannenbaum.”491 The
songs’ lyrics were written in 1897 by S. H. M. Byers and adopted as the state song in 1911.492
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According to the state website for Michigan, the state has one state song that is
designated as the state anthem, “My Michigan.”493 The song was written in 1933 with lyrics by
Giles Kavanagh and music by H. Giles O’Reilly.494 The song was adopted May 21, 1937.495 A
video provided on the website does not present visitors with the official state anthem but a
different song about the state of Michigan entitled “Michigan, My Michigan” and set to the tune
of “O, Tannenbaum.”496 This song is another example of the use and popularity of the tune “O,
Tannenbaum.”
The Secretary of State’s website for the state of Arkansas provides information about the
state’s songs and includes sheet music for the anthem and MP3 recordings and compositional
information for each song.497 Arkansas has four songs adopted in 1987 including two official
state songs, an official state anthem, and an official state historic song.498 The songs are presented
in the following order: “Arkansas” by Eva Ware Barnett is the state anthem, “Arkansas (You
Run Deep in Me)” by Wayland Holyfield is a state song, “Oh, Arkansas” by Terry Rose and
Gary Klaff is another state song, and “The Arkansas Traveler” with music by Colonel Sanford
Faulkner and lyrics by the Arkansas State Song Selection Committee is the state historic song.499
Information about the state of Colorado can be found on a blog entitled Uncover
Colorado by Patrick McGuire that provides information about the states two official state
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songs.500 The first song, “Where the Columbines Grow,” was adopted in 1915.501 According to
the blog, the song was written by Dr. Arthur John Flynn in 1911.502 The second song, “Rocky
Mountain High,” was written by John Denver and Mike Taylor and adopted in 2007.503 This song
was considered to replace the first song.504 According to McGuire, “The state legislature settled
on adopting Denver’s song and keeping Flynn’s in an effort to preserve Colorado’s history and
embrace its contemporary state-defining culture.”505 McGuire provides a video recording of each
song in the blogpost and a short commentary about each song.506
The state website for Connecticut provides visitors with the lyrics to the two state songs,
in order, “Yankee Doodle” and “Beautiful Connecticut Waltz.”507 A unique symbol of
Connecticut is the designation of a state cantata in 2003 entitled “The Nutmeg” written by
Stanley L. Ralph.508 The website states, “‘The Nutmeg’ tells Connecticut’s history through song.
It was first performed in 1962 and was specifically written for the voices of junior high school
students.”509 Connecticut is the only state in the union to have a state cantata. In addition to two
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state songs and a state cantata, Connecticut also has a designated state troubadour, Nekita
Waller, and state composer, Charles Edward Ives.510
Two states in the union have songs written by the same composer. Florida and Kentucky
each have a Stephen C. Foster song as the state song. Florida has had a state song since 1913.511
The Florida Department of State website provides visitors with information about the state’s
current anthem and song. The current state song, “The Swanee River (Old Folks at Home)” by
Stephen C. Foster, replaced the first state song, “Florida, My Florida,” in 1935.512 Revised lyrics
for “Swanee River” were made the official lyrics of the state song by the legislature in 2008.513
The state anthem, “Florida, Where the Sawgrass Meets the Sky,” was written by Jan Hinton for a
contest established by the Florida Music Educators Association to find a new state song.514 The
website states that the designation of the song as the state anthem occurred in 2008 after “a
compromise was reached that kept the old state song . . . (with revised lyrics).”515 The website
includes the lyrics for both the song and anthem.516
According to the state legislature’s website for Kentucky, the state has one official state
song, “My Old Kentucky Home,” by Stephen C. Foster and one official bluegrass song, “Blue
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Moon of Kentucky,” by Bill Monroe.517 A lyrical revision was adopted for the state song in 1986
two years before the bluegrass song was adopted by the legislature.518
The final state to be examined in this section is Kansas. The state’s historical society’s
website lists two state marches and one state song.519 According to the website, “Governor Arthur
Capper in 1915 generated interest in designating a state song.”520 Three contests were held in
1916, 1923, and 1937 by The Women’s Kansas Day Club, The Kansas Federation of Music
Clubs, and Native Sons and Daughters of Kansas, respectively.521 No winners were determined
from any of the contests.522 Songs were also introduced for consideration in 1921, 1927, and
1930.523 Eight years after the final contest, “Home on the Range” was considered in 1945 and
adopted June 30, 1947 as the state song of Kansas.524 Prior to the adoption of the official state
song, the “Kansas March” by Duff E. Middleton was adopted as the state march in 1935.525 A
second state march was adopted July 1, 1992 with lyrics and music by Bill Post and arranged by
Kenneth Judd.526
Coast Guard bands and smaller ensembles provide opportunities to educate and expand
musical knowledge of students through partnerships with educators and the presentation of a
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variety of music from America and other countries.527 The Coast Guard performances inspire
students to pursue military careers or apply for educational opportunities.528 Students are given
opportunities to experience and participate in live music professional performances.529 The
performances can be made into educational and participatory opportunities through a variety of
activities and musical selection methods.530
Sheet Music
There are numerous sources in print and digital formats of American patriotic and
national songs that are available to music educators and their students. These sources include
original manuscripts, early printed sheet music, and newer printed sheet music of a variety of
songs categorized as patriotic. This section examines a select number of those sources in print
and available digitally to provide the elementary music educator with possible and relevant
sources to develop extensive and informed music lessons and instruction inclusive of wellknown and lesser-known American patriotic and national songs.
The first source that showcases an extensive collection of original and early edition sheet
music is the Library of Congress (LOC). In an article by Danna Bell, “Link to the Library of
Congress: Going ‘Over There’,” Bell examines songs that have been influential during wars of
which America has been a part and discusses in some detail songs by George M. Cohan such as
“Over There” and “You’re a Grand Old Flag.”531 Bell directs educators to the LOC and expresses
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that some collections in the LOC represent patriotic music and music of World War I,
specifically.532 As Bell explains at the time of the commemoration of World War I, “the
collections of the Library of Congress can supply support to teachers wanting to stage
performances or participate in other musical activities to remember this important event in world
history.”533 Bell notes several collections including collections of World War I sheet music and
World War I information and materials that connect the music with history.534
The “World war I Sheet Music” collection contains a variety of manuscript and printed
songs related to the war including songs supporting American national symbols and promoting a
common cause in the war effort.535 The music contained in the collection is representative of the
development of jazz and the time of increased songwriting in America.536 The collection’s
description explains, “The sheet music collection represents the intersection of this rich output of
popular song and the consciousness of a nation at war that was itself emerging, as a major world
power. In addition to commercially published songs, the collection also contains ‘music of the
people’ – the work of amateurs in vanity press editions and unpublished manuscripts.”537 This
collection documents the music written during and immediately after the war and exemplifies the
influence music has on the people of a nation during a time of conflict.538
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A unique collection found in the LOC is “America Singing: Nineteenth-Century Song
Sheets.”539 This resource documents the history of and provides an explanation of song sheets in
America from around 1800 to the 1880s.540 The “About” section of the collection states,
For most of the nineteenth century, before the advent of phonograph and radio
technologies, Americans learned the latest songs from printed song sheets. Not to be
confused with sheet music, song sheets are single printed sheets, usually six by eight
inches, with lyrics but no music. These were new songs being sung in music halls or new
lyrics to familiar songs.541
Song sheets encouraged Americans to sing together and covered a number of topics and musical
styles including political and patriotic tunes especially relating to the Civil War.542 Songs such as
“The Star Spangled Banner” and “Battle Hymn of the Republic” were printed as song sheets.543
This collection is complemented by another collection found in the LOC titled “Civil War Sheet
Music Collection.”544 The content of the songs included in the collection is explained in the
“About” section as it states, “Recurring themes in this collection include emancipation
(represented by sundry polkas and quicksteps), constitutional reconstruction, reconciling the
nation, and of course, songs heralding the Union or the Confederacy.”545 The collection includes
over 2,500 notated sheet music of Civil War songs related to the war from those in the North and
the South.546
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A related resource for the study of Civil War music through the LOC is a primary source
set that contains informative information and materials for educators titled “Civil War Music.”547
The set includes a “Teacher’s Guide” with “Historical Background” of the Civil War,
“Suggestions for Teachers” of classroom engagement ideas, and “Additional Resources” that
direct teachers to related collections and articles within the LOC.548 The collection documents the
importance of music in the lives of the people during the Civil War as the webpage states, “For
soldiers and civilians embroiled in the Civil War, music was a near-constant companion.”549
Three songs that appear in the set and are representative of each side of the war are “Battle
Hymn of the Republic,” “When Johnny Comes Marching Home,” and “Farewell to the Star
Spangled Banner.”550
The LOC contains a smaller collection of American patriotic songs that consists of
several print editions of “The Star-Spangled Banner” and mostly well-known songs such as “The
Stars and Stripes Forever” and “America” in the collection “Patriotic Melodies.”551 The
description on the “About” page states,
Patriotic Melodies tells the stories behind many of the songs that have now become part
of the American national heritage. A combination of hymns, national songs, music of the
theater, radio and television, military themes, and poetry, all of this music demonstrates
that while over history many things have changed, this expression of pride and hope
remain a constant part of the American experience.552
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The collection includes manuscripts and published sheet music for a variety of American
patriotic songs from well-known to lesser-known composers.553
The LOC documents American patriotic and national songs in collections of American
music from specific time periods and for noted purposes. A collection in the LOC that
exemplifies the variety of national and patriotic songs in America is “The Library of Congress
Celebrates the Songs of America.”554 The collection includes a variety of materials that connect
American life through song.555 Materials in the collection include recordings, sheet music, and
photographs.556 The “About” section of the collection states,
From popular and traditional songs, to poetic art songs and sacred music, the relationship
of song to historical events from the nation’s founding to the present is highlighted
through more than 80,000 online items. The user can listen to digitized recordings, watch
performances of artists interpreting and commenting on American song, and view sheet
music, manuscripts, and historic copyright submissions online.557
The collection, as noted in the “About” section, includes several varied recordings of the “StarSpangled Banner” from different eras.558 The collection includes a vast collection of American
songs such as waltzes and rags that represent various states.559
The LOC includes a collection dedicated to the music of the American music style in the
collection “Ragtime” that is not extensive in what may be defined as national and patriotic music
but does include a couple pieces related to the defined topic.560 The “About” section for the
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collection states, “Ragtime, a uniquely American, syncopated musical phenomenon, has been a
strong presence in musical composition, entertainment, and scholarship for over a century.”561
The ragtime collection includes songs entitled with different topics including indications of
patriotism and nationalism.562 Two songs from the collection that are related to the areas of
patriotism and nationalism are “Columbia Rag”563 and “The Dixie Rag.”564
A collection representative of a more extensive collection of American music is “Early
American Sheet Music.”565 This collection includes early sheet music found in American prior to
1820.566 The songs included in this collection represent a variety of European and American
composers, piano pieces, dance music, and music for the piano-forte.567 American patriotic songs
are scarce in this collection though the composers of this time period did still express their
patriotism in a select number of songs as did later American composers.568
The LOC contains a collection of some American composers, two of whom particularly
represent American national and patriotic music. One such collection is the “Aaron Copland
Collection.”569 The “About” section for the collection states,
Aaron Copland devoted his life as a twentieth-century composer to fostering, developing,
creating, and establishing distinctive ‘American’ music. He became known as the ‘Dean
of American Music,’ a sobriquet with which he was uncomfortable. His name is
561
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synonymous with Appalachian Spring—the winner of the 1945 Pulitzer Prize in Music—
and Fanfare for the Common Man.570
Some items in the collection include Copland’s music manuscripts, printed music, and photos.571
Another collection of an American composer that is representative of American music, patriotic
and national, is “The March King: John Philip Sousa.”572 This collection includes some of
Sousa’s public domain music manuscripts, printed music, and band recordings.573 The Sousa
collection includes some of his notable songs in print and recorded format that represent
American patriotic music such as “The Stars and Stripes Forever,” “Liberty Bell,” and “El
Capitan March.”574
The New York Public Library (NYPL) includes two worthwhile digital collections
related to American patriotic music. One collection in the NYPL’s collection is an 1814 sheet
music publication of “The Star-Spangled Banner.”575 The collection includes limited information
about the song and does note the composer, lyricist, and publication information.576 A second
collection in the NYPL is “War Songs” with a variety of themes related to war.577 The webpage
includes a disclaimer that
‘War Songs’ is an artificial collection of sheet music (most are 2-8 pages) consisting
primarily of songs devoted to specific wars or having a theme of wars, soldiers and
related topics. It also includes songs whose lyrics may have no connection to wars but
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whose cover reflects engagement with the topic. This collection should not be considered
in any way a complete collection of songs related to war.578
The collection includes ten songs related to or about war Including “Over There” and “K-K-KKaty.”579 A third collection at the NYPL is a broader collection of “American Popular Songs”
and includes sheet music for several American patriotic and national songs.580 The collection
includes a filter for several topics including patriotic music, American ballads, patriotism,
nationalism, and a number of other related topics and inquiries.581 Patriotic songs in the collection
include “The Star and Stripes Forever,” “American am I,” and “My Country’s Flag.”582
An extensive collection of American music is located digitally through Johns Hopkins
University titled The Lester S. Levy Sheet Music Collection within the Johns Hopkins Sheridan
Libraries & University Museums.583 The home page for the collection states, “Browse over
30,000 pieces of American popular music, dating as far back as 1780.”584 This source is
organized within categories of different styles and composers.585 Categories pertaining to national
and patriotic music that may be explored include “Civil War,” “Irving Berlin,” “National
Emblems,” “Stephen Foster,” and “World War I.”586
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In print, the All American Patriotic Songbook edited by John L. Haag587 is useful for
music educators interested in teaching and sharing American patriotic and national songs. The
book includes a variety of songs from popular patriotic songs to military anthems to folk tunes.588
Songs included in the book are “American Patrol,” “Beautiful Ohio,” “For Your Country and My
Country,” “The Navy Hymn,” “The Stars and Stripes Forever,” and “The Yellow Rose of
Texas.”589 The music is written for piano with chords written over the staff.590 Where applicable,
the music includes the melody line with lyrics.591
Another print source is the Get America Singing . . . Again! volume one book by the
MENC.592 The singer’s edition of the book contains sheet music and lyrics for a variety of
American heritage songs.593 The Introduction in the volume one book explains the reasoning for
the development of the book and establishment of the Get America Singing…Again!
campaign.594 The Introduction explains, “The campaign has two main objectives; the first of
which is to establish a common song repertoire that ‘Americans, of all ages, know and can sing’”
with the second objective being “to promote community singing.”595 The book contains popular,
national, and patriotic songs of the American heritage.596 Some of the patriotic songs included in
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the book are “America (My Country, ‘Tis of Thee),” “America the Beautiful,” “God Bless the
U.S.A.,” and “The Star Spangled Banner.”597
The MENC published a second volume of the Get America Singing…Again! songbook
several years after volume one.598 The singer’s edition of the book contains sheet music and
lyrics for a variety of American heritage songs.599 The Introduction to the book explains the
purpose of the second book as it states, “This new volume of 45 songs is, in part, a response that
attempts to broaden the repertoire and include some of your favorites that were left out of
Volume 1.”600 The Introduction also includes suggestions and settings for use of the book.601 The
second volume contains fewer patriotic songs than the first volume and includes songs such as
“When Johnny Comes Marching Home,” “Yankee Doodle,” and “You’re a Grand Old Flag.”602
Another print source by Dale V. Nobbman, Patriotic Music: Companion Fact Book, is a
source that only includes patriotic music, though not exhaustive.603 The book includes early
patriotic songs such as “Chester,” “Yankee Doodle,” and “You’re a Grand Old Flag” with vocal
and piano parts, lyrics, and a historical synopsis of the song.604 With the exception of “Over
There,” the book contains accurate music and lyrics to American patriotic songs. Due to
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copyright reasons, music and lyrics for “God Bless America” and the song for “The U.S. Air
Force” are excluded from the book.605 Nobbman states that the songs selected
for this book are the ‘traditional’ patriotic songs from down through the history of our
country. Something about the special combination of words and music in these songs
evoke patriotic emotion in the singers and the listeners, and as a result, these ‘national’
songs have become a favorite part of our American musical heritage. They arouse a
feeling of liberty and pride in our flag, and in our country, and loyalty to them.606
Educators should be cautioned that the music and lyrics for “Over There”607 in the book are not
the patriotic song but an earlier composition that is unrelated to the patriotic song.
Song books including a variety of favorite songs were published in America in the 1800s
and 1900s. Such examples of these popular song books include Uncle Sam’s School Songs,608
Uncle Sam’s Favorite Song Book,609 The Gray Book of Favorite Songs,610 and The Golden Book
of Favorite Songs.611 These books are still available in print and as used copies or may be
accessed via online collections. Despite limited accessibility to these sources, they provide a
foundation for understanding the influence of music, particularly patriotic and national music, in
the lives of Americans.
While Uncle Sam’s School Songs appears to be designated as a school textbook, it was
also intended for use within the home and communities.612 The Prefatory states, “being non-
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graded and diversified in its arrangement, it can be used on all occasions and by those of all
ages.”613 The book contains a variety of notated songs arranged for four-part chorus.614 Patriotic
songs included in the book are “America,” “Proud Flag of the Free,” “The Star Spangled
Banner,” and “The Banner of the Free.”615 The book may be viewed on the National Museum of
American History website operated by the Smithsonian Institution.616 Currently, only the front
and back covers and the title page are available to view.617
Similar to Uncle Sam’s School Songs, song books published in the early 1900s
encouraged patriotic sentiments along with religious expressions and knowledge of traditional
songs of other cultures.618 N. H. Aitch compiled multiple Favorite Song Books including The
Blue Book of Favorite Songs,619 The Golden Book of Favorite Songs originally published in 1915
with subsequent publications in 1923 and 1946 not compiled and edited by Aitch,620 and Uncle
Sam’s Favorite Song Book published in 1919.621 The Gray Book of Favorite Songs was published
in 1924 as a revised edition of Uncle Sam’s Favorite Song Book.622 Uncle Sam’s Favorite Song
Book is a standard song book with printed music, lyrics, and few informational paragraphs about
select songs such as “America” and “The Star-Spangled Banner.”623
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The Gray Book of Favorite Songs and The Golden Book of Favorite Songs were
structured similarly to Uncle Sam’s Favorite Song Book with additional material representative
of religious and patriotic sentiments. Responsive readings are provided in the front of the books
that reflect patriotism, support for the nation, and religious beliefs.624 Biblical passages and
patriotic and historical quotes are provided for all participants to read together.625 Readings
included in The Gray Book are a passage from the Book of Common Prayer, Psalm 96, and Our
National Banner by Edward Everett.626 Readings included in The Golden Book are the Psalms,
the beginning of the Declaration of Independence, the Gettysburg Address, a passage by Mary
McDowell, a statement by Woodrow Wilson, Pledge to the Flag, and The American’s Creed by
William Tyler Page.627 Throughout each book, historical synopses and explanatory text for select
songs or categories of songs are noted for patriotic songs.628
The researcher could not locate digital versions of Uncle Sam’s Favorite Song Book or
The Gray Book of Favorite Songs though original texts were located via online retailers where
used books may be purchased. These books were also listed on the NYPL website though not in
digital format and may be available for individuals with access to the physical collection at the
NYPL. Digital access to The Golden Book of Favorite Songs published in 1915 is available from
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the digital library at the University of Pennsylvania.629 The 1923 publication of The Golden Book
of Favorite Songs is available from Internet Archive.630
Live Musics and Recordings
Recordings of patriotic music available digitally and in hard copies are abundant in
primary and secondary format. Several sources examined in this section contain original
recordings and modern versions. These sources provide educators with materials necessary to
teach students historical and modern interpretations and uses of the music.
The historical uses of patriotic and national songs for public use are integral aspects of
understanding the place and utilization of American patriotic music in American culture. For the
purposes of this project, the researcher examined select presidential inaugurations from 1901 to
2021 for musical selections. The Joint Congressional Committee on Inaugural Ceremonies
(JCCIC) website was used to examine “Past Inaugural Ceremonies.”631 The “Past Inaugural
Ceremonies” webpage includes a list of presidential inaugurations from 1789 to 2021.632 Of the
ceremonies examined, ceremonies from 1901 to 1945 do not list musical selections.633
Ceremonies from 1949 to 2021 list at least the national anthem for performed music.634
The Smithsonian Institution is an extensive source for music educators to use for original
recordings, playlists, live music, and newer recordings of well-known and lesser-known patriotic
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and national songs. A sample video recording of a live performance of a patriotic song is “Pete
Seeger – ‘The Star-Spangled Banner’ Live at the Ralph Rinzler Memorial 1995.”635 As stated in
the description of the video, “Pete Seeger recites a poem on the American flag and gives the
history of the national anthem the United States.”636 In this video, Seeger explains the poem
written by him and sings the national anthem which he encourages those listening to join in
signing.637
In addition to live video recordings, the Smithsonian Folkways Recordings from the
Smithsonian Institution offers free access to several playlists of recorded patriotic and national
songs in the Explore section of the website. One such playlist, “Civil War Songs and Sounds,”
published in 2012, contains thirteen songs related to the Civil War.638 The description of the
playlist states, “Speaking of the impact music had on his troops, Confederate General Robert E.
Lee said, ‘Without music you cannot have an army.’ With this in mind, the music collected here
is not so much an account of what came to be known as America’s most violent war as it is the
culmination of the anxieties, politics, and the racial divide that started the war in the first
place.”639 The songs represent the varied beliefs and feelings that were prominent on both sides
of the Civil War.640 Another playlist representative of American patriotic song is “Happy 4th of
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July from Smithsonian Folkways!” published in 2016.641 The playlist includes eight tracks that
represent American history, development, and citizens.642 Songs included are “Yankee Doodle,”
“This Land is Your Land,” “War Mothers’ Song,” and “De Colores.”643
A playlist that presents patriotic songs in relation to presidents and inaugural events is
“Super Sonic Inaugural Weekend: Sounds and Songs of the American Presidency.”644 The
playlist was published in 2013 and contains fifty-one tracks that include portions of speeches
from inaugurations, historical addresses, and songs for campaigns and inaugurations such as
“President Hoover March,” “Lincoln and Liberty,” “White House Blues,” “End of WWII
Announcement – May 8, 1945,” “Kennedy’s Inauguration – January 20, 1961,” “God Bless
America,” and “Campaign Song Medley.”645
In addition to patriotic playlists, the Folkways Recordings also provide playlists of
national songs that describe and represent American life and the various regions and states of the
nation such as in the “Sounds of America from Smithsonian Folkways” playlist.646 The playlist
published in 2014 includes twenty-eight tracks including “Out on the Western Plains,”
“Richmond Blues,” “On Top of Old Smoky,” “Kansas City Blues,” “Arizona,” and “Erie
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Canal.”647 Two related sources from the Smithsonian Folkways Shop are “Election Songs of the
United States: Oscar Brand”648 and “Presidential Campaign Songs, 1789-1996: Oscar Brand.”649
These sources are available to purchase as a download or in CD format. The album, “Election
Songs of the United States: Oscar Brand,” features twenty-six tracks of songs from 1800 to
1950.650 The album’s description states, “If you’re looking for U.S. presidential campaign songs
and political ditties dating from 1800 to 1950, you’ll find them on this collection.”651 Songs in the
album include “Tyler and Tippecanoe (1840),” “The Union Wagon,” and “The Presidents.”652
The “Presidential Campaign Songs, 1789-1996: Oscar Brand” album was published in
1998 and is suited for adults and children as young as nine years old.653 This album presents a
unique collection of campaign songs as the description states, “This collection includes one song
from the campaign of every President, from George Washington to William Clinton performed
by folk singer Oscar Brand.”654 There are forty-three songs included in the album such as “Free
Elections,” “Monroe is the Man (James Monroe),” “Wilson, That’s All (Woodrow Wilson),”
“Marching Down to Washington (John Kennedy),” “California, Here We Come (Ronald
Reagan),” and “Song of the Presidents.”655
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Another source from the Folkways Shop of American patriotic and national songs is
“Songs of the Civil War: Various Artists.”656 The album includes thirty-three songs
representative of the Civil War.657 The album’s description states, “The Civil War played an
instrumental role in the development of an American national identity. Specifically for American
folk music, the war inspired songwriting on both sides of the conflict, as amateurs and
professionals wrote new, timely lyrics to old English, Scottish, and Irish ballads as well as
original compositions.”658 Songs featured in the album represent the North and South, through
ballads, parodies, and marching songs such as “John Brown’s Body,” “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp,”
“Battle Cry of Freedom,” “Two Brothers,” and “Battle Hymn of the Republic.”659
The “Classic Folk Songs for Kids from Smithsonian Folkways: Various Artists” includes
a variety of twenty-six folk songs representative of American culture and song.660 The description
of the album states, “The songs’ origins are as fascinating as the songs are fun: centuries-old
European ballads, an American Revolutionary tune, 19th-century American folksongs, Africanderived game songs, a sea chantey, a railroad jingle, camp songs, and even an opera song!”661
Some songs in this album are in other patriotic albums and are dedicated as some states’ songs
including “Yankee Doodle,” “Goober Peas,” and “Home on the Range.”662
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Similar to the playlists and albums available from the Smithsonian Institution, the LOC
includes five sources of recordings of American patriotic and national music. As presented in the
previous section, “Civil War Music Primary Source Set” is valuable to the study of patriotic
music as it provides teachers with resources and select materials to present students with Civil
War history in the form of photographs, sheet music, and recordings.663 The set contains two
recordings of “War Song Medley” and “When Johnny Comes Marching Home Again.”664 The
“National Jukebox” collection presents a later collection of American tunes from the early
1900s.665 In the “About” section for the collection, the LOC states, “The National Jukebox is a
project of the Library of Congress National Audio-Visual Conservation Center. The goal of the
Jukebox is to present to the widest audience possible early commercial sound recordings,
offering a broad range of historical and cultural documents as a contribution to education and
lifelong learning.”666 The collection includes 16,027 recordings from 1900 to 1925 and includes
popular songs such as “The New Colonial March,” “The Vacant Chair,” and “American Patrol”
and eventual state songs such as “Old Folks at Home” and “My Old Kentucky Home.”667
As previously presented in the Sheet Music section, “The Library of Congress Celebrates
the Songs of America” collection includes a variety of songs expressive of American life
including patriotic and national songs.668 The selection of materials contained in the collection
include sheet music, films, manuscripts, and recordings.669 The collection includes 3,331 audio
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recordings such as “The Star Spangled Banner,” “America,” “Yankee Doodle Boy,” “Over
There,” and “The U.S. Field Artillery March.”670 “Patriotic Melodies” is another collection
presented in the previous section and contributes to the discussion of recorded American
patriotic music.671 The collection is rather small as the “About” section explains, “Only a portion
of the most famous patriotic melodies of the United States are highlighted.”672 Seventy audio
recordings are in the collection including “Anchors Aweigh” by the U.S. Marine Band and the
“Star Spangled Banner” such as an 1898 version by John Philip Sousa’s Band.673
A more extensive collection of the work of John Philip Sousa in American music is in the
collection “The March King: John Philip Sousa” first presented in the previous section.674 This
collection contains fifty-four audio recordings of Sousa’s pieces and other notable songs of the
American heritage by other composers performed by Sousa’s band and other bands or
individuals.675 Songs include “El Capitan March,” “Semper Fidelis,” “Stars and Stripes Forever,”
and “Hot Time in the Old Town.”676
The Lester S. Levy Sheet Music Collection at the Johns Hopkins Sheridan Libraries &
University Museums, as explained in the Sheet Music section, includes different categories of
American songs including Civil War, World War I, National Emblems, Prayer and Religion, and
Stephen Foster categories.677 Many patriotic and notable national songs may be found in these
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collections with audio recordings of a select number of them located along with the sheet music
in the Civil War and National Emblems categories.678 Available recordings include “Just Before
the Battle, Mother,” “The American Flag,” and “American Patrol: Introducing the ‘Red, White,
and Blue.’”679
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Chapter Three: Methods
Introduction
The history of America, American music, and American music education provide a range
of analytical opportunities that are beneficial for determining the future direction of American
elementary music education. Consistent patterns throughout the history of music education in
America demonstrate the core of and guiding principles that influence American music
educators. The elementary music curriculum and general music standards provide a foundational
focus of music education in America and one that informs a functional and practical utilization
of American principles and music from the time of the early republic to the present day. A
research project based on this perspective provides music educators a view of the intended
structure of education; the role of American patriotic and national music in American culture and
society; how these elements may be used in the modern music classroom; and how these
elements may be used to shape music education in the future.
Design
This research project was conducted via a qualitative methodology and historical design.
Historical data was gathered on a conceptual understanding and perception680 of patriotism and
nationalism in education and music education, the development of music education goals and
standards to the present day, and how American patriotic and national songs have been used
within the music education classroom and American culture. Specific characteristics of
qualitative research were incorporated, as defined by Creswell and Creswell, including the
gathering of data by the researcher as the central component to the research process, gathering
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and utilization of multiple data formats, provision of data examination that was inductive and
deductive, an emergent design, and development of a holistic view of the topic and data.681
Through this approach the researcher gathered relevant data from existing literature to examine
for themes that informed the larger perspective of the topic.682
Utilizing a similar historical approach employed by Merisier and the qualitative structure
outlined by Creswell and Creswell, the qualitative method and historical approach provided the
best option for informing the establishment of patriotic and nationalistic concepts in education
and how the underlying themes have developed to produce the educational structure in place
today or that should be put into practice.683 To further inform this framework and the underlying
themes of the educational structure in America, the data gathered via the proposed method and
approach provided an informed view of the basis of music education development from the
perspective of educational scholars and leaders in the literature. This data established the
common themes and ideologies related to the acknowledgement of patriotism and nationalism in
music education literature and pedagogical practice.
Questions and Hypotheses
The two research questions that guided the research process established an inquiry into a
broad examination of material and concepts related to patriotism, nationalism, and music
education in America. The first question considered states, “In what ways can concepts of
patriotism and nationalism influence the goals and standards of American elementary music
education?” The following hypothesis was presented as a possible answer to the first research
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question: “Concepts of patriotism and nationalism can influence the goals and standards of
American elementary music education by providing historical foundation, development
opportunities, and educational direction.”
The goals of music education have been affected in the past by events that have
influenced a unifying effect among Americans.684 When applied as a continuous goal in music
education, incorporating the concepts of patriotism and nationalism may aid in children’s
personal and musical development and development of national pride. As Boer et al. explain
through the concept of musical ethnocentrism, “Musical ethnocentrism captures the extent to
which national music in general is able to express and communicate the feelings and evaluative
concepts associated with a nation to its listeners.”685 Galston also expresses national identity as a
central facet of humanity and development that should not be eliminated from the educational
setting.686 American patriotic and national songs used in the music classroom that allow students
to examine the musical elements and historical aspects of the music could provide for the
inclusion of patriotism and nationalism in the music classroom and development of patriotic
pride and national identity.687
The goals set forth in the Housewright Declaration that continue to guide music
education goals past the year 2020 provide a foundation for the study of all music in the music
classroom.688 The goals also established a direction of assuring each child the opportunity to
receive a quality music education.689 The concepts of patriotism and nationalism may provide a
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direction of these goals through the study of patriotic and national music as the direction of such
goals, though not explicit, can provide the opportunity for music educators to promote and use
patriotic and national songs to broaden students’ musical knowledge and abilities.690
The second question considered states, “In what ways can implementation of the study of
patriotic and national songs impact the curricular structure in American elementary music
education?” The following hypothesis was presented as a possible answer to the second research
question: “Implementation of the study of patriotic and national songs can impact the curricular
structure in American elementary music education in terms of repertoire selection, development
of vocal and instrumental techniques, and music appreciation.
Exposing individuals to the music of their nation enhances a connection to their nation’s
music and their own national and personal identities.691 Elementary students may develop a
greater appreciation of the nation’s music through exposure in the classroom whereby expanding
the possible repertoire used in the music education classroom and activities. Additionally,
scholars have documented the difficulty and the pedagogical implications of performing such
patriotic songs as “The Star-Spangled Banner” and “The Stars and Stripes Forever” that can
enhance students’ learning and musical skill vocally and instrumentally.692 The use of American
patriotic and national songs may also expand the opportunities to develop music appreciation
among students by critically examining the musicality, theoretical composition, and historical
application of American patriotic and national songs.693
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Participants
The nature of the historical research design relies on historical and scholarly works as the
sole sources of information. Liberty University’s Doctoral Thesis Handbook for the School of
Music defines historical research as “a research design that presents a systemic examination of
past events to give an account of what has happened in the past and must include implications
practical in nature. This research design must focus on the interpretation of the historical events
to predict future ones.”694 In this project, the researcher was the primary participant in the
gathering, analyzing, and presentation of ideas, materials, and results.
Setting
From a qualitative approach, Creswell and Creswell outline locations for data collection
including the examination of documents and audiovisual materials.695 The setting of the project
was limited to online sources, print sources obtained from online retailers, and print sources
owned by the researcher. Online sources and materials were examined from Liberty University’s
library, LOC, NYPL, the National Archives, the Smithsonian Institution, Johns Hopkins
Sheridan Libraries & University Museums, Gale, ProQuest, NAfME, sheet music retailers such
as Sheet Music Plus and Hal Leonard, state websites, and blogs. Print sources were obtained
through online retailers and included music textbooks, anthologies, songbooks, and scholarly
books on related topics. Primary sources were obtained through online retailers, Gale, the LOC,
the NYPL, Johns Hopkins Sheridan Libraries & University Museums, and the researcher’s own
collection.
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Instrumentation
According to Creswell and Creswell, qualitative research is defined by engaging the
researcher as the central element in the research process.696 The researcher, as explained by
Creswell and Creswell, “may use a protocol—an instrument for recording data.”697 For this
project, the researcher took and organized notes on the themes examined in the literature and that
developed throughout the research process. The notes included relevant concepts from scholars
relating to patriotism and nationalism in education and observations of connections between the
literature, curricular elements employed in the classroom, societal engagement with patriotic and
nationalistic concepts, and published and recorded patriotic and national songs. The researcher
organized Word documents, hand-written notes, screenshots, and primary sources such as sheet
music and books within computer files according to section, themes, and sub-themes.
Procedures
To answer the proposed research questions and substantiate and determine the validity of
the hypotheses, the researcher gathered and examined existing literature for informative details,
perspectives, ideologies, frameworks, and implications that define the concepts of patriotism and
nationalism in America and how these concepts direct the educational goals and structure. The
gathered material was examined for underlying themes of patriotism and nationalism within the
direction of music education and how these themes direct the goals of elementary music
education, specifically. Within the framework of current elementary music education practices,
the researcher examined how educators may use American patriotic and national songs and if the
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songs provide pedagogical implications that align with the current goals of music education in
America.
As guided by qualitative data collection defined by Creswell and Creswell, material such
as legislative documents; national music education documents; scholarly books; scholarly
journal, trade journal, and magazine articles; and audio and video recordings were examined and
written about simultaneously through a patriotic and nationalistic lens for documented directions,
goals, and motives that have guided music educators in public education in America toward the
establishment of patriotic and nationalistic themes in elementary music education.698 The
researcher gathered additional data such as scholarly journal, trade journal, and magazine
articles; educational materials and curricula such as books and websites; sheet music; and audio
recordings and examined and wrote about these elements simultaneously from a pedagogical
perspective for implications of teaching American patriotic and national songs in the elementary
music classroom.
Data Analysis
The researcher examined the gathered data for relevant themes and categorized them
accordingly. As suggested by Creswell and Creswell, the data was coded within categories
utilizing codes that are “expected,” “surprising,” and “of conceptual interest.”699 These codes
included identifiers that developed through examination of existing literature and material and
that are foundational elements of the study such as patriotism, nationalism, religion, elementary
students, elementary teachers, national goals, and curriculum. The data was organized into visual
diagrams such as tables to display the connections and contradictions discovered through the
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research. As described by Creswell and Creswell, the accuracy of the results of the study were
validated through “rich, thick descriptions,” clarification of researcher bias, and the presentation
of “discrepant information.”700 The gathering, examination, and presentation of the material
provided a foundation for directing the study toward establishing an understanding within the
literature whether the music education structure benefits from the inclusion of patriotism and
nationalism concepts and patriotic and national songs.
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Chapter Four: Research Findings
Connecting the Literature
The researcher examined a variety of literature to establish a foundation for
understanding the development of philosophical and curricular concepts and approaches in
American music education. The literature was used to establish connections between the various
areas of philosophical and curricular perspectives and educational resources and state songs. The
researcher utilized the literature to provide a thorough understating of the concepts of patriotism
and nationalism in American thought and culture and within the American music education
classroom as a foundation for presenting the findings of the research. Upon examination of the
literature, similarities and contradictions were determined between various areas of philosophical
and educational perspectives within two main themes.
The elementary music curricula and resources supported by the philosophical
perspectives present a viable approach to determining the effectiveness of teaching patriotic and
national songs to develop students’ musical skills as guided by the national standards though not
defined within specific pedagogical techniques and skills. The literature also indicated curricular
implications for including patriotic and national songs in music education. State songs pose an
additional area of interest with philosophical connections and pedagogical implications from a
curricular perspective for cultural awareness and musical learning. The researcher documented
the findings of the literature and materials examined during the research process in tables and
appendixes to demonstrate the place of patriotism, nationalism, and patriotic and national song in
the elementary music classroom.
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Philosophical Comparisons
The philosophical literature presented varied perspectives, approaches, and
understandings to patriotism, nationalism, and related music. These variations manifested in
similar and opposing concepts in relation to historical documents and perspectives, the cultural
concepts of patriotism and nationalism, educational ideologies, and songbook inclusion of
patriotic songs. Two main perspectives dominated the philosophical thought as support for
patriotism as a form of unity and non-support for patriotism because it is viewed as a divisive
element between the United States and other countries and cultures. While patriotism and
nationalism have remained elements of American life and culture, the extent to which Americans
and scholars acknowledge them as fundamental elements have shifted over time. The
examination of the literature revealed three periods of thought from the time of the early republic
to World War II, World War II to around 2019, and from 2019 to the present time. Across each
of these three periods, patriotism and nationalism are not absent concepts though the second
period began a shift in the educational literature towards interculturalism discussed as globalism
in recent literature.
The literature of historical documents and educational perspectives revealed more
differences than similarities in respect to the necessity of maintaining and expressing patriotism
and the quality of that patriotism. Early historical documents, educational texts, and texts
discussing elements prior to 1900 and through World War II presented a form of patriotism
rooted in the belief of God, necessity of unity, and preservation of freedom expressed through
patriotic literature and songs.701 The songs of this time in American history represented the
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unified beliefs of the people as a nation,702 kept their focus on God’s provision of freedom,703 and
expressed individual political beliefs.704
The educational literature of the present day, in contrast to the perspectives prior to the
postwar years after World War II, reveal more concern with maintaining a global perception of
patriotism and creating unity between all nations and cultures.705 In the midst of international and
multicultural concern within music education in the late 1900s, some educators, including the
MENC organization, recognized a decline in singing and knowledge of America’s heritage songs
that influenced the creation of the two songbooks published by the MENC.706 The events of
September 11, 2001 also influenced the promotion of patriotic sentiment and development of
patriotic songs,707 though, in contrast to the earliest period defined through examination of the
literature, patriotism was not considered as relevant in the educational structure. Hebert’s,
Jorgenson’s, Curren and Dorn’s, Hand’s, and McDonough and Cormier’s writings within the
areas of music education and civics education document critical views of the concepts included
in the early texts and perspectives as they advocate for less focus on patriotic concepts,708
globally supported and concerned patriotism,709 and the presentation of multiple forms of
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patriotism and nationalism, including positive and negative effects, to aid students’ development
of their own perspectives of patriotism and nationalism.710
Early music education perspectives, namely those by Mason and Ives in the 1800s,
acknowledged the influence of a nation’s songs and the importance of music engagement by all
people.711 This is similar to the approach presented in the Housewright Declaration and 2014
national standards though inclusion is a more defined and prominent theme of modern-day music
education practices. Within the religious foundations of American patriotism from the time of the
early republic, expressed within patriotic songs, and still in existence today, patriotism and
nationalism are supported biblically in a similar manner to the ideologies of Primoratz and
Kodelja. The biblically supported patriotism presented by Duerr712 is acknowledged as an
acceptable form of patriotism that aligns with the perspective of patriotism presented by
Primoratz and Kodelja of a moderate patriotism approached from a view of doing no harm to
others.713 Using patriotic and national songs in music education supports facets of the educational
perspectives of scholars in various fields for multiple approaches for each concept to be taught.
The patriotic and national songs of America’s heritage encompass varying perceptions and
ideologies in the form of political songs during the time of the early republic; rallying and battle
songs supporting both sides of the Civil War; protest songs in the 1900s; and unifying patriotic
songs from the time of the early republic, during World Wars I and II, and after September 11,
2001.
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Patriotism and nationalism in American culture, music, scholarly research, and
documents indicate the subliminal nature of patriotism and nationalism throughout American
history and thought development. Within the examination of the literature, the researcher noted
correlations between the cultural perspectives and song and songbook developments throughout
the three identified periods. Songbooks examined as historical documents encompassed a
presentation of cultural perceptions and musical thought which were used as both music texts
and cultural guides, for the purposes of this paper. Nason’s commentary on American patriotic
songs informed an understanding of the foundation of American patriotism as a form of civic and
religious preservation.714 Multicultural representations of patriotism were expressed in the 1900s
through music715 and were eventually included in music education716 and supported by critical
evaluations of the nature of patriotism and nationalism and the effects of each concept on nations
individually and within multi-nation relationships that centered on advocating patriotism as
moral concern.717 The subliminal nature of patriotism and nationalism is documented within the
literature promoting refined forms of patriotism in addition to Bonikowski and DiMaggio’s and
Galston’s works documenting a persistent and unique presence of these concepts throughout
American history and as increasingly prominent concepts in recent years.718
Musical ethnocentrism, as an expression of national pride through cultural music,719 was a
defining element in examining cultural connections with songs of a nation and in essence
developing a sense of nationalism. Boer et al.’s study contributed informative ideologies to the
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development of nationalism through music, individual’s connection to the music of their culture,
and the relevance of song and songbook development that reflects the spirit and ideologies of a
nation and its people. Music reflects the national elements of a nation and connects citizens to
their culture.720 Early songbooks support this perspective as they highlighted patriotic music as a
primary collection of songs to know, to unite the citizenry, and express and strengthen national
pride.721 The compositions of Billings were early representations of the national, patriotic, and
religious connections in American music encouraging unity between the people and defense of
their newly established freedom.722
The work of MENC in the development of the two songbook volumes, Get America
Singing…Again!, created an opportunity to reestablish the library of American heritage songs
and represent the multicultural nature of America.723 The MENC songbooks, from a joint
examination of the educational and cultural literature, reflect a patriotic, nationalistic, and
multicultural presentation of songs and concepts to support the underlying themes of patriotism
and nationalism in American culture as well as the multicultural, or international, focus
developed among the educational scholars post-World War II. The shift in focus to
internationalism documented earlier in the work of Beegle, Galston, and Merisier was preceded
by a promotion of patriotic and national music in the schools.724 The educational literature has
continuously promoted internationalism as a main theme of education despite the
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acknowledgement of Galston of the shift in ideological perspectives of Americans to nationalism
in recent years725 and Bonikowski and DiMaggio’s affirmation of American’s strong sense of
national pride that varies from other cultures’ national perspectives.726 In this respect, American
nationalism may be still viewed as a fundamental element of American life that supports its
inclusion in education.
Understanding the cultural use of patriotic songs aids in developing an educational
understanding of patriotism and nationalism in the classroom, particularly in music education.
Prominent individuals during World War II, including Cecil B. deMille and the Hon. Thomas E.
Dewey, acknowledged this factor in The Etude magazine and encouraged music educators to use
music to lift spirits and unite the people during the war.727 Present day scholars highlight the
development of patriotic songs through these times of conflict728 and express concern with the
meanings of the songs in relation to other nations729 though some scholars recognize the
opportunity for critical analysis within the classroom730 and relationship development effects of
the songs in American society.731
A nation’s songs, particularly folksongs, reflect history and may be learned for students
to become aware of the past and develop relevant musical perceptions.732 Antrim’s statement,
“Any historical document that does not include the roles played by a nation’s songs, is
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incomplete,”733 supports the proposal by McDonough and Cormier for nationalism to be taught to
educate students on the different forms for individual understanding and ideological
development.734 Patriotic songs, according to examination of the literature, have a place in
education and, contrary to Hebert’s argument of a lack of artistic relevance in patriotic music,735
the presence of patriotic songs such as “America, the Beautiful” in music curricula as listening
and singing activities indicate the artistic and musical relevance of the songs. Fuld and Walter
highlight the vast nature and styles of patriotic songs providing relevant pedagogical and
historical opportunities to develop students as competent and skilled musicians.736 Ultimately, a
nation’s songs are a form of historical and musical learning and an aid to shaping students’
perceptions as citizens.
Elementary Music Curricula and Resources
The philosophical literature informed a broader interpretation of the music standards,
pedagogies, and curricula as they relate to the concepts of patriotism and nationalism in music
education. The researcher identified patriotism and nationalism as main themes in one of the four
curricular texts examined during the research process. Aside from this text, the other three texts
include patriotic songs as part of the larger selection and variety of songs. As examined in the
educational literature, the standards and modern music curricula, The Music Studio Anthology
and Making Music, incorporate a multicultural approach to music education. Though published
several years prior to the establishment of music standards, the early music text, The Modern
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Music Series, focused on teaching fundamental musical terms and techniques through a variety
of songs including patriotic and songs from other lands. The earliest text designated for school,
home, or community use examined by the researcher, Uncle Sam’s School Songs, specifically
addresses the influential nature of a nation’s songs and encourages their use to develop civic
responsibility and musical skill.
The researcher’s examination of the curricular texts and standards informed by the
philosophical literature revealed two approaches to including patriotism in music education.
Within the two approaches, the researcher identified patriotism as a guiding curricular element
and as an element of interest, in the form of patriotic songs, to the broader scope of developing
musical skill. The most prevalent use of patriotic music within the curricular texts is the latter
approach. Patriotic music is used as a means of musical instruction and to inform students’
understanding of the songs within cultural and personal contexts. Within the framework of a
general consensus between the philosophical literature for patriotism and nationalism to be
included in music education, in moderate forms and to educate for historical and cultural
understanding, the modern music curricula do include patriotic songs and historical contexts of
the songs though the application, type of songs, and number of songs vary between the texts.
Within the context of music pedagogies and the concepts of patriotism and nationalism,
the researcher identified nationalism as a common theme between two of the four pedagogies,
Kodály and Orff, and the pedagogical approach of Crawford Seeger though they each lack any
indication of patriotic inclusion or application. The primary element of nationalism is
constructed within the use of songs representative of the students’ culture in the form of national
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or folksongs in the mother tongue of the students.737 Additionally, the Dalcroze and Suzuki
Methods indicate opportunities for including patriotic and national concepts with music
education as the Dalcroze Method allows for a multi-cultural adaptation of the method which
may include improvisation and rhythmic exercises that correlate with patriotic music structures
and lyrics. The Suzuki Method encourages the use of musically excellent compositions which
may include American compositions that represent the music of the culture and songs students
experience.
As noted within the philosophical literature, engagement with the songs of one’s culture
or nation have implications for developing national attachment or pride.738 The songs included in
the modern music texts are a variety of songs from other cultures and the American music
heritage. Additionally, The Music Studio Anthology was constructed within the framework of the
Kodály Method and applies the fundamental approach of including folksongs for students’
musical learning. Songs that have relevant meanings to children, as advocated by Mason’s music
educational approach, need to be included in the teaching of music.739 Culturally connected songs
and music students experience within a national or patriotic context may be deemed as qualifying
songs for students to learn musical appreciation and American ideals.
The researcher determined correlating ideologies between the national standards, nonmusic development areas defined by NAfME, and the philosophical literature to include the
development of students’ understandings of music within the cultural context and personal
application as individuals and as independent musicians and thinkers. Scholars’ argument in the
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philosophical literature for patriotism and nationalism to be taught in a way for students to
develop their own ideologies and understandings of the concepts740 correlate with the national
standards and areas of development aside from music development that encourage the
development of civic responsibility and cultural understanding. Though recent texts advocate for
patriotism to be taught from multiple perspectives, early educational texts also encouraged
patriotism to be taught, though as a single ideology, to develop civic responsibility and
sustainment of the nation741 and for music teaching, including national tunes, to benefit students’
development.742 Though specific language in relation to patriotic and nationalistic concepts are
absent from the national standards, the primary goals and objectives of music education continue
to reflect concern for student development as individuals and skilled musicians though the
approach and music literature focus vary between the time periods.
Making connections within the larger framework of music education benefits established
from the time of early music education in America and goals of the current standards are
achievable through past and present music resources and events. Based on the criteria within the
Housewright Declaration to include all music experienced by people,743 the inaugural presidential
events provide relevant connections to patriotic and national songs students may experience and
come to know. Further philosophical underpinnings for examining inaugural musical selections
as a basis for teaching patriotic and national songs is the historical relevance and use of music to
represent and honor the efforts of Americans to preserve the American form of government and
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culture and serve as the leader of the nation.744 The musical tradition of songs performed for
presidential inaugurations was established at the time of Washington’s first inauguration.745
The patriotic music resources connect the music to the broader cultural uses throughout
history to develop historical relevance and meaning for educators and students. The
philosophical underpinnings of developing awareness of and connections with the available
patriotic and national song resources in the music classroom stem from the first period the
researcher identified as defining the changing focus on patriotism and nationalism in American
culture and education. The first period established patriotic songs as a fundamental relaying of
unified or individual political and religious thought.746
The variety of resources in print and online formats are available to music educators as a
means of introducing students to and teaching students about the patriotic and national
perspectives and music of the nation throughout American history. The MENC, later NAfME,
organization has contributed relevant resources and suggestions for educators to successfully
include patriotic music in music education. During the early 2000s, the MENC’s published book,
It Works for Me! The National Anthem and Other Patriotic Music in the Classroom, documented
methods and ideas of patriotic music inclusion substantiating the findings in the philosophical
literature of a persistent theme of patriotism influenced by times of crisis that influence a
unifying effect.
The examined modern curricula do not include all the same songs found in earlier music
texts and represent a limited number of mostly well-known patriotic songs though these curricula
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may be supplemented with resources from the LOC, the NYPL, the Lester S. Levy Sheet Music
Collection at the Johns Hopkins Sheridan Libraries & University Museums, or the Smithsonian
Institution. The materials located within the collections from these sources represent and share
the philosophical perspectives and development of American citizens throughout American
history. The materials contributing to the philosophical relevance of teaching patriotic and
nationalistic perspectives in music education include those materials representative of the beliefs
and ideologies of different periods of American development. Resources applicable to music
education and its connections to the larger framework of education to develop knowledgeable
citizens include those of notated music, recordings, manuscripts, and writings.
State Songs
The study of state songs within music education has musical and cultural relevance for
students in America as indicated through the philosophical literature, curricular texts, and
pedagogies. The availability of state songs and the songs’ historical backgrounds and relevance
provide music educators with opportunities to develop students’ knowledge of the states
individually and collectively. The researcher identified three areas of interest in studying state
songs as philosophical connections, curricular use of songs adopted as state songs, and
pedagogical implications. Concepts connecting the ideologies include the nature of state songs,
the historical and educational literature, songs included in curricular texts, and the folksong
approaches of the pedagogies to indicate the enduring presence of nationalism and patriotism
within American culture and education.
The first area of interest includes identification of philosophical connections
encompassing a correlation between the nature of state songs and the historical and educational
literature. The historical documents indicated a primary understanding to establishing and
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maintaining the nation as a whole through the federal structure though national concepts were
encouraged to support each state’s unique and individual governance within the larger context of
the nation.747 In this respect, Madison predicted a stronger attachment to each state in which
citizens lived748 contrary to a primary attachment to the nation suggested by Roosevelt.749
Within the context of learning and knowing state songs, students develop an
understanding about the unique nature and elements of each state. The songs adopted, such as
Kentucky’s State Bluegrass song “Blue Moon of Kentucky,” reflect the sentiments of the
individuals who lived and do live in the state and the music styles or cultural foundations of the
state. Students are able to learn history about the state through the songs’ development and
cultural relevance whereby applying the concept of musical ethnocentrism750 to develop national
pride, identity, and understanding.
The second and third areas of interest are intertwined as the second area includes
recognizing the curricular use of songs adopted as state songs that encompasses an informed
examination of the curricular texts through the historical and educational literature. Though the
study of state songs is not conducted in such terminology, several songs that have been adopted
as state songs are included in the Music Studio Anthology and Making Music texts. Some state
songs represent the folksong and patriotic collections of American music. The following two
songs designated as state songs by the respective states are found within the Music Studio
Anthology grade levels examined for this project: “Roll On, Columbia” and “Yankee Doodle” in
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grade four.751 The Making Music curriculum includes six songs designated as state songs by the
respective states within the grade levels examined for this project. The songs and corresponding
grade levels are as follows: “Yankee Doodle” in grades two and three and “Home on the Range,”
“Oklahoma,” “Rocky Top,” and “Roll On, Columbia” in grade five.752 The standards and
Housewright Declaration encourage educators to expose students to a variety of music they may
experience in their lives.753 The state songs used within the texts include patriotic, folk, bluegrass,
and popular tunes of the American heritage to which students may be exposed throughout their
lives and are representative of specific states and cultural foundations.
The correlating third area of interest, pedagogical implications of learning state songs as
informed by the historical and educational texts and folksong approaches of the examined
pedagogies, expounds upon the concern of scholars for students to learn and experience the
songs of different cultures, styles, and artistic expression.754 Most of the designated state songs or
songs of each state are varied in styles, difficulty, and composition and were originally popular
or well-known tunes before adoption as state songs. Songs from states such as Arizona,
Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, and Kentucky demonstrate the vast nature of state songs and
implied pedagogical implications for elementary music education as the songs represent music
from differing musical periods and styles from the early republic to the present day. “The
Arizona March,” as Arizona’s State Anthem, represents a genre of music that is adaptable for
instrumentalists; “Rocky Mountain High,” as Colorado’s second state song, represents a more
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modern song; “Yankee Doodle,” as Connecticut’s first state song, is historically relevant as it
represents the Colonial era; “Old Folks at Home,” as Florida’s first state song, represents the folk
song repertoire; and “Blue Moon of Kentucky,” as Kentucky’s State Bluegrass Song, represents
a popular and culturally relevant style of music within a specific region of the nation.
Establishing a Framework
The findings demonstrate the curricular implications of utilizing and learning American
patriotic and national songs. The researcher utilized the comparisons of the literature to
determine connections between learning patriotic and national songs and the music education
national standards for classroom use and curricular development. The findings are presented in
tables of patriotic songs, state songs, patriotic songs in curricula and textbooks, and patriotic
songs performed for presidential inaugurations. Specific patriotic songs provide opportunities for
band, orchestra, chorus, and general music classes that relate to specific standards and
incorporate music and non-music related supplemental materials.
Findings
The researcher categorized the relevant findings within the following tables to exemplify
the similarities and differences between select music curricula, songbooks, and presidential
inaugural programs’ musical selections. The researcher culminated the findings in the table of
notable patriotic songs in appendix B from the examination of the curricula, songbooks, and
inaugural events. Each table documents relevant information related to each song and
connections between some songs and their uses as a state song or inaugural music selection.
State songs were also presented in a table of sample songs in one of the following tables and a
complete list in appendix A.
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The Modern Music Series textbook included several songs throughout the three books,
Primer, First, and Second comprising the series for the elementary grades, classified as patriotic,
heroic songs, or occasional, as documented in table 1 (see p. 129). The classification of
“Occasional” is from the Primer and Second book. The Primer does not contain a Patriotic
section though the songs under the Occasional section may be classified as patriotic such as
“America” as it is classified as patriotic in the First and Second books.
A song in the Second book of The Modern Music Series under the Occasional
classification discusses the graves of heroes adorned by the flag and fits the theme of other
patriotic and heroic lyrics in other songs in the book. One song found in the Second book under
Ethical songs, and later in the Alternate Third book of the series for the upper grades under
Patriotic songs, is “‘Way Down Upon the Swanee Ribber.” Though the song is not classified as a
Patriotic and Heroic or Occasional song in the textbooks classified for the elementary grades, it
is worth noting its presence in the Second book since it has now become the state song of Florida
and was eventually included under Patriotic songs in the Alternate Third book. The Modern
Music Series categorized a few national or patriotic songs from other countries such as “My
Heart’s in the Highlands” and “Sicilian Mariner’s Song” as patriotic or heroic songs in addition
to songs about America and American symbols. In the table, the songs are listed with the
composer and lyricist or identified as folksongs and the book in which it can be found. Songs of
Action with related lyrics to national or patriotic themes were also categorized in the First book
though not included in the table, for the purposes of this paper, as the table only includes those
songs identified as Patriotic and Heroic.
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Table 1: The Modern Music Series – Patriotic and Heroic Songs
Song Title
Composer and Lyricist
Book Level/Comments
“A Farewell Song”
- German Folksong
Second
- Lyrics by R. B. F.
“A Vow”
- Folksong
Second
- Lyrics byMassmann
“America”/ “My Country,
- Music by Carey
Primer (as “My Country, ‘Tis
‘Tis of Thee”
- Lyrics by Smith
of Thee” under Occasional
songs), First (as “My
Country, ‘Tis of Thee”),
Second (as “America”)
“Battle Hymn of the
- Music by (Not Listed)
Second
Republic”
- Lyrics by Julia Ward Howe
“Columbia, the Gem of the
D. T. Shaw
First, Second
Ocean”
“Flag Song”
- Music by Eleanor Smith
First
- Lyrics by Lydia Avery
Coonley
“Flowers for the Brave”
- Music by Tschirch
Second (under Occasional
- Lyrics by E. W. Chapman
songs)
“Hail Columbia”
- Music by Phyla
Second
- Lyrics by Hopkinson
“Hurrah for the Flag”
W. W. Gilchrist
Second
“My Heart’s in the
- Folksong
Second
Highlands”
- Lyrics by Burns or J. M.
Courtney
“My Native Land”
Wohlfahrt
Second
“Our Heroes”
Music and lyrics by
First
Methfessel
“Sicilian Mariner’s Song”
Folksong
First
“Soldier’s Song”
- Old English Game
Primer (under Occasional
- Lrics by J. R. Mason
songs)
“The Bugle Call”
Old German
Primer (under Occasional
songs)
“The Soldier’s Morning
Folksong
Second
Song”
“The Star-Spangled Banner”
- Music by Samuel Arnold
First, Second
- Lyrics by Francis Scott Key
“The Watch on the Rhine”
- Music by Wilhelm
Second
- Lyrics by Max
Schneckenberger
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Table 2: Making Music – Patriotic Songs
Song Title
Composer/Lyricist
“America”
- Traditional Melody
- Lyrics by Samuel Francis Smith
“America, I Hear you
Barberi Paull
Singing”
“America, the Beautiful”
- Music by Samuel A. Ward
- Lyrics by Katharine Lee Bates
“America, the Beautiful”
- Music by Samuel A. Ward
- Lyrics by Katharine Lee Bates
“American Salute”
Morton Gould
“Give Me Your Tired, Your
- Music by Irving Berlin
Poor”
- Lyrics by Emma Lazarus
“God Bless America”
Irving Berlin
“I’m a Yankee Doodle
George M. Cohan
Dandy”
“Let Freedom Ring”
Buryl Red
“Sing, America, Sing”
Jill Gallina
“The Fourth of July”
Morton Gould
“The Star-Spangled Banner” - Music by John Stafford Smith
- Lyrics by Francis Scott Key
“The Stars and Stripes
John Philip Sousa
Forever”
“The Voices of Pride”
Ned Ginsburg
“The Yankee Doodle Boy”
George M. Cohan
“This Land is Your Land”
Woody Guthrie
“This Land is Your Land”
Woody Guthrie
“When Johnny Comes
Patrick S. Gilmore
Marching Home”
“Yankee Doodle”
- Traditional
- Lyrics by Dr. Richard
Shuckburgh
“You’re a Grand Old Flag”
George M. Cohan
“You’re a Grand Old Flag”
George M. Cohan

Grade Level
1, 2, 3, & 5

Activity
Singing

2

Singing

3&5

Singing

3

Listening

5
5

Listening
Listening

5
5

Singing
Listening

5
3
5
3&5

Singing
Singing
Listening
Singing

1

Listening

5
3
1
5
5

Singing
Listening
Singing
Listening
Listening

2&3

Singing

3
1

Singing
Listening

The Making Music curriculum uses a variety of patriotic music that is vocal and
instrumental to introduce students to music elements. Table 2 lists the identified patriotic songs
in indexes of the Making Music curriculum for grades two, three, and five and identified patriotic
songs by the researcher in grade one as the book does not have a categorized index. In the table,
the songs are listed with the composer and lyricist or identified as a traditional melody, the grade
level of the book in which it can be found, and the activity used to present the song in the text.
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Some songs such as “America, the Beautiful” are listed twice as they were used as listening and
singing activities in the same or a different grade level. Listening activities in the texts do not
include notated music whereas singing exercises are provided with notated music with chords
and utilizing a moveable-do system, except for “This Land is Your Land” in the grade one book.
Songs classified as patriotic or national songs in other books or as state songs not identified as
patriotic in the grade five book are “Battle Cry of Freedom,” “Battle Hymn of the Republic,”
“Home on the Range,” “Oklahoma,” and “Over There.” These are not included in the table.
Table 3: Music Studio Spotlight on Music: Song Anthology – Patriotic Songs
Song Title
Composer/Lyricist
Grade Level
“America”
- Music by Henry Carey
K, 1, 4, 6
- Lyrics by Samuel F. Smith
“America, My Homeland”
- Music by Robert de Frece
4
- Lyrics by Robert de Frece
and Shirley Funk
“Battle Hymn of the Republic” - Music by William Steffe
K
- Lyrics by Julia Ward Howe
“Goober Peas”
Civil War Marching Song
6
“Patriotic Medley: You’re a
George M. Cohan, Woody
1&4
Grand Old Flag; This Land is
Guthrie, and Samuel
Your Land; America, the
Ward/Katharine Lee Bates
Beautiful”
“Presidents”
Ellen F. Stein
K
“Stars and Stripes Forever”
John Philip Sousa
6
“The Star-Spangled Banner”
- Music by J. S. Smith
4&6
- Lyrics by Francis Scott Key
“This Land is Your Land”
Woody Guthrie
4
“We Remember”
John Jacobson and Mac Huff 4
“Yankee Doodle”
- Traditional Melody
4
- Lyrics by Dr. Richard
Shuckburgh (Descant by
Mary Goetze)
“You’re a Grand Old Flag”
George M. Cohan
K

Activity
Singing
Singing
Singing
Singing
Singing

Singing
Singing
Singing
Singing
Singing
Singing

Singing

The Music Studio anthology includes several common and lesser-known patriotic songs.
Table 3 documents the identified patriotic songs in the Music Studio anthology indexes for
grades kindergarten, four, and six. The grade one book does not have a category for patriotic
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music in the index. The researcher included only common patriotic songs in the table from grade
one and identified four other songs that may be defined as patriotic songs including “George
Washington,” “I Love My Country,” “There are Many Flags in Many Lands,” and “When the
Flag Goes By.” The grade four text has one song, “America, My Homeland,” not listed as
patriotic in the index but may be identified as such and is not included in the table. The grade six
text contains the same “Patriotic Medley” as grades one and four though it is not classified in the
book’s index as patriotic. In the table, the songs are listed with the composer and lyricist or other
identification, the grade level of the book in which it can be found, and the activity used to
present the song in the text. The songs are presented in the text with notated music, chords, and
moveable-do system for all examined grade levels.
Uncle Sam’s School Songs includes several patriotic themed songs not found in the
modern songbooks examined for this project. The book includes common songs such as “My
Country, ‘Tis of Thee” and “Battle Hymn of the Republic.” Table 4 (see p. 133) lists the patriotic
themed songs and includes each song’s title, composer and lyricist, and comments, if applicable.
Two songs in the book were included with specific instructions. The following text was written
beneath the title of “We’ll Stand by the Flag”: “(Duet and Chorus for Boys) From six to fifteen
years of age, standing under a large flag, largest boy in the center.”755 The second song printed on
the opposite page from the first included similar directions. The following text was printed
beneath the title of “Would You Like to Know”: “(Solo and Duet for Girls) Girls should unfurl
and wave small flags while singing chorus. Boys’ song on opposite page should precede this if
both are sung.”756 Other songs in the book include comments or historical information.

755

Langley and Ogden, eds., Uncle Sam’s School Songs, 90.

756

Langley and Ogden, eds., Uncle Sam’s School Songs, 91.
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Table 4: Uncle Sam’s School Songs – Patriotic Songs
Song Title
Composer and Lyricist
“All Hail! Fair America”
- Music by John Reading
- Lyrics by S. B. Whitney
“America Pride of the World” - Music by H. P. Danks
- Lyrics by F. E. Belden
“Battle Hymn of the
Lyrics by Julia Ward Howe
Republic”
“Columbia, the Gem of the
- Music by D. T. Shaw
Ocean”
- Arr. by W. A. Ogden
“Dear Native Land”
- Music by Carl Wilhelm
- Lyrics by Carrie Francis
“Don’t Scold the Boys”
- Music by J. B. Hebert
- Lyrics by D. W. McCourt
“Flag of Freedom”
- Music by Chas. K. Langley
- Lyrics by Ida Scott Taylor
“God, and Home, and
- Music by D. S. Hakes
Liberty”
- Lyrics by F. E. Belden
“God Bless Our Native Land”
“Hail! Columbia”

“My Country, ‘Tis of Thee”
“Our Beautiful Homes”
“Proud Flag of the Free”
“Star Spangled Banner”
“The Banner of the Free”

“The Flag of Our Union,
Forever!”
“The Ship of State”
“We’ll Stand by the Flag”
“Would You Like to Know”

- Music by Prof. Phylo
- Arr. by F. E. Belden
- Lyrics by Joseph
Hopkinson, 1798
Lyrics by Samuel F. Smith
- Music by Jno. R. Sweney
- Lyrics by D. W. McCourt
Music by L. O. Emerson
Lyrics by Francis Scott Key
- Music and lyrics by C. K.
Langley
- Arr. by Rev. John O. Foster,
A. M.
- Music by Geo. P. Morris
- Arr. by C. K. Langley
- Lyrics by Wm. V. Wallace
- Music by C. K. Langley
- Lyrics by H. W. Longfellow
F. E. Belden
F. E. Belden

Comments
“Portuguese Hymn”

Tune of “The Watch on the
Rhine”

Tune of “My Country ‘Tis of
Thee”
Written beneath title: “(Sung
for the first time in public at
Washington’s inauguration
in New York in 1789.)”
Tune listed as “America”

National songs, as primarily used for this paper, refer to adopted state songs. As the
researcher identified in the previous paragraphs, some songs included in the curricular texts have
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become state songs. Based on the philosophical discussion and identified pedagogical
implications for learning state songs, the sample list of state songs in table 5 represent the varied
types of and number of well-known and lesser-known songs representing each state. These songs
include historical and contemporary songs written specifically as state songs and historical, folk,
and popular songs that have been adopted due to the popularity of the songs or their association
with a particular state. The table includes the state name, song title(s), composer and lyricist,
adoption date, and comments and categorization of each song. A complete list of state songs can
be found in appendix A with listed state, song title(s), composer and lyricist, adoption date, and
comments and categorization of each song.
Table 5: Sample State Songs
State
Song Title(s)
Arizona

Arkansas

“The Arizona March
Song”

“Arizona (I Love
You Arizona)”
“Arkansas”
“Arkansas (You Run
Deep in Me)”
“Oh Arkansas”
“The Arkansas
Traveler”

Colorado

“Where the
Columbines Grow”
“Rocky Mountain
High”

Composer and
Lyricist
- Music by
Maurice
Blumenthal
- Lyrics by
Margaret Rowe
Clifford
Rex Allen, Jr.

Adoption
Date
February 28,
1919

Comments/
Categorization
State Anthem

1982

Mrs. Eva Ware
Barnett
Wayland
Holyfield
Terry Rose and
Gary Klaff
- Music by
Colonel Sanford
(Sandy) Faulkner
- Lyrics by
Arkansas State
Song Selection
Committee
Dr. Arthur John
Flynn
John Denver and
Mike Taylor

1987

Alternate State
Anthem
State Anthem

1987

State Song

1987

State Song

1987

State Historic
Song

1915

State Song

2007

State Song
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State

Song Title(s)

Connecticut “Yankee Doodle”
“Beautiful
Connecticut Waltz”
“Ballroom Polka”

Composer and
Lyricist
Composer
unknown
Joseph Leggo

Adoption
Date
1978

Comments/
Categorization
State Song

2013

Second State Song

Ray Henry
Mocarski
Stanley L. Ralph
Stephen C. Foster

2013

State Polka

2003
1935

State Cantata
- State Song
- Revised lyrics
adopted in 2008

Florida

“The Nutmeg”
“Old Folks at Home”

Jan Hinton

2008

State Anthem

Iowa

“Florida, Where the
Sawgrass Meets the
Sky”
“The Song of Iowa”

Lyrics by S. H.
M. Byers

1911

“Iowa Corn Song”

Music and
original stanza
and chorus by
George Hamilton
Duff E.
Middleton

n.d.

- First and
officially
recognized State
Song
- Tune of “Der
Tannenbaum”
State’s most
popular song

- Music by Daniel
E. Kelley
- Lyrics by Dr.
Brewster M.
Higley VI

June 30, 1947

Kansas

“The Kansas March”

“Home on the
Range”

1935

- State March
- Partial lyrics
written by Victor
Murdock.
Rearranged
version with
complete lyrics by
Robert R. Jones in
1953 and known
as “Cheers for
Kansas”
(Middleton
acknowledged as
composer)
State Song
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State

Song Title(s)

Composer and
Lyricist
- Bill Post
- Arr. by Kenneth
Judd
Stephen C. Foster

Adoption
Date
July 1, 1992

Comments/
Categorization
Second State
March

Kansas

“Here’s Kansas”

Kentucky

“My Old Kentucky
Home”

1928

“Blue Moon of
Kentucky”
“Maryland, My
Maryland”

Bill Monroe

1988

James Ryder
Randall

1939

Michigan

“My Michigan”

May 21, 1937

New Jersey

“New Jersey State
Song”

- Music by H.
Giles O’Reilly
- Lyrics by Giles
Kavanagh
Dr. Violet Barrett
Paterson

- State Song
- Modern lyrics
adopted in 1986
State Bluegrass
Song
- State Song
- Repealed as state
song on July 1,
2021
State Anthem

Maryland

n.d.

- State Song
- Not adopted as of
publication of this
thesis

The researcher identifies in table 6 (see p. 137) songs used for presidential inaugurations
from the years 1949 to 2021, though the examined inaugural years included 1901 through 2021,
as these ceremonies are the only ones to list any type of music in the programs on the JCCIC
website. The inaugural events on the JCCIC website from 1901 to 1945 do not mention any
music including the national anthem. Several songs listed were used for one inauguration though
five songs were used for multiple inaugurations. The table identifies the song title, the inaugural
year it was used, the number of uses for inaugural events, and additional comments, if
applicable. Three songs worth noting with unique connections or lack thereof with the previously
presented material are “This is My Country”; “America, the Beautiful”; and “America.” The
researcher determined that “This is My Country” is not found in any of the curriculum texts and
is found in only one examined songbook though it was the fourth most used song for presidential
inaugurations. “America, the Beautiful” is not found in every music textbook though it was the
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second most used song for a presidential inauguration with six performances. “America” is found
in every music textbook though it was only used for one presidential inauguration between 1949
and 2021.
Table 6: Inauguration Songs from 1949-2021
Song Title
Year
“Amazing Grace”
2021
“America”
1957
“America, the Beautiful”
1953, 1957, 1965,
1973, 1977, 2021
“An American Medley”
2001
“An American Medley”
1993
(including “Simple Gifts” by
Aaron Copland and “Make a
Rainbow” by Portia Nelson)
“Battle Hymn of the
1977
Republic”
“City on the Hill”
1993
“God Bless America”
1969, 1989
“Hail, America”
1965
“Inaugural Fanfare”
1973
“National Anthem” (also as
1949-2021
“The Star-Spangled Banner”)
“Simple Gifts” from Aaron
Copland’s “Old American
Songs”
“The God Who Gave Us
Life” from the first section of
“The Testament of Freedom”
by Randall Thompson
“The Liberty Bell”
“The Stars and Stripes
Forever”
“This is My Country”
“This Land is Your Land”

Number of Uses
1
1
6

Comments

1
1

1
1
2
1
1
19

1985

1

1985

1

1993
1965, 1969

1
2

1965, 1969, 1989
2021

3
1

Used twice during
Eisenhower’s second
inauguration

The researcher lists thirty-six notable patriotic songs collected or examined during the
research process in appendix B. Notable songs are defined for this paper as songs that occur in
multiple song books and music curriculum texts, have been used for multiple inaugurations,
represent early American patriotic songs from the 1700s to early 1800s, and are military songs
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found in songbooks. For each song, the table includes the song title, composer and lyricist, and
additional comments or notable identifiers as applicable. Being categorized as notable songs in
the American patriotic and national song repertoire, the researcher identified songs that should be
included in music education curricula.
The researcher gathered and noted patriotic and national songs included and not included
in the songbooks or curricular texts within the recordings and sheet music sources representing
multiple music styles, composed by notable composers, and are well-known and lesser-known
tunes and lyrics. Early public domain song samples were obtained from the “America Singing:
Nineteenth-Century Song Sheets” Collection757 and “Civil War Sheet Music Collection”758
included in appendix C representing well-known and lesser-known songs. Appendix C includes
two versions of “The Battle Cry of Freedom,” the first representing the Confederate version with
a similar melody and different lyrics from the Union version759 and the second representing the
Union version that is commonly used in recordings and songbooks.760 Appendix C also includes
song sheets of the “The Star-Spangled Banner,”761 with four complete stanzas, and “The Army
Hymn”762 with a specified tune for the lyrics. Sample recorded songs include “Ode to
Washington” and “High Hopes (Kennedy),” based on the song “High Hopes,” from the playlist

757

Library of Congress, “America Singing.”

758

Library of Congress, “Civil War Sheet Music.”

759

Hermann L. Schreiner and William H. Barnes, The Battle-Cry of Freedom (Macon & Savannah, GA: J.
C. Schreiner & Son, 1864), https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200002539/.
760

George F. Root, The Battle Cry of Freedom (Chicago: Root & Cady, 1862),
https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200001814/.
761

The Star Spangled Banner (NY: Andrews’ Printer), https://www.loc.gov/item/amss.as113140/.

762

Oliver Wendell Holmes, The Army Hymn (NY: J. Wrigley), https://www.loc.gov/item/amss.cw100250/.
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“Super Sonic Inaugural Weekend: Sounds and Songs of the American Presidency”763 and “Two
Brothers” and “Marching Through Georgia” from the album “Songs of the Civil War.”764
Connecting the Findings and Music Education Standards
The elementary classroom provides music educators with multiple opportunities to
engage students in learning American patriotic and national songs. The information presented in
this paper documents the availability of resources and opportunities to teach American patriotic
and national songs to elementary students in general music, band, orchestra, and choral classes.
For the various areas of music education, the curricular structure and goals may vary in
implementation but have the same outcome of engagement and learning. The lesson plans listed
in appendixes D through H demonstrate how elementary music educators may apply the
information presented in this paper to create opportunities for students to learn, know, and
connect with the patriotic and national songs of the American heritage to show their patriotism
and nationalism as done by the early American citizens.
Between the curricular texts, songbooks, digital collections, and recordings, patriotic and
national songs are well represented and shown to have diversified styles and applications within
American society. These materials document relevant musical and historical knowledge to
analyze, understand, and perform the pieces within the appropriate context and with the correct
musical and social interpretation. To document the connections between the identified patriotic
and national songs presented in tables 1 through 6 and in appendixes A through C and the
national standards, the researcher developed five sample lesson plans to highlight the applicable
use of patriotic and national music as primary selections in elementary music classes and

763

Smithsonian Institution, “Super Sonic Inaugural Weekend.”

764

Smithsonian Institution, “Songs of the Civil War.”
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correlate to four of the popular music education methods and approaches utilized in American
schools. Each lesson plan identifies pertinent elements to conduct the class including a song to
learn, objectives, a correlating approach or method, national standards being met, materials and
instructional resources, new terms, instructional guidelines, activities for student engagement,
assessment method, and lyrics. Appendixes D and E include sample lesson plans for general
music classes for grades kindergarten through one and two through three, respectively; appendix
F includes a sample lesson plan for a chorus class for grade four; appendix G includes a sample
lesson plan for an orchestra class for grade five; appendix H includes a sample lesson plan for a
band class for grade six.
Within the context of the documented findings from the review of the literature and the
contents of music curricula and songbooks from the 1800s to the present day, patriotic songs
provide a constant presence in American music engagement opportunities. While patriotism and
nationalism are continual elements of American society and culture, patriotic songs are integral
to preserving the American heritage and spirit. Though the standards do not specify patriotic and
national songs as essential elements of music education, patriotic and national songs help
students achieve the goals stated within the standards of active and diverse musical learning.
Summary
The philosophical literature, educational materials, and pedagogical approaches articulate
and present varying ideologies in relation to patriotism and nationalism as cultural and
educational elements. Sheet music and recordings and live musics sources provide adequate
availability of historically and musically relevant sources for promoting and developing musical
skill and cultural application in alignment with modern perceptions of patriotism, nationalism,
and music education goals. Though the awareness of patriotism and nationalism in the form of
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patriotic song learning has appeared to diminish over time, it has not been eliminated from the
philosophical discussions and educational materials.
The philosophical literature and music pedagogies, curricula, and standards connect
relevant ideologies and perspectives as a foundation for promoting the learning of patriotic and
national songs. Two of the four pedagogies the researcher examined present educators with
fundamental approaches to developing students’ cultural awareness through the music of their
own culture and language. While the Orff and Kodály approaches do not specifically name
patriotic music as an essential element of music development, a nation’s folk songs are
encouraged as a primary musical form for the young learner.
The music curricula included a limited number of patriotic music selections, as
documented in the tables, and folk songs from various cultures around the world. The folksong
use aligns with the stated approaches though the number of patriotic songs does not represent the
same number or kinds included in early songbooks and school music texts such as The Modern
Music Series and Uncle Sam’s School Songs. The designated patriotic songs in these school
texts, as documented in the tables, were representative of an earlier time in American history
though the songs themselves contain historical relevance and musical elements worthy of study.
The patriotic songs from old songbooks and school texts ultimately represent a time in American
history when belief in God, freedom, and country were primary principles of life and education.
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Chapter Five: Conclusion
Summary of Study, Prior Research, and Findings
Through this project, the researcher sought to answer the two following questions: “In
what ways can concepts of patriotism and nationalism influence the goals and standards of
American elementary music education” and “in what ways can implementation of the study of
patriotic and national songs impact the pedagogical structure in American elementary music
education?” The literature and curricular texts, songbooks, online sheet music collections, and
recordings sources were examined through a historical approach that informed how historical
practices, ideas, and developments have informed the direction of music education and have
changed over time regarding patriotism and nationalism. The previous research presented varied
perspectives to teaching patriotism and nationalism and using patriotic songs in the music
classroom as sources indicated a need to reform the approach within a framework of globalism
and interculturalism to allow students to construct their own perspectives and other sources
presented the importance of teaching patriotic songs as a form of historical and cultural
understanding to unify the nation for a common cause.
The findings were documented within tables and lesson plans in connection with the
national standards and indicated relevant usages of patriotic and national music for developing
students’ understanding of and support for a moderate and fervent form of patriotism and
nationalism that fosters the same loyalty as early American citizens and responds in ethical ways
to others’ regard for their country and citizenry. The researcher discovered important aspects to
include in elementary music education classes are historical presentations of songs; proper
technique training to sing difficult ranges; helpful exercises and practice to learn the lyrics,
allotted time for discussion of songs, usage in the past, relevance in modern times, and
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application in each student’s life; and performance opportunities to share with the school,
community, and families. The presentation of original or historical materials such as original
sheet music and recordings support these areas of instructional elements as well as live
performances to interest students to learn more about their country or state songs. The researcher
documented relevant connections between musical element knowledge expectations within the
standards and the musical elements present within select patriotic songs to advance students’
musical knowledge within each grade level. These findings supported the following hypotheses:
“Concepts of patriotism and nationalism can influence the goals and standards of American
elementary music education by providing historical foundation, development opportunities, and
educational direction” and “implementation of the study of patriotic and national songs can
impact the pedagogical structure in American elementary music education in terms of repertoire
selection, development of vocal and instrumental techniques, and music appreciation.”
Significance
The project contributes an understanding and perception of the relevance of patriotic and
national music in music education as it relates to students’ development academically, culturally,
and musically. The patriotic and national music throughout American history provides applicable
knowledge and development when examined within historical contexts of culture, beliefs, and
life. Patriotic and national songs contribute significant musical learning to develop students’
musical abilities in styles represented in American culture from the time of the early republic to
the present-day including folk, classical, hymns, and ragtime.
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Limitations
For this project, the researcher used the national standards as a primary determinate for
applying patriotic and national songs and the concepts of patriotism and nationalism in current
music education practices. The researcher did not consult all available curricular texts or state
curricular standards for each grade level or area of music education for patriotic or nationalistic
applications. The researcher chose a select number of songbooks, music books, and curricular
texts from the 19th to the 21st century to consult for patriotic and national songs known and used
in America. Due to the timeframe of research, sources were limited to those accessible in digital
format, available from online retailers, and owned by the researcher. It was beyond the scope and
timeframe of this project for all curricular textbooks used in American music education to be
examined. The project was restricted to only examine the application of songs within public
school elementary education. Due to the extensive collections of patriotic and national American
songs provided in the sources, the tables in Chapter Four do not include all songs from the
library of American patriotic and national songs that may be used in elementary music education.
Recommendations for Future Study
While this project examined the use of patriotic and national songs within elementary
music education, a similar study may be conducted in relation to middle school or high school
applications of patriotic and national songs. The study may examine the influence of elementary
music education developments and content on the progression of middle or high school music
education and applications of patriotic and nationalistic music and concepts. A survey would
provide insight into assessing students’ understanding of patriotism and nationalism, knowledge
of patriotic and national songs, and perceptions of the cultural relevance and musical significance
of patriotic and national songs.
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Future research may encompass several areas of music education within private school,
public school, and studio settings regarding the application of patriotic and national songs and
principles for musical learning. Curricular texts used within each educational setting
encompassing areas of instrumental, vocal, and general music instruction should be examined to
thoroughly assess the use of patriotic and national, namely state, songs within the textbooks and
method books. A focused approach within the research may examine curricular texts or method
books for specific areas of instrumental instruction including string, woodwind, and brass;
performance opportunities of each instrumental area; and patriotic and national songs within
specific genres relevant to the instrumental category.
Within the examination of the literature for this project, the researcher was unable to
locate any publications discussing the incorporation of state songs within music education. The
field of music education would benefit from a research study conducted to discover how music
educators in each state incorporate their state’s song(s) in music classes, whether the curriculum
encourages or acknowledges the study of state songs, and the pedagogical connections of each
song within the various methods and approaches for all areas and levels of education. The study
may be structured to discover whether educators and students know their state songs, the
pedagogical implications of meeting state and national music standards and individual musical
development, and cultural or artistic relevance of each state song.
To provide a foundation for the development of patriotic and national songs taught in
elementary music education, prospective educators and adults should know the songs and
underlying philosophical perspectives. Future research should be conducted on the knowledge of
patriotic and national songs of prospective music educators for the school or studio setting.
Research may include determining college students’ perceptions of patriotism and nationalism
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and how those concepts may guide music education within the framework of the national
standards and in a way that will benefit the development of music education. The study should
include an examination of students’ knowledge of patriotic songs throughout American history
and their perception of the potential musical benefits of teaching musical elements through
patriotic and national songs.
To understand the relevance and the potential pedagogical implications of using patriotic
and national songs in American music education, research may be conducted to determine the
artistic nature of patriotic and state songs in comparison with other music categories deemed
“artistic” by music scholars, the applicable uses of the songs as primary songs in music
education, and the extent to which Americans know and use patriotic and state songs. The artistic
nature of patriotic and state songs lends an understanding to the implications of using these songs
as pertinent components of American music education and the library of songs students in all
areas of music education should know. Understanding Americans’ knowledge of patriotic and
national songs provide implications for applying the songs within the classroom as they relate the
united values of the American people as achieved by early representations and uses of patriotic
and national songs. The study may also examine Americans’ perceptions of patriotism and
nationalism in relation to music as a guide for integrating the use of specific patriotic and
national songs and concepts in the music classroom.
Recommendations for Music Educators
The findings from this project document a variety of patriotic songs from multiple styles
and genres and indicate time and event specific collections of patriotic music throughout
American history. The timeframes include the early republic, Civil War, World War I, World
War II, and post-World War II to the present day. Within the educational setting, teachers may
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incorporate patriotic songs through a progressive or systematic approach of examining each era
or timeframe of patriotic music. Teachers may develop modules or units to study the different
periods of patriotic and national songs throughout American history as they represent the musical
development and cultural thought of the people. Through study of specific periods of patriotic
music development, students may present these songs within themed performances documenting
the similar and different elements of the music from early songs to songs of the present time.
Patriotic songs, particularly those at the time of the early republic, provide students with a
deeper understanding of the construction and establishment of the nation and the development of
American compositional elements, as in the music of William Billings. The songs of the early
republic reflect the same sentiments of the United States’ founding documents and ideologies of
the people. These documents may also be included in lessons with patriotic songs to provide
more relevant meanings to the students and understanding of American history. Other curricular
elements may be included that are noted in or related to the lyrics to provide connections
between the music and general education for historical, cultural, and musical understanding.
State songs present a unique view of specific regions and music styles of the United
States as they relate to each state in the union. The findings of this project indicate musical and
cultural implications for music education at all levels for learning and understanding the
significance of each state’s unique elements and people when analyzed in correlation with the
national standards. Teachers within public school, private school, or studio settings may include
these songs to develop students’ cultural perceptions, national identity, and musical abilities
within various areas of music. As indicated in table 5 of sample state songs and the complete list
in appendix A, state songs are compositions of folk traditions, early popular pieces, songs of the
early republic, or contemporary and current popular songs by well-known and lesser-known
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composers. Using state songs connects students to a particular area of the nation, mainly the one
in which they live, and teaches them the history of the state and meaning of the song historically
and in the present day. For educators, state songs may provide relevant musical connections for
elementary learners through musical evaluations and learning and cultural and musical
connections with specific customs and elements of different areas of the country.
As the findings indicated, educators may incorporate patriotic and national songs to
discuss or present the historical relevance of songs from the early republic, the world wars, or the
present day. While the songs provide cultural and societal significance, they also encourage
musical development and understanding. Patriotic and national songs are found in different areas
of musical learning involving vocal or instrumental performance and encourage the learning of
musical styles such as march, folk, popular, and classical from such American composers as
William Billings, John Philip Sousa, and Aaron Copland. These areas of music present a variety
of musical elements, such as varied time signatures, note values, rhythm patterns, and
performance techniques, as noted within the lesson plans in appendixes D through G.
Summary
Through this project, the researcher sought to examine the pedagogical and curricular
implications of patriotic and national music and the concepts of patriotism and nationalism in
elementary music education. The concepts of patriotism and nationalism were found to be
consistent elements of American society and music development throughout history. While
patriotism and nationalism are not defining elements of educational development, the application
of patriotic and national songs are continual curricular elements supportive of the developmental
areas of the music national standards and indicative of the subliminal nature of American
patriotism and nationalism.
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Appendix A
Table 7: State Songs – Complete List
State
Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Colorado

Connecticut

Song Title(s)

Composer and
Lyricist
“Alabama”
- Music by Edna
Gockel-Gussen
- Lyrics by Julia
Tutwiler
“Alaska’s Flag”
- Music by Elinor
Dusenbury
- Lyrics by Marie
Drake
“The Arizona March Song” - Music by
Maurice
Blumenthal
- Lyrics by
Margaret Rowe
Clifford
“Arizona (I Love You
Rex Allen, Jr.
Arizona)”
“Arkansas”
Mrs. Eva Ware
Barnett
“Arkansas (You Run Deep Wayland
in Me)”
Holyfield
“Oh Arkansas”
Terry Rose and
Gary Klaff
“The Arkansas Traveler”
- Music by
Colonel Sanford
(Sandy) Faulkner
- Lyrics by
Arkansas State
Song Selection
Committee
“I Love You, California”
- Music by Alfred
Frankenstein
- Lyrics by F. B.
Silverwood
“Where the Columbines
Dr. Arthur John
Grow”
Flynn
“Rocky Mountain High”
John Denver and
Mike Taylor
“Yankee Doodle”
Composer
unknown

Adoption
Date
March 4,
1931

Comments

1955

State Song

February
28, 1919

State Anthem

1982
1987

Alternate
State Anthem
State Anthem

1987

State Song

1987

State Song

1987

State Historic
Song

1988

State Song

1915

State Song

2007

State Song

1978

State Song

State Song
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State

Song Title(s)

Connecticut

“Beautiful Connecticut
Waltz”
“Ballroom Polka”

Composer and
Lyricist
Joseph Leggo

Adoption
Date
2013

Ray Henry
Mocarski
Stanley L. Ralph
- Music by Will
M. S. Brown
- Lyrics by
George B.
Hynson and Donn
Devine (4th
verse)
Stephen C. Foster

2013

Comments
Second State
Song
State Polka

Delaware

“The Nutmeg”
“Our Delaware”

2003
April 7,
1925

State Cantata
State Song

Florida

“Old Folks at Home”

1935

- State Song
- Revised
lyrics adopted
in 2008
State Anthem

Jan Hinton

2008

Georgia

“Florida, Where the
Sawgrass Meets the Sky”
“Georgia on my Mind”

Stuart Gorrell and
Hoagy
Carmichael

1979

Hawai’i

“Our Georgia”
“Hawai’i Pono’I”

1951
1967

Idaho

“Here We Have Idaho”

James Burch
- Music by
Captain Henri
Berger
- Lyrics by King
David Kalākaua
- Music by Sallie
Hume-Douglas
- Lyrics by Albert
J. Tompkins
(verses) and
McKinley Helm
(chorus)

- State Song
- Replaced
“Georgia,”
adopted
August 19,
1922, by
Robert
Loveman and
Mrs. Lollie
Belle Wylie as
the state song
State Waltz
State Song

1931

State Song
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Song Title(s)

Illinois

“Illinois”

Indiana

“On the Banks of the
Wabash, Far Away”
“The Song of Iowa”

Iowa

“Iowa Corn Song”

Kansas

“The Kansas March”

“Home on the Range”

“Here’s Kansas”

Composer and
Lyricist
- Music by
Archibald
Johnston
- Lyrics by C. H.
Chamberlain
Paul Dresser

Adoption
Date
1955

Comments

1913

State Song

Lyrics by S. H.
M. Byers

1911

- First and
officially
recognized
State Song
- Tune of “Der
Tannenbaum”
State’s most
popular song

1935

- State March
- Partial lyrics
written by
Victor
Murdock.
Rearranged
version with
complete
lyrics by
Robert R.
Jones in 1953
and known as
“Cheers for
Kansas”
(Middleton
acknowledged
as composer)
State Song

Music and
original stanza
and chorus by
George Hamilton
Duff E.
Middleton

- Music by Daniel
E. Kelley
- Lyrics by Dr.
Brewster M.
Higley VI
- Bill Post
- Arr. by Kenneth
Judd

June 30,
1947

July 1,
1992

State Song

Second State
March
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Song Title(s)

Kentucky

Louisiana

“My Old Kentucky Home”

Composer and
Lyricist
Stephen C. Foster

Adoption
Date
1928

“Blue Moon of Kentucky”

Bill Monroe

1988

“Give Me Louisiana”

Doralise Fontane

1970

“You Are My Sunshine”
“State March Song”

Jimmie Davis
Sammie
McKenzie, Lou
Lavoy, and
Castro Carazo
Frances LeBeau

1977
1952

State Song
Second State
Song

1990

Roger Vinton
Snow
Leo Pepin
Griffin Sherry

1937

- State
Environmental
Song
- Sung to the
tune of
“America, the
Beautiful”
State Song

2012
2019

State March
State Ballad

James Ryder
Randall

1939

Arthur J. Marsh

1981

- State Song
- Repealed as
state song on
July 1, 2021
State Song

Arlo Guthrie

1981

Lenny Gomulka

1998

“Gifts of the Earth”

Maine

“State of Maine Song”

Maryland

“The Dirigo March”
“The Ballad of the 20th
Maine”
“Maryland, My Maryland”

Massachusetts “All Hail to
Massachusetts”
“Massachusetts”
“Say Hello to Someone
from Massachusetts”
“Massachusetts (Because
of You our Land is Free)”
“The Great State of
Massachusetts”
“Ode to Massachusetts”

Bernard Davidson 1989
- Music by J. Earl
Bley
- Lyrics by
George A. Wells
Joseph Falzone

1997

2000

Comments
- State Song
- Modern
lyrics adopted
in 1986
State
Bluegrass
Song
State Song

State Folk
Song
State Polka
Song
State Patriotic
Song
State Glee
Club Song
State Ode
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State

Song Title(s)

Massachusetts “The Road to Boston”
Michigan

“My Michigan”

Minnesota

“Hail Minnesota”

Mississippi

“Go Mississippi”

Missouri

“The Missouri Waltz”

Montana

“Montana”

Nebraska

“Beautiful Nebraska”

Nevada

“Home Means Nevada”

New
Hampshire

“Old New Hampshire”

“New Hampshire, my New
Hampshire”
“New Hampshire Hills”

“Autumn in New
Hampshire”

Composer and
Lyricist
Composer
unknown

Adoption
Date
1985

- Music by H.
Giles O’Reilly
- Lyrics by Giles
Kavanagh
Truman E.
Rickard and
Arthur E. Upson
William Houston
Davis
- Unknown
composer
- Lyrics by Jim
Shannon
- Music by Joseph
E. Howard
- Lyrics by
Charles Cohan
- Music and lyrics
by Jim Pras
- Lyrics by Guy
G. Miller
Mrs. Bertha
Raffetto
- Music by
Maurice Hoffman
- Lyrics by Dr.
John F. Holmes
- Music by Walter
P. Smith
- Lyrics by Julius
Richelson
- Music by Tom
Powers
- Lyrics by Paul
Scott Mowrer
Leo Austin

May 21,
1937

Comments
State
Ceremonial
March
State Anthem

1945

State Song

1962

State Song

June 30,
1949

State Song

February
20, 1945

State Song

June 21,
1967

State Song

February
6, 1933
1949

State Song

1963

- Second State
Song
- Honorary
State Song
- Third State
Song
- Honorary
Song
- Fourth State
Song/
- Honorary
State Song

1973

1977

State Song
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State

Song Title(s)

New
Hampshire

“New Hampshire’s Granite
State”
“Oh, New Hampshire
(You’re my Home)”
“The Old Man of the
Mountain”

Composer and
Lyricist
Anne B. Currier

Adoption
Date

Brownie
McIntosh
Paul Belanger

1977

“The New Hampshire State
March”
“New Hampshire
Naturally”
“Live Free or Die”

Rene Richards

New Jersey

“New Jersey State Song”

Dr. Violet Barrett
Paterson

New Mexico

“O Fair New Mexico”
“Asi Es Nuevo Mexico”

Elizabeth Garrett
Amadeo Lucero

1917
1971

“Land of Enchantment”

Michael Martin
Murphey
Pablo Mares

March
1989
March
1995

Syd Masters

March 25,
2009
2009
1927

“Mi Lindo Nuevo Mexico”

New York
North
Carolina

North Dakota

“Under the New Mexico
Skies”
“I Love New York”
“The Old North State”

“North Dakota Hymn”

Rick Shaw and
Ron Shaw
Barry Palmer

Steve Karmen
- Composer
unknown
- Lyrics by
William Gaston
- Arr. by Mrs. E.
E. Randolph
- Music by Dr. C.
S. Putnam
- Lyrics by James
W. Foley

1983

1947

Comments
Honorary
State Song
Honorary
State Song
Honorary
State Song
Honorary
State Song
Honorary
State Song
Honorary
State Song
- State Song
- Not adopted
as of
publication of
this thesis
State Song
Spanish
Language
Version of
State Song
State Ballad
State
Bilingual
Song
Official
Cowboy Song
State Song
State Song

- State Song
- Sung to the
tune of “The
Austrian
Hymn”
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State

Song Title(s)

Composer and
Lyricist
James D. Polyhar

Adoption
Date
1975

North Dakota

“Flickertail March”

Ohio

“Beautiful Ohio”

- Music by Mary
Earl (Robert A.
King)
- Lyrics by
Ballard
MacDonald
Bert Berns and
Wes Farrell
- Music by
Richard Rogers
- Lyrics by Oscar
Hammerstein II
Martha Kemm
Barrett

1969

“Faded Love”

John Wills and
Bob Wills

1988

“Oklahoma Hills”

Woody Guthrie

2001

“Swing Low, Sweet
Chariot”
“Do You Realize??”

Wallis Willis

2011

The Flaming Lips

April
2009

“Oklahoma Wind”

Dr. Dale J. Smith

1982

“Hang on Sloopy”
Oklahoma

“Oklahoma!”

“Oklahoma, My Native
Land”

1985
1953

1996

Comments
- State March
- Original
Title was
“Spirit of the
Land”; new
title approved
in 1989
- State Song
- Lyrics
altered in
1989
State Rock
Song
State Song
and Anthem
State
Children’s
Song
State Country
and Western
Song
State Folk
Song
State Gospel
Song
- State Rock
Song
- Designated
by executive
order of the
governor
State Waltz
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State

Song Title(s)

Oregon

“Oregon, My Oregon”

Pennsylvania

“Pennsylvania”

Rhode Island

“Rhode Island’s It for Me”

South
Carolina

“Richardson Waltz”

“Carolina”

South Dakota
Tennessee

“South Carolina on My
Mind”
“Hail! South Dakota”
“My Homeland,
Tennessee”
“When It’s Iris Time in
Tennessee”
“My Tennessee”
“Tennessee Waltz”
“Rocky Top”
“Tennessee”

Composer and
Lyricist
- Music by Henry
Bernard Murtagh
- Lyrics by John
Andrew
Buchanan
(original lyrics)
and Amy Donna
Shapiro (revised
lyrics)
Eddie Khoury and
Ronnie Bonner
- Music by Maria
Day
- Lyrics by
Charlie Hall
- Arr. by Kathryn
Chester
- A member of
the Richardson
family
- Arr. by Mary
Richardson
Briggs
- Music by Anne
C. Burgess
- Lyrics by Henry
Timrod
Hank Martin and
Buzz Arledge
Deecourt
Hammitt
- Music by Roy
Lamont Smith
- Lyrics by Nell
Grayson Taylor
Willa Waid
Newman
Frances Hannah
Tranum
Pee Wee King
and Redd Stewart
Boudleaux and
Felice Bryant
Vivian Rorie

Adoption
Date
1927

Comments
- State Song
- Lyrics
revised in
2021

November State Song
29, 1990
1996
State Song

2000

State Waltz

February
11, 1911

State Song

1984

State Song

March
1943
1925

State Song

1935

State Song

1955
1965

Official Public
School Song
State Song

1982

State Song

1992

State Song

State Song
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State

Song Title(s)

Composer and
Lyricist
Fred Congdon,
Thomas Vaughn,
and Carol Elliot
Joan Hill Hanks

Adoption
Date
1996

Comments

Tennessee

“The Pride of Tennessee”

1996

Kye Fleming and
Dennis Morgan
John R. Bean
William J. Marsh
and Gladys
Yoakum Wright
Julia D. Booth
and Lora C.
Crockett
Evan Stephens

2010

Official
Bicentennial
Rap Song
State Song

“Utah, This is the Place”

Sam and Gary
Francis

2003

Vermont

“These Green Hills”

- Diane Martin
- Arr. by Rita
Buglass
Gluckstate

2000

Virginia

“Carry Me Back to Old
Virginia”

James A. Bland

1997

“A Tennessee Bicentennial
Rap: 1796-1996”
“Smoky Mountain Rain”
Texas

“Tennessee”
“Texas, Our Texas”
“Bluebonnets”

Utah

“Utah We Love Thee”

2012
1929
1933
2003

State Song

State Song
- State Song
- Lyric change
in 1959
Flower Song
- State Hymn
- State Song in
1937
- State Song
- Replaced
“Utah We
Love Thee” as
State Song
- State Song
- Replaced
“Hail to
Vermont!,”
adopted in
1938 as
original state
song, by
Josephine
Hovey Perry
as state song
- State Song
Emeritus
- Became
State Song in
1940
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State

Song Title(s)

Virginia

“Our Great Virginia”

“Sweet Virginia Breeze”
Washington

“Washington, My Home”

West Virginia

“Roll On, Columbia, Roll
On”
“The West Virginia Hills”

Wisconsin

Wyoming

“This is My West Virginia”
“West Virginia, My Home
Sweet Home”
“Take Me Home Country
Roads (Almost Heaven,
West Virginia)”
“On, Wisconsin!”
“Oh, Wisconsin, Land of
My Dreams”
“The Wisconsin Waltz”
“Wyoming”

“Wyoming Where I
Belong”

Composer and
Lyricist
- Lyrics by Mike
Greenly
- Arr. by Jim
Papoulis

Adoption
Date
July 1,
2015

Robbin
Thompson and
Steve Bassett
- Helen Davis
- Arr. by Stuart
Churchill
Woody Guthrie

2015

- Official
Traditional
Song
- Sung to tune
of
“Shenandoah”
Official
Popular Song

1959

State Song

1987

1963
1947

State Folk
Song
- State Song
- Oldest song
of the state
songs
State Song
State Song

2014

State Song

1959
2001

State Song
State Ballad

2001
February
15, 1955

State Waltz
State Song

July 1,
2018

State Song

Ellen King and H. February
E. Engle
3, 1961
Iris Bell
Julian G. Hearne,
Jr.
John Denver,
Taffy Nivert, and
Bill Canoff
William Purdy
- Music by Shari
A. Sarazin
- Lyrics by Erma
Barrett
Eddie Hansen
- Music by G. E.
Knapp
- Lyrics by C. E.
Winter
Annie Smith and
Amy Smith

Comments
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Appendix B
Table 8: Notable Patriotic Songs
Song Title
“America (My Country
‘Tis of Thee)”

Composer/Lyricist
- Music by Henry Carey
- Lyrics by Samuel F. Smith

“America, the Beautiful”

“Battle Cry of Freedom”
“Battle Hymn of the
Republic”

- Music by Samuel A. Ward
- Lyrics by Katharine Lee Bates
Captain Alfred H. Miles, USN
and Charles A. Zimmerman
George F. Root
- Music by William Steffe
- Lyrics by Julia Ward Howe

“Chester”

William Billings

“Columbia, the Gem of the
Ocean”
“Dixie”
“Flag of the Free”

Thomas a` Becket

“Anchors Aweigh”

“God Bless America”
“God Bless Our Native
Land”
“God of Our Fathers”
“Hail, Columbia”
“Hail to the Chief”
“Just Before the Battle,
Mother”
“Keep the Home Fires
Burning”
“Keller’s American Hymn”
“Maryland, My Maryland”
“My Native Land”
“Over There”

Daniel Decatur Emmett
- Arr. from Wagner
- Lyrics by Unknown
Irving Berlin

Comments/Identifiers
- Used for one inauguration
- Included in all school
music texts
Used for six inaugurations

- Civil War song, “John
Brown’s Body,” sung to this
melody
- Used for one inauguration
One of earliest American
patriotic songs
Originally published as
composed by D. T. Shaw

Included in songbooks and
used for two inaugurations

- Tune of “America”
- Lyrics by T. Dwight
Daniel C. Roberts and George
Warren
- Music attributed to Philip Phile
- Lyrics by Joseph Hopkinson
- Music by James Sanderson
- Lyrics by Thomas Elli
George F. Root
- Music by Ivor Novello
- Lyrics by Lena Guilbert Ford
Matthias Keller
James Ryder Randall
- Music by Edvard Grieg
- Lyrics by Myrtle Koon
Cherryman
George M. Cohan

- Song of the Civil War
- Former state song of
Maryland
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Song Title
“Semper Fidelis”
“The Caissons Go Rolling
Along” (also as “The Army
Goes Rolling Along”)
“The Liberty Song”
“The Marines Hymn”
“The Navy Hymn”
“The Star-Spangled
Banner”
“The Stars and Stripes
Forever”
“The U.S. Air Force”
“The Vacant Chair”
“This is My Country”
“This Land is Your Land”
“Tramp! Tramp! Tramp!”
“When Johnny Comes
Marching Home”
“Yankee Doodle”
“Yankee Doodle Boy”
(also as “Yankee Doodle
Dandy”)
“You’re a Grand Old Flag”

Composer/Lyricist
John Philip Sousa
Edmund L. Gruber
- Music by William Boyce
- Lyrics by John Dickinson
L. Z. Phillips
- Music by Rev. John B. Dykes
- Lyrics by Rev. William Whiting
- Music by John Stafford Smith
- Lyrics by Francis Scott Key
John Philip Sousa
Robert MacArthur Crawford
- Music by George R. Root
- Lyrics by H. S. Washburn
- Music by Al Jacobs
- Lyrics by Don Raye
Woody Guthrie
George F. Root
Louis Lambert
- Music by Unknown
- Lyrics by Dr. Shackburg
George Michael Cohan
George Michael Cohan

Comments/Identifiers

Used for two inaugurations

Used for three inaugurations
Used for one inauguration
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Appendix C
Sheet Music and Song Sheets
Figure. The Battle-Cry of Freedom Sheet Music, Confederate. Image from Library of Congress,
Music Division. Public Domain. Hermann L. Schreiner and William H. Barnes, The Battle-Cry
of Freedom, (Macon & Savannah, GA: J. C. Schreiner & Son, 1864),
https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200002539/.

172

173
Figure. The Battle Cry of Freedom Sheet Music, Union. Image from Library of Congress, Music
Division. Public Domain. George F. Root, The Battle Cry of Freedom (Chicago: Root & Cady,
1862), https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200001814/.

174

175

176

Figure. The Star-Spangled Banner Song Sheet. Image from Library of Congress, Rare Books and
Special Collections Division, America Singing: Nineteenth-Century Song Sheets. Public Domain.
The Star Spangled Banner (NY: Andrews’ Printer), https://www.loc.gov/item/amss.as113140/.

177

Figure. The Army Hymn Song Sheet. Image from Library of Congress, Rare Books and Special
Collections Division, America Singing: Nineteenth-Century Song Sheets. Oliver Wendell
Holmes, The Army Hymn (NY: J. Wrigley), https://www.loc.gov/item/amss.cw100250/.
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Appendix D
Table 9: Elementary General Music Lesson Plan
Title/Song
Subject/Class
Grade(s)
Length
Overview

“The Stars and Stripes Forever”
General Music
K-1
30 minutes
Students will listen to “The Stars and Stripes Forever,” identify
band instruments, learn the use of marches, and learn the beat
structure and rhythm of the song. Students will create a rhythm in
groups with a combination of marching and clapping rhythms using
basic quarter note and eighth note rhythms to the “The Stars and
Stripes Forever.”
Objectives
- Name band instruments
- Apply knowledge of beats to create rhythms
- Create basic rhythmic patterns with quarter and eighth notes
using Kodály rhythm syllables
- Discuss basic dynamic ranges
Approach/Method
Kodály Method
National Standards
Grade K
Implemented
- Cr1.1.Ka
- Cr1.1.Kb
- Cr3.1.Ka
- Pr4.2.Ka
- Re7.2.Ka
- Re8.1.Ka
- Cn11.0.Ka
Grade 1
- Cr1.1.1a
- Cr1.1.1b
- Cr3.1.1a
- Pr4.2.1a
- Re7.2.1a
- Re8.1.1a
- Cn11.0.1a
Materials/Instructional
- Two recordings of “The Stars and Stripes Forever”
Resources
including a Sousa Band recordinga and recording by a
military bandb from the Library of Congress
- Picture of sheet music coverc
- Page from manuscript holograph of score from the Library
of Congressd
- Chart/pictures of band instruments
New Terms
- March
- Band instruments
- Eighth note
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Instructional
Guidelines

-

Activities

Assessment

-

The teacher will present students with pictures of band
instruments and discuss the structure and uses of marches
and march music in basic terms such as marching in parades
and the beat pattern.
The teacher will introduce the eighth note and how to count
it using Kodály syllables.
Students will listen to an excerpt of “The Stars and Stripes
Forever” from two different sources and identify the beat.
Students will form two groups to develop a rhythmic pattern
using quarter notes and eighth notes that correlates to the
song.
Students will listen to the recording again and apply the
rhythm pattern they developed using a combination of
clapping and marching patterns.
Students will complete two short worksheets to identify
three band instruments, quarter notes, eighth notes, and
rhythmic patterns.
Note: Adapt structure and elements as needed to correlate
with kindergarten or first grade students.
Listening
Creating
Marching
Clapping
Instrument identification worksheet
Rhythm worksheet
Demonstration of a rhythm pattern for the teacher that fits
with “The Stars and Stripes Forever”

a

Sousa’s Band, “Stars and Stripes Forever March,” by John Philip Sousa, conducted by Arthur Pryor, recorded
August 14, 1903, Philadelphia, PA, Victor, 7-inch, audio, https://www.loc.gov/item/jukebox-117907/.

b

U.S. Marine Band, “Stars and Stripes Forever,” by John Philip Sousa, created by United States Marine Band,
Washington, D.C., published 1998, sound recording, https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.100010504/.

c

John Philip Sousa, Stars and Stripes Forever (Cincinnati: The John Church Company, 1898),
https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.100010480/.

d

John Philip Sousa, The Stars and Stripes Forever. March (Boston, MA: 1897),
https://www.loc.gov/item/sousa.200031561/.
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Appendix E
Table 10: Elementary General Music Lesson Plan
Title/Song
Subject/Class
Grade(s)
Length
Overview

“Home on the Range”
General Music
2-3
30 minutes
Students will learn about state songs, listen to and sing one of the
state songs of Kansas, and create a rhythm pattern to play along on
Orff instruments with the song as the teacher sings and/or plays it.
Objectives
- Name four state songs
- Explain relevance of establishing a state song
- Identify eighth, quarter, dotted quarter, half, and dotted half
notes
- Create instrumental rhythm patterns with eighth and quarter
notes and rests in 3/4 meter
- Sing with accurate pitch and rhythm
Approach/Method
Orff Approach
National Standards
Grade 2
Implemented
- Cr1.1.2b
- Pr4.2.2b
- Re7.1.2a
- Re9.1.2a
- Cn10.0.2a
- Cn11.0.2a
Grade 3
- Cr1.1.3b
- Pr4.2.3b
- Pr4.2.3c
- Re7.1.3a
- Re9.1.3a
- Cn10.0.3a
- Cn11.0.3a
Materials/Instructional
- Website for Kansas’s historical societya
Resources
- State websites and list of state songs of three states of
choice (examples: Connecticut, California, and Florida)
- Sheet music for “Home on the Range” from the MENC
book, Get America Singing…Again!b
- Song sheets or sheet music of one state song from each of
the three additional states
- Printouts of original lyrics for students
- Early recording of the song from the Library of Congressc
- Instruments from Orff Instrumentarium
New Terms
- State song
- Dotted quarter note
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New Terms
Instructional
Guidelines

Activities

Assessment
Original Song Lyrics

-

Dotted half note
3/4 time signature
The teacher will explain the use of state songs and ask
students if they know and can name any state songs.
- The teacher will use four states and their respective songs as
examples of the varying styles and types of state songs.
- The teacher will use information from Kansas’s historical
society website to provide background information about
the song “Home on the Range” and provide students with
sheet music and lyrics to the song.
- The teacher will explain any new musical concepts such as
dotted quarter notes, dotted half notes, and 3/4 time before
engaging students in learning the song.
- Students will listen to a recording of “Home on the Range”
and then sing the first verse and chorus of the song as the
teacher plays the song on the piano.
- Students will use Orff instruments to develop as a group a
rhythmic pattern to play along with the song as the teacher
plays and/or sings it.
- Students will be assessed of their knowledge through the
rhythmic development exercise and a fill in the blank quiz
identifying the musical elements and four state song names
discussed in class.
- Note: Adapt structure and elements as needed to correlate
with second or third grade students.
- Listening
- Counting
- Singing
- Performing
- Performance
- Fill in the blank quiz
Verse 1:
Oh, give me a home where the buffalo roam,
Where the deer and the antelope play,
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word
And the sky is not clouded all day
Verse 5:
How often at night, when the heavens are bright
With the light of the glittering stars,
Have I stood here amazed and asked as I gazed
If their glory exceeds this of ours.
Chorus:
A home, a home where the deer and the antelope play,
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word
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Original Song Lyrics
Song
Composer/Lyricist

And the sky is not clouded all dayd
Music by Daniel E. Kelley
Lyrics by Dr. Brewster M. Higley VI

a

“Home,” Kansas Historical Society, accessed April 22, 2022, https://www.kshs.org/.

b

Music Educators National Conference, Get America Singing…Again!

c
James Richardson, performer, “Home on the Range,” collected by Ruby T. Lomax and John A. Lomax, recorded
June 3, 1939, Raiford, FL, sound disc, 78 rpm, audio, https://www.loc.gov/item/lomaxbib000482/.
d

“Home on the Range,” Kansapedia, Kansas Historical Society, accessed April 2, 2022,
https://www.kshs.org/kansapedia/kansas-symbols/17169.
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Appendix F
Table 11: Elementary Chorus Lesson Plan
Title/Song
Subject/Class
Grade
Length
Overview

“Battle Cry of Freedom”
General Music/Chorus
4
45 minutes
Students will analyze the lyrics of “The Battle Cry of Freedom,”
learn about the historical connections of the lyrics, view sheet
music for the song from the 1800s, listen to a recording of the song
from the 1900s, and sing the song in unison applying new dotted
eighth and sixteenth note rhythms and body movements in
rhythmic structure.
Objective
- Explain song uses during the Civil War
- Identify note types such as quarter and sixteenth notes
- Identify dynamic and note length variations
- Perform in a flat key in unison with dotted eighth and
sixteenth note rhythms
- Apply appropriate and rhythmic movements
Approach/Method
Eclectic approach of Dalcroze Method and traditional elements
such as note reading
National Standards
- Cr.1.1.4b
Implemented
- Pr4.2.4a
- Pr4.2.4b
- Pr4.2.4c
- Pr6.1.4a
- Re7.2.4a
- Cn11.0.4a
Materials/Instructional
- Sheet music for “The Battle Cry of Freedom” from the
Resources
Library of Congressa
- Recording of “The Battle Cry of Freedom” from the Library
of Congressb
- Patriotic Music Companion Fact Book by Dale V.
Nobbmanc
- Printout of lyrics or song sheet from the Library of
Congressd for students
- Worksheets
New Terms
- Rallying song
- Dotted eighth note
- Sixteenth note
- B flat major key signature
Instructional
- The teacher will provide students with sheet music with
Guidelines
lyrics for “The Battle Cry of Freedom” to use for analyzing.
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Instructional
Guidelines

Activities
Assessment
Song Lyrics

-

The teacher will discuss the historical development and use
of the song as it relates to the Civil War and guide students
through examination of the lyrics, their meaning during the
Civil War, and how the lyrics may apply to the present day.
- Students will view sheet music images for the song and
listen to an early recording of the song from the Library of
Congress provided by the teacher.
- The teacher will identify and present dotted eighth and
sixteenth notes to the students.
- The students will sing the song in unison as the teacher
plays the song on the piano and will develop body
movements or gestures to match the lyrics.
- Students will be assessed via the application of singing and
completion of an identification worksheet of musical terms.
- Singing
- Moving
- Discussion
- Performance
- Musical terms identification worksheet
Verse 1:
Yes, we’ll rally round the flag boys, we’ll rally once again,
Shouting the battle cry of freedom;
We will rally from the hillside, we’ll gather from the plain,
Shouting the battle cry of freedom.
Verse 2:
We are springing to the call of our brothers gone before,
Shouting the battle cry of freedom;
And we’ll fill the vacant ranks with a million free men more,
Shouting the battle cry of freedom.
Verse 3:
We will welcome to our numbers the loyal, true and brave,
Shouting the battle cry of freedom;
And altho’ they may be poor, not a man shall be a slave,
Shouting the battle cry of freedom.
Verse 4:
So we’re springing to the call from the East and from the West,
Shouting the battle cry of freedom;
And we’ll prove a loyal crew for the land we love the best,
Shouting the battle cry of freedom.
Chorus:
The Union forever, hurrah, boys, Hurrah!
Down with the traitor, Up with the star;
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Song Lyrics
Song Composer and
Lyricist

While we rally round the flag, boys, rally once again,
Shouting the battle cry of freedom.e
George F. Root

a

George F. Root, The Battle Cry of Freedom (Chicago: Root & Cady, 1862),
https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200001814/.

b

Byron G. Harlan and Frank C. Stanley, vocalists, “The Battle Cry of Freedom,” by George F. Root, recorded
January 23, 1907, [Philadelphia, PA?], with orchestra, Victor, 10-inch, audio, https://www.loc.gov/item/jukebox120491/.
c

Nobbman, Patriotic Music, 38-39.

d

The Battle-Cry of Freedom ([Philada., May 16, 1861?]), Monographic, https://www.loc.gov/item/amss.cw100370/.

e

Beattie et al., eds., The Golden Book, 21st ed., 16.
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Appendix G
Table 12: Elementary Orchestra Lesson Plan
Title/Song
Subject/Class
Grade
Length
Overview

“This is My Country”
Orchestra
5
45 minutes
Students will begin study on the song “This is My Country.” The
teacher will guide the students through examination of the lyrics,
song structure and elements, and discussion of personal application.
Students will use the discussion points in their interpretation and
performance of the piece.
Objective
- Develop analytical abilities in relation to musical and lyrical
elements
- Apply analyzed elements in performance
- Explain personal interpretation and application of the song’s
musical elements and cultural significance
- Define musical elements such as tempo and expressive
markings
- Connect the song to broader societal interests and beliefs
- Explain personal application of “pledging allegiance”
Approach/Method
Eclectic approach to include Suzuki Method and traditional
elements such as note reading
National Standards
- Pr4.3.E.5a
Implemented
- Pr5.3.E.5a
- Pr6.1.E.5
- Re8.1.E.5a
- Cn10.0.H.5a
- Cn11.0.T.5a
Materials/Instructional
- “Patriotic Favorites for Strings” sheet music for orchestra
Resources
arranged by John Moss and published by Hal Leonarda
- Recording of song such as from a streaming service or the
audio access included with the sheet music
- Printout of lyrics for each student
- Pledge of Allegiance printouts
New Terms
- Rubato
- Syncopation
- March tempo
Instructional
- The teacher will provide students with their respective
Guidelines
instrument parts to perform along with printouts of the
song’s lyrics and melody line to use to analyze the song.
- The teacher will engage students in a discussion of each
verse and respective chorus, the meaning of the lyrics to
them personally, and the connection of the song with the
Pledge of Allegiance.
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Instructional
Guidelines

Activities

Assessment
Song Lyrics

-

The teacher will discuss the musical elements of the song
such as tempo changes dynamics and expressive markings
and how these elements are used to express the meaning of
the lyrics.
- After discussing the lyrics and song structure, the teacher
will guide students through sightreading the piece in
sections and as a group.
- Students will be assessed of their knowledge through
application of the discussed elements in their performance
of the piece for the teacher and engaging in the group
discussion.
- Listening
- Analyzing
- Discussing
- Performing
- Group discussion
- Performance
Verse 1:
What diff'rence if I hail from North or South, or from the East or
West?
My heart is filled with love for all of these.
I only know I swell with pride, and deep within my breast
I thrill to see “Old Glory” paint the breeze!
Chorus 1:
This Is My Country! Land of my birth.
This Is My Country! Grandest on earth!
I pledge thee my allegiance, America the bold.
For This Is My Country to have and to hold!
Verse 2:
With hand upon heart I thank the Lord for this, my native land,
For all I love is here within her gates.
My soul is rooted deeply in the soil on which I stand,
For these are mine, My own United States!

Song
Composer/Lyricist
a

Chorus 2:
This Is My Country! Land of my choice.
This Is My Country! Hear my proud voice!
I pledge thee my allegiance, America the bold,
For This Is My Country to have and to hold!b
Music by Al Jacobs
Lyrics by Don Raye

“Patriotic Favorites for Strings: Value Pack,” Hal Leonard, accessed March 2, 2022,
https://www.halleonard.com/product/868071/patriotic-favorites-for-strings.
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b

Don Raye and Al Jacobs, “This is My Country,” in The International Library of Piano Music: Songs of Out Time,
arr. John Brimhall, ed. Felix Greissle, George W. Cooke, and Bonnie Laub (Midland Park, NJ: The University
Society, Inc., 1975), 178-179.
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Appendix H
Table 13: Elementary Band Lesson Plan
Title/Song
Subject/Class
Grade
Length
Overview

“Georgia on My Mind”
Band
6
45 minutes
Students will learn about the establishment of Georgia’s state
songs; learn about the composers and style of “Georgia on My
Mind”; listen to a recording of the song; discuss the significance of
selecting state songs; identify the lyrical and musical connections to
express the composers’ meaning; and begin learning the song as
written and through improvisation with appropriate style, correct
technique, and accurate intonation.
Objective
- Explain the significance and representation of state songs
- Discuss the musical perspective of composers
- Apply critical listening skills to identify specific musical
and lyrical elements
- Discuss musical and lyrical connections to composers’
expressive intent
- Perform with appropriate style, correct technique, and
accurate intonation in group rehearsal
Approach/Method
Eclectic approach utilizing Suzuki Method and traditional approach
such as note reading
National Standards
- Cr1.1.E.5a
Implemented
- Cr2.1.E.5a
- Cr3.1.E.5a
- Pr4.2.E.5a
- Pr6.1.E.5a
- Pr6.1.E.5b
- Re7.2.E.5a
- Cn10.0.H.5a
- Cn11.0.T.5a
Materials/Instructional
- Website of state songs: State Symbols USAa
Resources
- Recording of “Georgia on My Mind” such as from
Smithsonian Folkways,b a streaming service, or the audio
included with the sheet music
- “Georgia on My Mind” sheet music for band from
Discovery Jazz Series arranged by Michael Sweeney and
published by Hal Leonardc
New Terms
None
Instructional
- The teacher will use online resources to present Georgia’s
Guidelines
state songs, historical information about the songs, and why
state songs are chosen.
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Instructional
Guidelines

-

Activities

Assessment
Song Lyrics

The teacher will use one state song, “Georgia on My Mind,”
as a performance piece.
The teacher will present information about each composer
of the song and guide students through analyzing the
musical elements of the song and how they are used to
express the meaning of the lyrics.
The students will listen to a recording of the song and will
be provided sheet music with the melody and lyrics by the
teacher for analyzing the piece while listening to it.
The students will identify places in the song where
improvisation may be done and begin to develop basic
musical ideas to improvise.
The teacher will guide the students through sightreading the
piece in sections and as a group.
Students will be assessed on their performance and
participation in the group discussion.
Listening
Analyzing
Applying
Performing
Discussion
Performance and application of learned concepts

Verse:
Melodies bring memories that linger in my heart,
Make me think of Georgia,
Why did we ever part?
Some sweet day when blossoms fall and all the world’s a song,
I’ll go back to Georgia ‘cause that’s where I belong.

Chorus:
Georgia, Georgia, the whole day through
Just an old sweet song keeps Georgia on my mind, Georgia on my
mind
Georgia, Georgia, a song of you
Comes as sweet and clear as moonlight through the pines.

Song
Composer/Lyricist
a

Other arms reach out to me;
Other eyes smile tenderly;
Still in peaceful dreams I see the road leads back to you.
Georgia, Georgia, no peace I find,
Just an old sweet song keeps Georgia on my mind.d
Music by Hoagy Carmichael
Lyrics by Stuart Gorrell

“Home,” State Symbols USA, accessed April 22, 2022, statesymbolsusa.org.
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b

Lizzie Miles, vocalist, “Georgia on My Mind,” track 11 on Hot Songs My Mother Taught Me, released 1956,
Smithsonian Folkways Recordings, https://folkways.si.edu/lizzie-miles/georgia-on-my-mind/jazzragtime/music/track/smithsonian.
c

“Georgia on My Mind,” Hal Leonard, accessed March 20, 2022,
https://www.halleonard.com/product/7470552/georgia-on-my-mind.

d

Hoagy Carmichael and Stuart Gorrell, “Georgia On My Mind,” in The New Home Library Series: The Greatest
Songs of 1920-1940, ed. David C. Olsen (Miami, FL: CPP/Belwin, Inc., 1990), 85-87.

